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american photography:
a century of images

The companion book to the major PBS

American

series,

Photography: A Century of Images offers

dynamic look

a

at

the twentieth century's most pervasive visual medium.

Examining the powerful
in

shaping our time,

one

for

it

role that

photography has played

focuses on loo key photographs

artistic treasures to

momentous

everyday snapshots to records of

historical events, these images, plus

more

than 75 others, chart the American experience from
grandest to

From

—

each year of the century. Ranging from established

a baby's first portrait to a

farewell, from soldiers fallen
less visage,

its

most intimate moments.

its

legendary ballplayer's
battle to an actress's time-

in

photographs have provided the definitive

images through which the twentieth century

will

be

remembered. Photographs have helped us to create our

image of ourselves and allowed us to share

happened

world or

a

a lifetime

in

events that

away. American Photography

explores the various roles that photography has played

our society and

in

our personal

lives

— as

a

medium

in

of

artistic expression, a recorder of public events, a family

historian,

and

a

powerful tool for shaping public opinion.

And while the capturing
altered the

of images on film has profoundly

way we experience the

world, photography

has undergone incredible changes. A process that

itself

began

little

more than 150 years ago with experimental

attempts to record the pictures of the world has culminated

in a digital

revolution that earlier generations could

scarcely have imagined.

New

York Times

photogiaphy

critic Vicki

Goldberg and

art

historian Robert Silberman, senior consultants to the PBS
series,

show how profoundly photography has helped

shape the

life

home

advertising, science, news, propaganda, fashion,

life,

of our nation,

lining

it

and celebrity stardom. At the close of the

in

the realms of

first entirely

photographic century, American Photography looks back
the pictures

we have

taken, and

where they have taken

at
us.
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The most democratic of arts immediately found

a

home

in

the most democratic

of countries, not only providing the average citizen (whoever that
or her

own Mkeness

but soon proving

of the West. Photography seems,

value

its

in

elections and

our early painters,

like

American

plain, hard facts;

witness

John Singleton Copley and the Pe ales. The medium could

accommodate our transcendental yearnings
quent and surprising landscape played
identity.

with his

is)

the exploration

retrospect, like a natural for the

in

which has always paid particular attention to the

eye,

in

too,

and photographs of the

a critical role in

elo-

establishing national

Anyway, we took to photography: Almost as soon as international prizes

were established, American daguerreotypes won top honors. American technology had the edge here; our mechanical techniques for cleaning and polishing

were better than what Europe had.
The history of photography,
Europe and

became an

quickly
for

Britain,

far

still

from complete today, has focused on

where the medium was invented, and on America, which
international power. Scholarship could change the emphasis;

now, we are stuck with the knowledge we have, and from inside this country,

America looks important.

Attheendofthe nineteenth and beginning
Kodak and the Brownie put the

Edward Ouigley
Crowd Scene. 1931
(Courtesy of Barry Friedman,

Ltd.,

NY)

first in

ied

America and moments

ability to

make

later across

our democratic desires. And

the world;

this century,

in

of the twentieth centuries, the

pictures into everyone's hands,
it

was

as

if

we had embod-

photography turned out to be

one of this country's most important cultural products. Around the turn of the
last century,

the way

reform

in

Jacob

Riis,

an immigrant American, and Lewis Hine, born here, led

both the practice and style of social reform photography. The social

movement took

believe that just

root in

many

knowing about

ingenious to enlist the camera

countries, but

injustice

in

it

was

typically

would move people to

American to

act,

and

it

was

the cause. The Earm Security Administration's

photographic project, which echoed Hine, was by far the most comprehensive
of any nation's effort to record the Depression. FSA photographers

were

highly accomplished, and their images influenced films that were seen around

the world.

American modernism lagged

far

behind Europe

dle of the second decade, Paul Strand, taking a cue

overseas, created

involved

in

a distinctly

in

painting, but

in

American modernist photographic

experimentation than Europe was. Strand and others

style. Less
like

him

country directly confronted the geometry of modern forms, the modern
lost

1960

1961

1962

and alienated modern

1963

1964

citizen.

1965

New

York

was already the flagship

1966

the mid-

from avant-garde painting

s

in

this

city,

the

city of

the

1968

1969

—

Ken O'Brien
The Cotton Patch, Texas, 1937.
(Courtesy of the photographer)

century, as Paris had been of the last, and Strand (and Alfred Stieglitz, Berenice

many

Abbott, and later

others) reveled

in its stark, sleek,

powerful, energetic,

empty, even inhospitable facade.

Between the two world wars, when

tographers were represented

in

magazines, and

traffic in literature,

entertainment became more and more international and

rapid,

American pho-

major European exhibitions, and the export of

America's increasingly visual culture became big business. Technology again
played

a role

Life

magazine's production was better than that of the European

magazines that had invented the form, and Technicolor and Kodachrome gave us
the

first

edge

in

which

color technology. The size and resources of this country,

was the foremost economic power
would say dubious) talent

for

after

World War

II,

and

some

evident (and

its

pop culture fostered the wholesale export of

manufactured and cultural products. Vast amounts of American photographic
imagery

magazines, advertisements, film, and television have swept the world,

in

sometimes
In

to the distress of local talent elsewhere.

the 1930s and 1940s and again

in

the 1950s, emigres brought an immense

reservoir of talent to the United States that

added both an experienced

— and
European taste and worldview — Andre Kertesz, Lisette Model — to

photojournalistic practice

cated

— Alfred

Eisenstaedt, Martin Munkacsi

and plain-spoken American

provincial, raw,

style.

Even

in

35mm
sophisti-

a

more

a

fashion, European art

directors recognized and galvanized the talents of extremely gifted photogra-

phers

who

led

America to the forefront of fashion photography. Robert Frank

brought with him from Switzerland

and perhaps
for

them
If

in

a

a

European existentialism and skepticism,

certain cynicism about this country, then found visual correlatives

the car culture, the racism, the emptiness of the land.

many memorable war images were made

by Americans, that

is

not

because American photographers were better but because Americans were
involved

in

every major war and had the resources to provide extensive coverage,

as well as having
Clifton B.Jones

communications

satellites in place at an early date.

By the mid-1950s and 1960s, what Andre Malraux called "the

De Marco Witnesses, 1959.
{Boston Public Library)

out walls," that
the

Uffizi,

museum

It

many

and the Hermitage

wide establishment
ran

in

in

sit

a living

side by side

between book

which not merely the same

covers,

art but the

with-

clear that the

was

a

world-

same news images

through the memories of people everywhere: Japan, Nigeria,

was already almost painfully

museum

room where pictures from the Louvre,

Chile, Belgium.

media were dominating

life,

and

American media were dominant.

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

introduction

Photography

the modern world.

is

Thomas Lawson

Even our worst faults were put before the world's eyes by our photographers

We

because of the extent of our media industry and the openness of our press.

were damned around the world

for civil rights

abuses by the witnesses we our-

selves had called, and then by our press that published their

The United States has become increasingly diverse
influence of our

rights

civil

and feminist and gay

activist

movements has encour-

aged minorities to seek representation and self-expression
polity has permitted

if

not encouraged

a

fervent belief

And technology

still

in

— again,

a

democratic

varied ethnic representation and self-

a

representation. America's prior record on this score

country with

damning images.

recent years, and the

in

was

appalling, but this

is a

self-improvement.

contributes to wide recognition of American pho-

tographs, as images of the earth seen from the sky by an American astronaut, of
Above: NASA
Apollo n Eva View, 1968.
(Courtesy of NASA)

an American robot on Mars, and of spectacular discoveries
by

D- Ashton
Underwood & Underwood photographer
making views from Metropolitan Tower,

NASA cameras and telescopes change
Now, with the century drawing to

Opposite: Horace

New

York, 1911.

close and the status of photography

changing under the relentless advance of new technologies, the time

(Courtesy of the Hallmark

long look back at the

a

Photographic Collection)

a

deep space made

in

everyone's vision of the universe.

medium

is

right for

that created the image of these hundred years

and wove the strands of communal memory. Sometimes, when age and language
and culture divide
burning to death

in

us,

the images

Vietnam

— are

— of Betty Crable,
all

we

a

man on

the moon,

a

monk

share. Other times, photography furnishes

the rituals and identities required of just about everyone: baby pictures, wedding

announcements, passports. And most often they simply

are the environment,

newspapers, magazines, and books, on billboards and phone booths and

windows,

in

in

store

in

motion on big and small screens.

Family photographs remain our most intimate and at times our only connection to the histories that shaped our lives. After a tornado savaged
City in
in

May

gutters and odd corners. A church offered to gather

had

lost

them

in,

and people who

everything came to reclaim the remnants of their past.

greatest thing that they had

came

Oklahoma

of 1999, thousands of torn and mud-stained photographs turned up

left

was

life,

Many

said the

then added that these photographs

next.

This book looks at one photograph for every year of the past century,

and then

at

more. With photographs of just about every description,

American Photography: A Century of Images
"Photography

Is

the modern world," the

is

critic

less a history

than

Thomas Lawson

present images of that world as American photographers saw

a

said.
it,

proposition.

These pages

with the hope

that they set you to thinking about whether Lawson was right.

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999
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the developing image

1900-1934

1900

Photographer unknown
Baby Picture

^

the snapshot revolution

It

began

in 1888,

when George Eastman brought
made

the revolution that

maker. The camera was

a

out the roll-film Kodak, sparking

just about everyone a photographer and a picture

stroke of commercial genius; with

Eastman created

it,

the amateur market. The Kodak was sold already loaded with film, and once
the

was finished the camera was sent back

roll

the film, printed
difficult

it,

which processed

to the factory,

and loaded the camera once more. No one had to learn the

and messy complexities of printing. Everyone with

a little

money could

do what few could do before.
In

igoo, the Brownie, costing only

put this revolution

a dollar,

Named

of adolescents and lower-class families.

for a creature

dren's book illustrations, the Brownie promised to
into photographers.

did.

It

It

them

also turned

make

repeat performances on

durable,

Family snapshots

now

birthday, her

voice of nostalgia

that swears

the good old

days really were
better.

in

private stage. Photography,

the family

filled

albums and

attics

was

when

the sun shone, so

which persisted

baby, her first

in

most

kind. For years

certain bright,

a

virtually built into the task. Moreover, people did not

pictures,

new

with family pictures, almost always of

wives crying, their husbands drunk, their children
illness, insanity, divorce.

starring role

fragile smile.

happy families; the home camera scarcely knows another
pictures were taken outside

a

which had made faces

registered growth, change, even decline: the

triumphant toddle, and great-grandma's

Snapshots

amplified the

a

chil-

women

children and

into eternal subjects of the lens.

Nimble cameras and easy photographs gave everyone
in

the hands

in

popular

in

good feeling

snap pictures of their

gangs; of accidents, violence,

(Nor often of death, for funeral and postmortem
in

some communities

well into the twentieth century,

were usually the province of professionals.) The simplification of photography

was seized

as an opportunity to construct ideal family

by keeping the evidence
gia that

in

myths and reinforce them

view. Family snapshots amplified the voice of nostal-

swears the good old days

Amateurs began fashioning

really

were

tales of

better.

happy families when the family was

moved out

already under pressure. During the industrial revolution, work

home, improved transportation sent people across oceans

home and

family that were not necessarily as stable and permanent as they

seemed came
ity

of the

and the

or out West,

to be looked on as the last bulwarks against the frightening rapid-

of social change. At the beginning of this century, social pressure increased

with

a

flood of immigrants and

a

growing number of

women

Snapshooters ignored the signs, and photographs kept
tured darling boys whose grinning pictures
that they might
still

come

to no good. Later

lingered vividly on the page, and

in

mum.

in

the workforce.

Family albums fea-

short pants betrayed not

some would be men who

some would

be daddies

died

whom

a

in

hint

wars but

divorce wrote

american photography

Edwin Col
Boy with Hat and Cane, ly
(Houston Public Libi

.

out of the picture history or

only at birthdays and Christmas. Families

left in

generally remained together at least for the length of an album.
/V\ythic

they

charge of their

may have

was how they wished
ideal portraits, but
lives rather

been, but snapshots also allowed people to take

own images.

If

families depicted themselves unrealistically, that

to see themselves. Professional studios also specialized

homemade

own

than particular moments. The power to create one's

ever limited by inexpensive equipment and extravagant fantasies,

been especially important to marginal groups

like

whom

immigrants, African-Americans,

all

by outsiders with cameras

hands and stereotypes

their

of

in

their heads.

Even children could picture the world as they wished to see
the

way adults

insisted

it

image, how-

must have

were most commonly represented

and people on the edge of poverty,
in

in

pictures were ongoing narratives and spelled out

it

instead of

was. Well into this century, some educators guessed

the camera might be an easy path to self-expression and self-confidence for the

young.

In

the 1970s,

photographer named Wendy Ewald taught photography to

a

Appalachian children;

a

surprising

number made haunting and

original images.

Ewald and others continue to teach this simple and powerful magic to children

who cannot

afford

it

on their own.

From the beginning, snapshots were
in

we

home and

are

in

front of our

a

quick and credible

way

to

communi-

the old country or across this ever-mobile nation: "Here

cate to relatives back

I'm

wearing my fur coat; see how well we're

doing? Maybe you should come too." (Houses and possessions included

tographs are identifying marks

in

pho-

for families, not just as signs of status but also

as testimony to shared experience.) Recently video and the Internet have taken

16

the snapshot revolution

Photographer unknown
First

Communion,

Texas, 1904

(Houston Pubhc Library)

over

some

of having
a still

for

of the snapshot's function of communication,
a

though the excitement

video camera doesn't seem to last long; eventually

someone

camera again. Whatever kind of photography records the family,

porous

human memory and
much

frequently are not so

in

fact

recalled as

may

substitute for

compounded

it.

it

picks

up

fills in

Childhood memories

of family tales,

which may

be apocryphal, and snapshots, which can always be reinterpreted.

Birthdays,

The snapshot camera generated new behaviors, principally the photography

parties, holidays,

an afternoon at
the beach, a

new

car, a prize of

prom
seemed

kind, a first
dress,

all

any

to necessitate

photographs.

session,
birdie.

where Dad

or

Mom

lined everyone up

and ordered them

Smiling for the camera became an obligation no matter

all

to

watch the

how you

felt at

the moment, and people noted which one of their expressions looked best

snapshots and used

through

it

every time, one of the few

facial expression since

new modes

in

of self-definition

the mass production of the mirror.

The Brownie and other inexpensive cameras changed the nature of family

now

events, which

required photographic

commemoration and added camera

behavior to the tacit rules of event behavior. Birthdays, parties, holidays, an

afternoon

seemed

at

the beach,

a

new

car, a prize of

to necessitate photographs.

any kind,

Some landmarks,

weddings, were sufficiently solemn or special to
didn't rule out

tures,

which

prom

like first

call for a

dress,

all

communion

or

professional, which

whole families snapping away.

Travel filled

tours of photo

a first

up with camera moments

sites.

in a

ration. Travelers

The experience of

until vacations

travel

began to look

sense became the purpose ofthe trip as well as

who

ordinarily

like

was subtly being transferred

would not speak

to strangers,

its

much

the way to meet them, cheerfully asked others to photograph them

to pic-

commemoless
in

go out of

front of

1901

Photographer unknown
Wedding picture.
(George Eastman House)

the snapshot revolution

the

Eiffel

Tower and photographed strangers on request. Today, one of the

vestiges of urban politeness

is

make around

the detour that pedestrians

last

tourists

photographing their friends.
Well-born young

Snapshooters
generally tried to
imitate the con-

ventional styles

and
photographed

bestowed such

in

the center of

a

picture

maker with

in

them succeeded

talent for likenesses.

a

skill

with so

little

training. Not that people

were precious enough, well taken was
lottery.

So crucial

In fact,

is

in

is

It

became

artists,

better, artistic

was

like

winning the

subject matter to photography that even inferior family

power

to stop the heart, especially as time and

the snapshot forged

commonplace, extraneous

And

in

a

new

aesthetic. The

life

go

by.

momentary became

details that the eye usually discarded

a

were now fixed

the privacy of the home, both the designated photog-

rapher and the subjects of the pictures were permitted to be imperfect. The
children might be sent to

a

studio for really good portraits, but these would then

be pasted into the album next to the ones that showed

the frame.

of

they did not, but the open secret was that few cared. Record and recognition

for contemplation.

posed figures

all

hard to think of another technology that has so generously and democratically

pictures have the

tally

and some young men had long been tutored

polite their educations, not

even the fumble-fingered into

portraits, with

full-length, fron-

how

mal<ing good copies of what they saw. Overnight, the snapshot camera turned

for

of painted

women

drawing, but no matter

them squinting

into the

sun, creating a mix of high and low, professional and vernacular that the public

was comfortable with long before the

art

world was.

For a long while, snapshooters generally tried to imitate the conventional
styles of painted

figures

in

and photographed

posed

portraits, with full-length, frontally

monuments were

the center of the frame. Houses and

similarly

centered and groups arranged pyramidally as during the Renaissance. A respectful

distance from the subject was maintained for years, with (sun)light at the

photographer's back, since that's what the experts recommended. Distracting

elements were shooed out of the picture.
But shadows and

litter

and dogs strayed

in;

people turned out unaccount-

ably small and awkward, and shade played unanticipated
faces. Photography's

unbounded greed

dramas across

ment than the photographer might have hoped

for,

and amateurs could not

consistently override the camera's reluctance to flatter the world and
tants.

Many

identities as

a

vast volunteer

artists,

inhabi-

home

but during

all

army of picture makers prided themselves on new

amateur photographers and

conserving private history.

19

its

years would pass before the aesthetic that every American

found both acceptable and pleasing would be co-opted by
those years

their

absorbed more of the environ-

for fact

a

new

responsibility: creating

and

Sffs^p^ maF^:..!
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The Flatiron Building.
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photography as fine

art

From the beginning of photography, some saw the new medium
art.

Others, whether amateurs or professionals, had no such goal

wanted only to make
pristine glory.

If

a

handsome

the photographs came out relatively

expected. For most

in

it

clear,

mind. They

city hall in its

that was

that

all

was

the latter half of the nineteenth century, art never really

who

entered the picture. Even those

thought

new

portrait or record the

as a path to
in

considered photography an art generally

one.

a lesser

Around the turn of the century, however,

a

group known as the

Pictorialists

sought recognition of photography as the equal of painting and sculpture among
the traditional fine

America, the

arts. Similar

movement was

organizer, publisher, and gallery

minded

in

groups had already been active

led by the indefatigable

owner

decade of the century, they played

first

Stieglitz wrote,

regarded ''not as
the handmaiden

maiden of
his

Alfred Stieglitz. Strong-willed and single-

known

of

individual

expression."

art,

way

key role

in

In

a

the

establishing photography

but as

a

distinctive

medium

of individual expression.'"'

— and eventually he did — photography would

would no longer be exhibited

If

Stieglitz

no longer be consid-

at World's Fairs in

the "industrial arts" sections,

along with the products of other mechanical inventions, but would be accepted
alongside painting and sculpture

The efforts of

meant

medium

a

as the Photo-Secession.

ered suitable only for commercial purposes or family snapshots. Photographs

of art, but

as a distinctive

In

as a fine art. Photography, Stieglitz wrote, should be regarded "not as the hand-

had

should be

Europe.

pursuit of his vision for Pictorialist photography, Stieglitz organized

small, hand-picked group of photographers

Photography,

in

photographer, exhibition

Stieglitz

in

the citadels of fine

and others

to be seen as Art with

a

led to

capital A.

The

art;

museums.

photographs that were clearly
Pictorialists frequently imitated

the "isms" associated with nineteenth-century art

Impressionism, Post-

Impressionism, Symbolism. Their preferred subjects were portraits, landscapes,

and figure studies. There are
paintings,

when the

in

Pictorialist

photographs that look

which the photograph captures

subject

was contemporary, the pursuit

of art

like

Renaissance

staged tableau. Even

a carefully

meant depicting

a

world

of refinement and elegance, qualities carried over into the foremost Pictorialist
journal, Stieglitz's

Camera Work, which featured elaborate printing and images

hand-mounted on exquisite colored-paper backgrounds.
Since sharp focus suggested the use of photography as
least

mundane

recording device, soft focus

became the

a scientific or at

sign of poetic artistry

and the pursuit of beauty. The photographers used techniques and materials to
create surface effects that mimic brush work.

the period

is

a self-portrait

Steichen. Steichen

is

made

portrayed as

One

of the

most

telling

just after the turn of the century by
a painter,

palette and brush

in

images of

Edward

hand. He was

american photography

Edward Steichen
Self-Portrait with Brush

1902
Angeles County

and

Palette, Paris.
(Los

Museum

of Art)

was dedicated

forever swearing off painting and informing Stieglitz that he

photography; here he embraces both. Sadakichi Hartmann,

skewered Steichen with

photograph

— that

a

a

contemporary

to
critic,

parody of Hamlet's famous soliloquy: "To paint or to

the question."^

is

Pictorialism suggests an imitation of traditional, essentially academic

painting. Yet within this relatively narrow approach, technique reached
level.

Tonal subtlety

Pictorialist

was considered

images with

Pictorialists placed a

a lovely

sign of true photographic art,

a

range of carefully modulated grays. The

premium on technical

virtuosity as a

themselves from the casual amateur, and although
reveals

many old-fashioned images,

and

his collaborators

of

racetrack to

a

were willing

like

making

a

seemed always

picture

clear the excitement
possibilities

in

the midst of

a

of separating

Camera Work

from snapshotlike images

still lifes

of luscious roses.

to be trying to pull off

snowstorm. Above

a

all,

some bravura

feat,

Pictorialism

makes

engendered among photographers who sensed the

women, such

suggests

means

perusal of

open to those willing to master photography as

expression. And exclusive as
plished

a

their range remains considerable. Stieglitz

to try anything,

dreamy moonlit landscapes and

Stieglitz in particular

as

it

high

a

endowing

a

medium

was, the Photo-Secession included

limitless

of self-

many accom-

Gertrude Kasebier and Anne Brigman. Their work often

feminist outlook, whether

in

images of mothers and daughters

or in

daring nude self-portraits.

A dramatic turning point
proclaimed fine

art in

in

the early history of photography as

America came with the

1916 and 1917, dedicated to the work of

a

final

two

issues of

young photographer,

a self-

Camera Work

Paul Strand.

in

photography as fine art

Anne

W

Brigman

1907-n.
(George Eastman House)

Invictus, ca.

Although others were moving

similar direction, Strand forcefully cleared

in a

away the fog and heavy atmosphere borrowed from Whistler and Olde England
and presented

a

new approach.

Stieglitz rightly described Strand's

of

work

as hav-

He went on to say that the photos were "devoid

ing a spirit of "brutal directness."

flim-flam; devoid oftrickeryandofany'ism'...Thesephotographsarethe

all

direct expression of today."^ For

brief period, Strand's

a

mal experiments of newer movements

He consciously attempted to see

if

in art,

work emphasized the

specifically

for-

Cubism and abstraction.

what the European moderns were doing

in

painting and sculpture could be transferred to photography. He experimented

with close-up

still lifes

and shots of

a

porch railing that emphasized abstract for-

mal patterns, and composed longer shots that compressed or fragmented space
in

the

manner

of the Cubists.

Strand approached the city
portraits of individual

middle-class

women

When

in a

he went out onto the streets of Manhattan,

hard,

unflinchmg fashion, as evidenced

men and women. These

and children

images playing ring toss

at leisure

subjects were

who had appeared

or picking fruit in an orchard.

— unshaven, overweight, wrinkled — but Strand

of beauty

in

Later Strand

if

photographed the inside of

at least as beautiful as roses.

in Pictorialist

gritty,

even

undoubtedly saw

his

— as

own movie camera — he

a

kind

a

cathedral. The

modern forms, and the camera could capture them with
that painting could not match.

sup-

iftosaythat machine forms

Soon photographers discovered that

scraper or factory could be as beautiful as

23

in his

way from the

addressed truthfully.

ported himself partly through news reel work

were

long

They were

grotesque

such subjects

a

a

a sky-

modern age created
clarity

and directness

1903
'"•^

^^'^"J<i^ Kasebier
Mrs. Word arjd Baby.

photography as fine

art

Strand claimed that photography was ''the first
and only important contribution thus far, of science
to the arts."
In

an assertive, polemical 1917 essay, Strand claimed that photography was

"the first and only important contribution thus

far,

of science to the arts.""

Photography, he said, possessed "an absolute unqualified objectivity."^

we know

think

better now; for Strand, such

assumed

phy the preeminent art form for the modern age

if

We may

made photogra-

objectivity

used correctly, which did not

include copying Old Masters, academic painting, or even Impressionism. Strand

and the photography he represented proved enormously Important
photographers and those of

One

conversion.

his

generation,

after another they

abandoned

destroyed their early Pictorialist work

had

little

to do with the

By 1923, Steichen

influence

in

it

in

into his

of

Pi

for later

kind of aesthetic

their soft-focus lenses

and

pursuit of sharp focus and subjects that

twilight world of late-nineteenth-century art.

was proclaiming the soft-focus

art.

I

want

to

lens "the

make good photographs.

head that dreaminess and mist

helped to change such notions. Of course,
favored by

a

most pernicious

the pictorial world. "^ He went on to say,"l don't care about making

photography an
got

moody

who underwent

some photographers

is

a soft,

art."

I'd

like

Whoever

to

know who

it

was. Strand

first

painterly look continued to be

well into the 1950s. Even today, the techniques

ctorialism form part of the vocabulary of

many experienced photographers.

But after the heyday of Pictorialism, the dominant aesthetic for photographers
aspiring to artistic status

photography,

was

a

sharp-focused and unmanipulated "straight"

among whose best-known advocates were Edward Weston and

Ansel Adams. Steichen, Stieglitz, and other photographers affiliated with the
Pictorialist

came

movement soon

to regard Pictorialist

enormous

collection of

had earlier been
it

25

gladly.

less

shifted to the

new way

of seeing. Stieglitz himself

photography as old-fashioned, and

images to

New

York's Metropolitan

in

1933 gave his

Museum

of Art,

which

than enthusiastic about the acquisition but now accepted

1904

Photographer unknown
Augustine lozno, Ventura County, California.
(Shades of LA. Archives/Los Angeles Public Library)
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1906
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foreign peoples, foreign places

gifts has

One of photography's great

make

possible

many

always been to

"the world and

all

that

is in it."'

With that broad charge,

the magazine has consistently published images to

kinds of vicarious experience.

thrill

Photographs enabled people to travel imaginatively to

the armchair traveler, giving every would-be Indiana

foreign places and encounter foreign peoples without

Jones

ever leaving home.

In a

country as large and diverse as

the United States, photography also offered

a

w/ay to see

people from other regions whose backgrounds

may have

been "foreign" or "other" than the viewer's.

rest of the

high

in

world for millions across the

images

more than maps.

In

the words of one of

1909 or witnessed the

the Peruvian Andes

unknown

Machu

its

founders, the magazine's domain was nothing less than

filled

in

how

more than

half of the magazine. Along with

and landscape photographs and conventional

tures of markets and native architecture. National

Geographic also published images of bare-breasted

Hiram Bingham

Machu
(Yale
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Picchu, a site

to the outside world

dramatically photographs boosted sales, photographic

wildlife

far

In

the Inca ruins of

National Geographic began using photographs

Geographic Society, the magazine has taken "geography"

mean

North Pole

the 1890s. By 1908, after the publishers discovered

inception as the official magazine of the National

to

at the

for centuries.

country has been National Geographic magazine. Since
its

convincing sense of having seen Peary and his

1911 (re)discovery of

Throughout the twentieth century, the best-known

window onto the

a

companions

Picchu after ten days of clearing, 1911.

Peabody Museum/NGS Image Collection)

pic-

ationai beograpnic magazine:

'The world and
women

all

that

is in it."

that notoriously sparked a prurient fascination

generations of curious young boys

in

— not to mention older

men. The rationale was apparently that prudery should
not prevent accuracy
tures.

Such

a

the presentation of other cul-

sober explanation does

possibility that the

erotic

in

magazine

at

little

to diminish the

photographs suggested that outside the

all,

Under the guise of genial

the people looked different.

curiosity, a kind of pictorial

imperialism was often at work, with the impulse to cata-

logue other cultures built on

a

shaky foundation of

pseudo-science.

With the passage of time, the presuppositions and

times provided casually

images under the guise of anthropology and edu-

cation. Such

the ordinary, and, above

unfortunate beliefs about other peoples underlying early
captions

in

National Geographic no longer appear as

United States or Western Europe or the sphere of influ-

lighthearted or innocent as they might once have

ence of white Christian culture and modern

seemed.

was

a

for exploration

ness.

civilization

world of exotic cultures, "primitive" lands suitable

and adventure and defined by their other-

The religions were unusual, the food and clothing

a

"Bali

has no blondes," proclaims the caption for

1928 group portrait of bare-breasted Balinese

girls.

Ethnographers and journalists working abroad
weren't the only photographers

who made images

of

and forms of housing were unfamiliar, the wildlife and

foreign peoples as "documents." Others did so right at

even the domesticated animals were frequently out of

home. At

Above: F. A. Rhinehart
Upshaw, Interpreter, 1898
(Smithsonian Institution

A. B.

Right:

Augustus Sherman

Untitled (three Dutch

women

Island), ca. 1910.

(Courtesy of the Ellislsland

Immigration Museum)

at

Ellis

Ellis

Island,

Augustus Sherman photographed

american photography

Women from
West

Guadeloupe, French

Indies, at Ellis Island, 1911.

(Courtesy of the

Island

Ellis

Immigration Museum)

children from other countries

the

in

initial

eigners on the edge of citizenship

with
f

a directness that gives

respect.

We

them

in

subjects unawares. ("Stolen" pictures recur

stages of

being transformed into young Americans. He showed

for-

their native finery,

stature and

a

kind of

do not know what purpose the photographs

of the

medium.

York City streets were shot with
lens

mounted on one

side,

a

nl tUi^TiTT^yti TvU iTn ^^ mi JiTn#?Mi ^'l H

New

camera that had

a

fake

enabling him to look one way

and shoot another.)
There have always been photographers

Racial st

the history

in

Paul Strand's early photographs of

various ethnic and racial communities

James Van Der Zee

studios, as

did

in

who

in

the

ran photo

Harlem, and took

own com-

proven to be an unusually powerful instru-

photographs for newspapers targeted

ment

munities or documented family, friends, and neighbors

and propagating

for reinforcing

racir

as a hobby.

(and racist) imagery.

J

served or were intended to serve, for they were not published. But
a

they suggest the way

in

which photography as

cataloguing and institutional record-making device can

underscore race and ethnicity and nationality and fortify

an accepted sense of order
characteristics
features,

—

in

in this case,

and skin

the world based on visual

costume, physiognomic

stereotypes even

the best intentions.

the United

In

when undertaken with

San Francisco shortly after the

turn of the century, Arnold Centhe

made

a series of

photographs of Chinatown.^ An outsider, he could take
pictures only with a "Detective"
into the

Van Der Zee often showed
and

his clientele as

day.

prosperous

attractive. Outsiders looked for traditions or specific

events that struck

them

South and elsewhere,

Americans

in

as different

racist

— or worse.

In

the

postcards depicting African-

demeaning, stereotyped poses were often

sold commercially.
Racial stereotyping did not of course originate

in

States has with few exceptions always been problematic,
in

These people took pictures of the ordinary

and extraordinary that went on around them every

color.

The portrayal of ethnic minorities

an exercise

at their

hand camera, blending

background as best he could and catching

32

his

with photography, but photography has proven to be an
unusually powerful instrument for reinforcing and propagating racial (and
evident
of

in

Edward

racist)

imagery. This

is

perhaps most

photographs of Native Americans. The imagery
Curtis,

who between 1890 and

1927 took

some

50,000 photographs of Native Americans across the
continent, continues to inform popular notions of Native
peoples. Early

in

the century. Native Americans seldom

—
foreign peoples, foreign places
Photographer unknown
Seven

Indian children in four stages of civilization, ca. 1900. (The Photography

little

Collection, Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts at Harvard University)

feS

took their

own

pictures,

and their contemporary descen-

dants, seeking models, have often incorporated Curtis's

photographs into their

Some

art

a Pictorialist

costume drama that depicts the

intentioned and

contemporary

Nanook of the North.

Curtis

was

well

knew that he was not photographing

reality.

But his images of what he called

"The Vanishing Race" employ

a kind of theatrical re-

creation that keeps alive a nostalgic, mythical image of a
pan-tribal Native culture.' Certain of the photographs
offer a

more authentic

vision of Native

was not beyond ignoring the

life,

but Curtis

differences between Native

There have been many photographers

American life, but until
recently the overwhelming majority
have been non-Indians.
of Native

groups, or the distance between past and present. He
kept Indian clothing on hand and sometimes dressed up
his subjects

worn by

with total disregard for the actual clothing

their tribe. There have

33

are

more

careful about their uses of photography, but the

medium continues

to play a significant role

attitudes toward foreignness at

home and

in

shaping

abroad.

Images of new immigrants, minority populations,

filmmaker and sometime photographer Robert

Flaherty, director of

but until recently the overwhelm-

Today, National Geographic and other publications

white man's imaginative vision of the Native world.
Like the

life,

ing majority have been non-Indians.

and cultural imagery.

of Curtis's work can be described as relatively

straightforward portraiture, but his best-known images

suggest

of Native American

been many photographers

gious subcultures, or political fringe groups are
inevitably caught up

in

particular presentation

reli-

still

the question of whether or not
is

fair

a

neither reinforcing nega-

tive stereotypes nor overly idealizing the "other."

James

H.

Hare

Orville Wright Takes Off

(Harry

Ransom Humanities Research

Center.

University of Texas, Austin)

1908

Augustus Sherman
Children's playground, Ellis Island roof garden.
(Courtesy of the Ellis Island Immigration Museum)

1909

IQl Q

Photographer unknown
Halley's Comet,
1

May

zg, igio.

(Courtesy of Yerkeb Observatory)

extending vision:
science and photography

The camera was harnessed to science even before photography was
invented
Talbot,

in

1839:

Around

who would

1837,

officially

the photographic pioneer William Henry Fox

not reveal his process to the world for two more years, took

microphotographs with the

aid of a solar microscope.''

Daguerre himself supposedly made an imperfect picture of the moon;^

American daguerreotypes of

in

it

the 1840s were more successful. Medical pho-

tography without microscopes or other special attachments began as early as

and during the American

1852,

made

of post-operative

Such photographs, which
several decades

Civil

wounded

War an extensive photographic

far

surpassed engravings for accuracy and after

began to replace them, stand

the beginning of the

at

archive of photographic records compiled by the sciences
tury

(much

as photographic archives

more

the great comet

distortion than other

of

1882 showed

the stars

in

clearly that the
first

catalogue of

more

progressed, the

exact, and less subject to

means

medium

easier, quicker,

and interpretative

new information and unanticipated

ground so clearly that the

first

discoveries.

catalogue of stellar positions based on photo-

graphic measurements was begun
1888, the first asteroid

graph of Halley's comet was taken

stomach

The

first
in

in

1885. Shock

waves were photographed

was found photographically

based on photographic measure-

1885.

was

error

Photographs of the great comet of 1882 showed thestarsintheback-

1835, too early for photographs.)

in

human

of graphic reproduction. As the nineteenth century

stellar positions

ments was begun

immense

the nineteenth cen-

slowly but surely changed science, contributing not

only accurate data but also

the

background so

reliable,

in

were simultaneously compiled by branches

of the humanities and by governments).' Photography

Photographs of

was

record

soldiers.

photographs of the

1890," and the X

ray,

in

1910. (The

comet had

interior of the

discovered late

and the

in 1891,

last

human body were taken
in

1895,

reproduce X-ray photographs

in

in

photo-

been observed

in

of the

became known around

the world almost instantly because the recently invented halftone
sible to

first

made

it

pos-

newspapers. ' Photography radically

changed our sense of our own bodies and

their boundaries, revealing

what was

hidden inside, revealing the skeleton before we died.
It

changed our idea of the universe

century, the American astronomer

too. In the first year of the

character of several nebulae from photographic evidence.^

photographed the solar eclipse
relativity,

published

deflect light

in

in 1915.

in
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In

spiral

1919, scientists

order to test Einstein's theory of general

The images demonstrated that gravity did indeed

the neighborhood of the sun by almost exactly the

Einstein had predicted, confirming his theory and
to physics.'

new

James Edward Keeler discovered the

making

a

amount

that

major contribution

american photography

In 1919, scientists photographed the solar eclipse in

order to test Einstein's theory of general relativity,

published

in

1915.
Photography generously handed
out prizes.
played

a

able role

In

this century

it

has

major and often indispensparticle physics, astronomy,

in

microbiology, crystallography, and

some aspects

of medicine, as well as

making important contributions

many

other branches of science

to
like

anthropology and entomology. Film

cheap and
lions

many:Though

uses

its

and probably

is

mil-

snap-

billions of

shots routinely click out of cameras
every year, technical and other non-

amateur photographs, many
scientific,

them

of

outnumber amateur pho-

tographs both

quantity and

in

commercial significance. ^

In a

in

single

evening, shutters opening automatically in particle accelerators, astro-

nomical observatories, and satellite
surveyors can register photographs

running into the thousands.
Techniques and instruments
that "see" beyond

human

vision

make

photography immensely useful
Lewis

P.

Tabor

Solar Eclipie. 1925.
(Courtesy of the Hallmark
Photographic Collection)

to science.

The

revolution

in

first

X-ray diffraction pattern

specimen were taken
first

photographs of

microscope,

was produced

in 1912,

crystallography. The first electron micrographs of

in

1970.^

Rosalind Franklin

in

Watson and Francis

was arranged

in a

in

a

1934, the first

a

fetus

leading to

vivo

in

a

biological
in

1965, the

single atom, using a scanning transmission electron

In

1952, an X-ray diffraction

photograph of

DNA

taken by

England but not properly interpreted by her gave James
Crick the final proof that their hypothesis

double

from speculation to

photographs of

a

helix.

Here

a

photograph converted

was
a

right:

DNA

mental model

fact.

Mechanically operated cameras have made major breakthroughs that

would not have been possible with human
Anderson, using

a

camera

vision alone.

In

1932, Carl David

set on a timer, discovered antimatter at the California

Institute of Technology. Twenty-seven years old, he roiled and forever

38

changed

extending vision: science and photography

Leon Foucault
Blood cells of a frog, 1843.
(The Kodak

Museum)

the world of physics. Anderson was studying the solar rays that haphazardly

passed through
rays pass

a

cloud chamber

in

in

such

on them, creating

a trail

showed

that had the positive charge of

a particle

bombardment

their continual

through the supersaturated steam

a

of earth.

When

chamber, vapor condenses

that can be photographed. Anderson's photographs
a

proton and the mass of

a

negatively charged electron.

Scientists doubted his report at first, but the photographic

evidence was simply irrefutable, and Anderson won a Nobel
prize for his discovery.
This

was impossible.

Physicists had firmly established the existence of the

electron and the proton, which were accepted as the sole, fundamental building
blocks of matter. Anderson undertook
ing unsuccessfully to bring his

a series

new and

of mathematical calculations, try-

clearly mistaken evidence into line with

the known paradigm of the world. He could not. At length, hesitantly and rather
heroically, he declared that he

had discovered an antiparticle, which he named

the positron. Scientists doubted

his report at first,

dence was simply irrefutable, and Anderson won

a

but the photographic evi-

Nobel Prize for

His revelation led to predictions of other antiparticles,

his discovery.

one of which Anderson

himself discovered. '°
Scientists

still

have

a

healthy respect for the truthfulness of photographs,
is

an almost unmatched power as evidence, which

discloses only to those

can read the clues.
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it

the

key.

if

The photograph has

properly taken and unmanipulated. Interpretation

who

1911

Lewis Hine
Breaker Boys in a Coal Chute, South Pittsburgh, Pennyivania.
(George Eastman House)

social reform:

the camera as weapon

Many photographers have

been dedicated to showing the world

and convincing others to worl< toward

a

a

problem

solution. Rarely does the photographic

action lead to the desired social reaction. Social problems persist, and photogra-

phers

try to solve

still

In

them with

their Images.

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Jacob

born journalist, used photographs to support
reform slum

remains

life.

The

title of his

his

Riis, a

Danish-

arguments about the need

to

most famous work. How the Other Half Lives.

simple description of the goal of traditional social photography: to

a

awaken the conscience

of the middle and upper classes by providing a glimpse

The subjects of

into the lives of the lower classes.

photography are not

social

usually the intended audience for the pictures, which generally aim to

call

the

attention of the "haves" to the plight of the "have-nots."

Jacob

Riis told

an interviewer

in

1888, "The beauty of looking into these

places without actually being present there

is

that the excursionist

spared the

is

vulgar sounds and odious scents and repulsive exhibitions attendant upon such
a

personal examination. "^ This revealing statement suggests that photographs of

the slums can lead to what might be called pictorial slumming, with the viewer

Like Riis, [Mine] believed that the realism of photography

was

its

greatest strength. Verbal reports could be chal-

lenged, but the raw evidentiary power of photography was,
in

Mine's view, unrivaled as a 'Mever for the social uplift."
engaging

voyeuristic, vicarious relationship to social misfortune.

in a

contribution or other support for

result of seeing the horrors, but the

A financial

program might be forthcoming as

a political

a

photograph removes the viewer from the

need to obtain any firsthand experience of the situation.
Riis

was

a print

journalist

other photographers)

in

who became

weight than verbal description.

How

with photographs and engravings

a

screen, could play to

primitive

ment

—

Riis

interiors

photographer (and

the Other Half Lives

made from

ence through lantern-slide lectures
on

a

maximum

in

which

effect.

photos.
his

times hired

was profusely

Riis also

reached

illustrated
his audi-

photographic images, projected

The photographs were relatively

used old-style chemical flashpower to illuminate the dark tene-

and

alleys

— but their roughness only heightened the sense of

authenticity they conveyed and reinforced what

shock tactics.

at

the belief that photography carried more evidential

amounted

to

photographic

american photography

^'^^^if\
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Lewis Hine
Carolina Cotton Mill, 1911.
(George Eastman House)

Lewis Hine, the next great figure
nally a teacher

and thought of

was powerful, but

his

methods were

his

His first major photographic project

that

showed immigrants

thetic vision at a time

in social

work

reform photography, was origi-

What

as a kind of education.

less sensational

was

a series

he showed

and moralistic than

of images, taken at

as they entered the United States.

when anti-immigration sentiment

It

offered

shops and pool
have been

— at

1918.

halls,

home

on

They show youngsters
city streets,

ground

is

no more reassuring:

Even those

who

in
It

the mills and mines,

sweat-

photographs of their homes reveal

cramped tenement rooms. A shot of

shows the children amid junk

children standing next to the spinning machines they operated
late at night,

the boys

in

his
in

a play-

vacant

in a

have never heard of Hine might recognize

young "newsies" out hawking papers

made
in

almost everywhere but where they should

or in school. Even the

the children doing piecework

in

sympa-

a

often ran high. Hine's

be St- known works are the thousands of photographs of child labor he

between 1908 and

Riis's.

Ellis Island,

lot.

images of
the mills, the

the coal chutes.

Hine worked for several social welfare organizations, such as the National Child
Labor Committee, the National Consumers' League, and the Red Cross, and his
pictures were widely disseminated. The great photographic representative of

Progressive Era reformism, he participated

in

some

of the major social welfare

projects of his time, including the Pittsburgh Survey, for which he

documented

steelworkers, their families, and their living conditions. An ambitious foundation-

supported study of what was then considered an exemplary industrial
survey ultimately helped to convince U.S. Steel to modify

extreme practices, such as the imposition of

42

a

a

few of

its

city,

the

more

seven-day work week. Hine also

social reform: the

We

camera as weapon

propose to make you and the whole country so sick

and tired of the whole business that when the time for action
comes, child-labor pictures will be records of the past. Lew Mne
worked

government agencies, including the

for

Tennessee Valley

whaS^e we

tography, along with

qTO ABOUT IT
TRY TO PROT&T CHILDHOOD

GOING TO

appeared

ARE

He

life.

in

institutional

books and exhibitions,

and then mainly near

He was keenly aware of
placement of figures

light

stylistic con-

composition

in a

and darkness to add visual drama.

1908 photograph of

titled a

a

mother and her

Tenement Madonna, and referred to the

child

THROUGH CHILD LABOR LAWS

in

Renaissance painter Raphael
according to

a

work

of circulation. His

rarely in art exhibitions,

and the use of

CARED FOR

means

reports and magazines, and

though

cerns, such as the

NEEDY PARENTS
AND

its

pamphlets and posters,

in

the end of his

THROUGH MOTHERS PENSIONS

CHILDREN

Autlnority.

Hine was determined to expand the uses of pho-

in

Italian

discussing the work, but

1926 interview had

a

prejudice against

the phrase art photographer. A picture with beauty but

THROUGH COMPULSORY EDUCATION

without significance meant

THROUGH BETTER

HOMES

little

to him.^

Hine was not averse to using

PLAV

gain

sly tactics to

access to factories and workplaces, but his photographs,
for

all

their ingenuity and

ful, tike Riis,

phy was

its

skill, a re

anything but guile-

he believed that the realism of photogra-

greatest strength. Verbal reports could be

challenged, but the raw evidentiary power of photogra-

phy was,

in

nine's view, unrivaled as a "lever for the

com-

social uplift." His straightforward style displayed a

pelling sense of truthfulness, an avoidance of melo-

drama, and an obvious respect

for his subjects.

Trachtenberg has observed, Hine's children

in

As Alan

particular

display "savvy." They are tough and spirited, and, like
of his subjects, never portrayed as simple

objects of

Poster for Social Reform. 1911.

pity.^

Hine's work eventually played an important role

Lewis Hine

labor laws, but he

all

downtrodden

was not always interested

in

in

the passage of child

expose. During World

War

I,

his

involvement with the Red Cross took him to Europe, where he photographed
relief

workers helping refugees. Hine thought of

especially

in his later

his

work

as educational,

together by showing the dignity of

human

labor.

He believed that workers and

management

could be led to do more than simply get along. A harsh

many aspects

of industrial capitalism, he nevertheless regarded work and

43

and

photography hoped to bring employees and employers

critic

of

american photography

Photographer unknown

Mother and twins when they began to take
fortified miilc, ign. (The Photography
Collection, Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts
at

Harvard University)

workers as noble.

Among

his last

completed projects was

mately one thousand pictures documenting

men

at

work

a

group of approxi-

— Mine called them "sky

— on the towering steel skeleton of the Empire State Building.

boys"

From time to time, photographers have joined together under the banner
of "concerned photography" or

"photography as witness." Near the end of

Mine was affiliated with the Photo League,
social

documentary photography. As

a

New

York group that

his

life.

promoted

center for photographic exhibitions.

a

As early as 1910, a writer observed, ''The public soon
wearies of pictures of destitute children or desolate

tenement

interiors."

classes,

and discussions, the Photo League inspired

a

number

of important pho-

tographers, including Walter Rosenblum and Jerome Liebling," to pursue what

has been called

"civic

photography," which displays

a

concern with the

full

range

of social behavior, from work to politics and from recreation to education.

Although an emphasis was placed on
calls for action,

social

the subjects explored

the Bowery, tenement

life,

in

understanding rather than direct

Photo League group projects included

and Harlem, which suggests

a

fundamental continuity

with the Riis-Hine tradition.
In

recent decades, photography has shared

its

role as pictorial

conscience

with television and film documentaries. Nevertheless, major photographic
projects have been produced

— some

in

the realm of newspaper and magazine

photojournalism, others generated independently

44

— on the farm

crisis,

the rust

camera as weapon

social reform: the

Photographer unknown
Orphans on steps, 1911.
(The Photography Collection.

AIDS epidemic. Many photographers continue to work

Carpenter Center for the Visual
Arts at Harvard University)

social welfare agencies to help provide visual evidence of continuing social prob-

belt,

boat people, the homeless, victims of Agent Orange, street

lems. Today, documentary photographers working

in

kids,

for the full

and the

spectrum of

the tradition of

Mine are recording the situation along the border with Mexico and

in

Riis

and

new immi-

grant communities throughout the United States.

There

is

always

dous situations

will

a

danger that the proliferation of photographs of horren-

induce what has been called "compassion fatigue. "^ As early

as 1910, a writer observed, "The public soon wearies of pictures of destitute chil-

dren or desolate tenement interiors."^

(In

our

own

era of global media, the

can seem endless.) Speaking to an audience of reformers
self

acknowledged that

his listeners

He went on to say that he was

too,

a

year

were probably weary of

list

Mine him-

child -labor pictures.

then added: "But we propose to make you and

the whole country so sick and tired of the whole business that
action comes, child-labor pictures will be records of the

45

earlier.

past."''

when the time

for

s:;,ms^m'r^m-^mi^:^.'m:Mm^-^'

1912

Charles Martin
Kalinga Province Chiefs.
(Charles Martin/NCS Image Collection)
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1913

Frank

B.

Cilbreth

Motion Study.
(Smithsonian Institution)
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Photographer unknown
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Brothers Postcard.

otion study and social control

The photographic study of motion served more

The twentieth century has been a century of speed.

From the telegraph to the telephone to transmission of
data via fiber optics, from horses and trains to automobiles

and

and planes, the pace of

life

has

become

up,

matching

life's

ing pace with an array of technical advances
film,

ble to arrest

in

shutters
it

possi-

moment,

as

a

long exposure turns

lights into bright ribbons

the streets. The play between

offers infinite possibilities. In 1878,

Muybridge, an Englishman

living in

how

the legs of

a

a

efficiency. Taylor

manager

stopwatch

1914

which were then analyzed

in

the relentless pursuit of

was the very model

of the corporate

as unfeeling rationalist, a

man

with no sympa-

came

at a

time of increas-

assembly
— the
— and was adopted around the world.

line

first

Taylor's followers

was Frank

management consultant who achieved

still

Eadweard

paterfamilias

in

Cheaper by the Dozen,

memoir written by two

the United States,

horse really moved. According to

Cilbreth, an early

notoriety as the

a

best-selling

of his children. The book, and the

areas of daily

life,

That charming portrait played

chologist) had

from Taylor

in

down

Lillian,

the actual work

an industrial psy-

done to adapt Taylorism.' Cilbreth

two

basic ways:

well be apocryphal, his pictures

who

a galloping horse lifted all four legs off the
In

Thomas

won

clock with the camera, turning time study into motion

was more sympathetic

to workers.

like

Eakins that "hobby-horse" depictions were false.

50

motion study would prove beneficial to both manage-

ment and

at

any event, such photographs taught painters

He could

his desire to

improve the conditions of employees, for he believed that

a

believed that

ground

differed

He complemented the

sound almost Utopian when speaking about

once.

as a

including washing dishes and

that Gilbreth (aided by his wife,

study, and he

oft^
may

life

brushing teeth.

mastered workplace efficiency
through the streamlining of motion
would attain 'Industrial supremacy

bet for the millionaire Leiand Stanford,

in

comic regime marked by attempts to enforce efficiency
in all

ougnTTfiar tne cou

a tale that

appeared

movie that followed, portrayed Gilbreth family

used photography to study motion and showed the
world

and timed with

Among

running through

movement and the

management" by breaking down

into individual tasks,

ing industrialization

a split-second event, or

when

work

utili-

the late nineteenth

In

Winslow Taylor developed what came

thy for workers. His approach

even the most rapid motion. Photography

stretch out the

image

accelerat-

and flash equipment that make

can freeze time by capturing

automobile

century, Frederick

all

Photography has kept

the workplace.

in

to be called "scientific

faster

faster.

and lenses,

tarian purposes

labor.

He thought that the country that mas-

tered workplace efficiency through the streamlining of

motion would attain "industrial supremacy of the world."

—

Opposite and below: Eadweard Muybridge
Multiple Nude Self-Portraits, itom the series
"Ar]imal Locomotion, " printed 1887.
(Los Angeles County Museum of Art/
Collection of Audrey and Sidney Irmas)

Cilbreth recorded

all

kinds of work-related activities,

from typing to surgery, from bricklaying to oyster shucking.

Using

a clock,

small blinking lights attached to the

moving hands,

the standards he then imposed. Like the corporate bosses

who

controlled the assembly line

Modern

f/'mes, Taylor

and

his

in

Charlie Chaplin's

more ruthless followers

and

thought only of increasing the pace of production, of

stereo cameras, he traced the workers' motions and tried

turning workers into automatons. Cilbreth's idealism

subject's

a grid to calculate distance,

to ascertain for each task

what he

"One Best

called the

notwithstanding, photography as

Way." His photographs, which he dubbed "chronocycle-

and control

graphs" (time-motion-writing) today have

and resistance.

a

kind of

Not

all

in

a

form of surveillance

the workplace soon met with distrust

photographic motion study

is

Taylorism

or "Gilbrethism"), a matter of surveillance
control. Gilbreth himself applied his

and

social

motion study

techniques to aid the rehabilitation of wounded

war veterans.

Gilbreth used motion pictures before developing

science-fiction oddity, as well as visual appeal. But they
also had social, even political, implications. Here

tography employed as
to

make work

less

to

recording device that could help

a

simpler, less physically

demanding, and

time-consuming. 2 Gilbreth genuinely wanted work

become

improve
ple,

was pho-

easier,

certain

and he helped to transform

work

situations.

In

— and

medicine, for exam-

he demonstrated the advantages of changing the

layout of the operating

room and the working patterns

of nurses and surgeons. With Gilbreth as with Taylor,

however, there was the possibility of enforced workplace
control through standardization and an

speed. Gilbreth championed what

emphasis on

we would now

call

ergonomic planning; Taylor was devoted only to the bot-

tom

line,

with

maximum

production the end and

rigid

control of the worker the means. Taylor used the best

performance as the basis
a task required,

and often

for

determining how much time

fired

those

who

could not meet

the stereographic still-photography techniques that he

found more useful. Today, the video camera has become
the instrument of choice for analyzing motion, because
it

offers instant playback with

frame

slow-motion and freeze-

capability, as well as digital

Many

time display.

of the most tedious jobs that Gilbreth studied

have been replaced by robotic machines. And for some

employees the computer, not the camera,
suring the

number

of

phone

marketers or the speed of
at a grocery store

study

is

a

calls per

tells all,

hour

made

mea-

by tele-

worker ringing up customers

checkout stand.

In

our time, motion

probably used more often for analyzing golf

swings than for charting the progress of assembly

lines.

1916

Paul Strand
Abstraction, Porch Shadows.

(® 1971 Aperture Foundation,
Paul Strand Archives)

Inc.,

1917

Attributed to Edward Steichen

World War

I

aerial photograph.

Opposite:

Underwood & Underwood
President Roosevelt running a
steann shovel at the Panama

lie Jones
Sacco and Vanzetti put on
view after being executed,
1927. (Boston Public Library)

Canal. 1906. (The Collection of
the New York Historical Society)

Prison during the Civil War, and, just after the war, of the

hanging of the conspirators

Abraham

Lincoln. Yet

in

the plot to assassinate

none of these images could be

mass-produced. Photographic prints were

still

made

indi-

vidually and tipped into the pages of books or used as the
basis for lithographs or
In

woodblock engravings.

the 1880s, an invention called the halftone screen,

which broke down photographic images
minute

dots, finally

made

possible the

into a field of

mass reproduction

of images, with type, for newspapers and magazines.' But
it

was not

until

1897 that the

New

York Tribune introduced

the regular publication of photographs. Until then, editors

and readers

still

preferred engravings, which repro-

duced better on the cheap, rough paper of the time.
By the end of the nineteenth century, rotary presses
could turn out thousands of sheets an hour, but as late
as 1898,

Maine

images

in

in Scientific

American of

the harbor of Havana

— were

Spanish-American War

a half-sunk

USS

— the flashpoint for the
still

wood engravings

based on photographs. However, the Spanish-American

War

received extensive press coverage, including a large

contingent of photographers as well as sketch

America's involvement

There

was

a picture press

photojournalism.

with

a text

In

woodblock image

recent images. Even

circu-

lated almost immediately after public hangings. Given

the public appetite for images,

it

might seem inevitable

that the appearance of photography near the middle of

— the illustrated magazines and news-

papers that became increasingly popular after the mid-

nineteenth century

— did not automatically become a

new

century approached, yet there was

technological roadblock: A
for

suggesting
reporter's

in

the large

print runs required by mass-circulation publications.
In 1853, a

Oswego,

photographer recorded

New York,

producing what

news photograph. But he made

a

a mill fire in

we would

call a

daguerreotype, a

a

representation closer to the truth than a

words or an

artist's

imaginative vision.

Since newspaper and magazine publishing

ence as much as by technological developments.

felt

by favoring publications with more photographs.

emphasis

resisted the shift in

from text to image.

one magazine called

In

1895,

for

lovers of literature to resist "the Tyranny of the Pictorial."

Other publications, notably

a

few of the muckraking

magazines such as McClure's, embraced photography as
the perfect instrument for exposing the truth about

unpleasant situations.

In

general, the photograph had

to be regarded as evidence that could clinch any

come

made

argument, as when Jimmy Hare, reinforcing

54

New

its influ-

Some highbrow magazines

unique image without a negative. Photographs were
of battlefields and of prisoners at Andersonville

a busi-

is

change has often been driven by the reading audi-

ness,

ence
a

method had not been found

reproducing photographs along with text

— and the most

the reproductions were not photo-

technology reduced costs; the audience made

photographic press. Photographic processes evolved
rapidly as the

if

graphic, the tag "based on photographs" carried weight,

the nineteenth century would transform publishing. But
the picture press

the conflict for practical as well

day to highlight the latest war news

Elizabethan England, broadsides
a

in

as political reasons: His papers could run forty editions a

long before the advent of

accompanied by

artists.

mogul William Randolph Hearst supported

Press

a reporter's

In the 1880s, an invention called the halftone

down photographic images
minute dots, finally made possible

screen, which broke
into a field of

the mass reproduction of images for newspapers

and magazines.
during World War

driven by public interest

I,

images of the war. Before the
it

was not easy

arrival of

in

seeing

the wire services,

to send photographs, but they could

still

be disseminated more quickly than the weekly newsreel.

The year 1919 brought the debut of the
photographic newspaper

in

York Illustrated Daily News. Other tabloids
refers to the

papers

first truly

America, the tabloid

New

—the term

format of this new breed of half-size

— soon appeared that also featured murder and

mayhem,

crime, sex, and disasters, along with question-

able reporting and

a

few

relatively less objectionable

subjects such as sports and high-society (sound familof which helped to spur the use of photographs.

iar?), all

These publications engaged

in

fierce competition for

readers and advertisers, and were

in

some ways the

descendants of the old topical broadsides. They took

a

special interest in sensational crime stories, but photog-

raphy was not always permitted
led to ingenious,

in

the courtroom. This

dubious, solutions.

if

In a

famous 1925

case involving a society scandal, the courtroom was
tied

and the key figure,

the judge. "The

New
written account, captured the Wright brothers' plane
flight

and proved that their accomplishment was

in

real.

Estelle Jussim has called catastrophes "the photo-

journalist's

dream

picture opportunities. "^

great San Francisco earthquake struck
traitist

in

When

1906, the por-

Arnold Genthe recorded the aftermath

of photographs published

That was photography at
ate, that

the

in a

series

in

the San Francisco Examiner.

its

most dramatic and immedi-

was news. Most journalistic photographs, of

course, were

more mundane, featuring staples such

as

Early

news photographs were not

limited to

pers and magazines. Stereographic cards
lantern slides also placed
in living

newspa-

— 3-D! — and

news images before the

rooms, schools, and lecture

halls. In

every

public

way

woman,

of the judge,

then hired

a

a

emp-

partly stripped before

with photographers," an editor at the

He combined photographs

York Evening Graphic said.

witness, lawyers, and family members,

model to pose

as the

woman. This "composo-

graph" boosted the circulation of the paper by 100,000,

compensated

figure that no doubt

for

In

American journalism."

1928, the rival Daily

was sent

woman

News fought

back.

A reporter

to witness the death of Ruth Snyder, the first

to be executed

century. With a hidden
a grisly

in

New

York

in

the twentieth

camera strapped to

his leg,

the front page. As has become ever more obvious

own day

he

image that was soon splashed across

of ravenous paparazzi,

enough, somehow

a

if

photograph

the payoff

will

in

our

high

be taken.

By the early 1930s, the picture press

— was

is

— which by then

meant the photographic

press

tion through photography. After the Spanish-American

American journalism.

of the major newspapers had

War, newspapers supported globetrotting photojournal-

large photo staffs,

possible, people

ists

who

were receiving more and more informa-

set off in pursuit of a "scoop." By 1914,

most

reproduced

in

All

a regular part of

and dozens of photographs were

every issue. The next step would be the

papers featured supplements based largely on pho-

development of picture magazines devoted

tographs. A decisive change

phy as the main vehicle

in

55

this direction took place

a

an attack by Time

magazine that described the Graphic's ploy as "the blackest day in the history of

snapped

sporting events and appearances by politicians.

hell

a

for storytelling.

to photogra-

Woodrow

Arthur S. Mole & John DThomas
Wilson (Image formed by 21.000 men at Camp Sherman).
(The Chicago Historical Society)
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Photographer unknown

1920
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Funeral at Louisiana Street and Preston Avenue,
Houston, Texas, igio. (Houston Public Library)
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world war

I:

the camera goes to war

Photographer unknown
Members of the U.S. sSgth Infantry Regiment,
which was awarded the Croix de Cuerre for
bravery, ca. 1917. (National Archives)

American dead and severely wounded were censored.'
Censorship

may be

justified for military reasons, but such

extreme controls signal loud and clear that

officials rec-

ognized, and feared, photography's powerful influence on

the public.

Even the photographers thought World War

unphotogenic war. Opposing camps huddled

muddy

a

enemy

trenches, separated from the

had been

laid

weapon

waste by

artillery.

1

was an

far apart in

by land that

Action consisted of firing

or running crouched across this no-man's-land,

seldom with

a

good view of the enemy

moments. Thousands died from gas

until

attacks,

the last few

which no

correspondent dared pause to photograph. Action photographs, such as they were, leaned toward views of

men

clambering out of trenches or muzzy pictures of the

smoke from

enough to

shell bursts at a distance safe

ensure survival. They didn't have the drama of battle
paintings

in

supposed to

During World War

I,

wounded, and not

a single picture of a

dead American,

didn't look the

way war was

look.

And yet the war was news,

the American public sawvery

few action photographs, very few pictures of American

museums. They

big news.

The public was

intensely interested, the rotogravure press had already

made Sunday photographic supplements

popular, and

though photographers were neither incapable of making

magazines and the few newspapers that ran photographs

such pictures nor overly fastidious. War photographers

in

had taken action photographs

York Times established the

in

battle as early as the

any numbers increased their coverage.

Mid-Week

In

1914, the

Pictorial, a

New

photo-

Boer War at the turn of the century, and equipment had

graphic supplement designed to carry news of the war

improved since then. But during the Great War authori-

(along with a few society and garden photographs), with

ties distrusted

the press, believed the public didn't want

to see horror pictures, and

were convinced that

lanes DrougnraeatTT

civilian

pictures of troops on parade or

sion, prisoners of war, refugees

m infe

bit of picture

ways, and the most far-reaching

depended on the combination of

space

early years, such

German

training,

in

men

in

camp

(who began to merit

this war), ruins,

German propaganda

and even,

Pictorial occasionally ran portraits of

in

a

the

as pictures of

soldiers feeding Belgian children. ^

killed in battle,

earner

in

or in trenches, an occasional picture of a tank or an explo-

The Mid-Week

men who had been

transforming family pictures into news or

war photography.
morale depended on good news and

civilian

photographers were not allowed

at the

Western

front under threat of arrest or even death, and even
after

America entered the war

60

The Great War changed the very nature and percep-

a sanitized version

of combat. Restrictions were so severe that before 1917

in late 1917,

pictures of

tion of war, partly because of the camera.

The war also

changed the Western world's attitudes toward photography.

World War

I

was

a

new

kind of industrialized warfare,

using newly developed weapons: tanks, improved

Photographer unknown
World War Westerr) Front,
(AP Wide World Photos)
I,

machine guns, poison
death

in

gas,

and airplanes. Planes brought

depended on the combination of camera and
observer

two;

enemy
wider,

in

1918 wrote: "A bullet

round from

a

a

may

kill

a

airplane.

man, perhaps

machine gun may bring down an

deadly."' Aerial reconnaissance laid the

The war has aemort^ti^tecf t
superiority of the photograph^
film as a

means

of information

beings and compassion for their ruptured

Among

An

plane. But the influences of the aerograph are

more

removed from the traditional concentration on individual

human

ingenious ways, and the most far-reaching

World War

I

other radical social changes

was

a

distrust of the written

in

word

and optical technologies
lites

as

would

much on

play

like

enormous

which photography

radar and surveillance satel-

roles

and

killing

visual representations as on firepower."

Late in the war, aerial photographs

added

a

new dimension

if

in

the press

to the eyewitness value of pho-

tographs, putting civilian viewers
as

would depend

in

the

pilot's position

they were direct observers of the war rather than

mere recipients of

a

photographer's observations. Aerial

photographs had an even more profound effect
aerial

bombardment), subtly shaping

a

(as did

new experience

of battle as mechanical, distant, rather abstract, and

61

the

and

wholesale acceptance of photography. The papers

a

had repeatedly reported atrocities that were never

shown

or proven

losses,

even carnage, as something resembling victory.

Soldiers,

and had consistently described

who knew

better, scoffed at

Photography presented

itself as

more convincing
in 1917,

Allied

the printed word.

the more truthful, more

reporter.

German General

Erich

"The war has demonstrated the

superiority of the photograph and film as a
in

in

which had carried the main burden of reporting,

Ludendorff wrote

foundation for the wars to come,

lives.

the wake of

press,

neutral,

and pe

1917.

means

of

information and persuasion."^ Censored war photographs
that were released after the Armistice, and memoirs

written during the 1920s, persuaded the public that the
press had been deceitful and could not be relied on.

Photography stepped into the breach, wearing the cloak
of honesty.

Paul Outerbridge

1Q?2
"'^^

Ide Collar
I

(Courtesy of C. Ray Hawkins Gallery)

1Q2'?

Imogen Cunningham
Agave Design
(® 1974 Imogen Cunningham
I

1

Trust)

^

1924

Photographer unknown
President Coolidge Radio Transmission.
(Museum of the City of New York)

IQOC

Photographer unknown

Composograph of Alice Rhinelander, created by Harry Crogi
I

and the editors of the

New

York Evening Graphic.
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Edward Steichen
Jergens advertisement for Ladies
(Andrew Jergens Company)
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Journal.

advertising photography

Every day, Americans encounter advertisements at

about any other kind of information.

consumer was exposed

1984,

In

to i,5oo ads a day;'

a

a rate

that outstrips just

study reported that the average

few would suggest the number

has declined since then. Most ads are primarily visual, and photographic at that.
Advertising, the business that oils the wheels of capitalism,

is

a territory

colo-

nized by the camera.

By the late nineteenth century, as more consumer goods

and income was on the

rise,

became

Advertisers were already convinced that illustrations sold goods.

In

journal advised that pictures, not words, were "the quickest-acting
for the transmission of

most pictures were

still

available

advertising grew faster than the economy.^
1898,

a

trade

medium

one man's thought to another man's mind,"^ and though
engravings and lithographs, by the early twentieth cen-

tury photographers were being advised that advertisers were eager for their

wares.* The advertising

make

a

community was courting photography, but

major commitment to the medium

until

it

wouldn't

the 1920s.

Even when the photograph's potential for flattery, exaggeration, and bias was understood, it was not immediately
visible; both common fantasies and Utopian promises
acquired a precious measure of credibility when couched
in

the trusted language of photography.
World War

I

was

a

turning point.

If

photography acquired

a

heightened

importance during and after this war, so did advertising, which had successfully

encouraged patriotism and helped
advertising. During World

campaign

in history.)^

War

II

World War

sell

war bonds. (Wars have been good

II

brought more

women

into the workplace,

more of them stayed there afterward, and more money was
people

in

to

the government mounted the most extensive ad

available to

more

the prosperous postwar decade. By the turn of the century, manufac-

turing had already outstripped the public's needs and turned to advertising to
create excess desire. After World

gave

in

War

I,

Americans shed their

last hesitations

and

to the joys of possession.

They also gave

in

to the lure of pictures, which were

pelling than ever. After mid-decade, photographs

traditional drawings

in

ads. In 1926,

deemed more com-

began to crowd out the

more than 80 percent of the covers of the

trade journal Advertising and Selling were lithographs or engravings; by 1928,
over 80 percent were photographs.* Advertisers and photographic associations

67

american photography

John F. Collins
Duplex Razors, 1934.
(George Eastman House)

trumpeted the virtues and efficacy of photographs. A 1932 survey of 4,000 reader
reactions ranked photographs more effective than other illustrations, confirming

what advertisers had been saying

for

some

time.'

Photographs were thought to be more convincing because of their "realism"
and "truthfulness." A drawing was obviously beholden to imagination and fantasy,
but the photographic process appeared to be direct, unmediated, and guileless.

Even

when

the photograph's potential for flattery, exaggeration, and bias was

understood,

It

was not Immediately

promises acquired

a

visible.

Both

common

precious measure of credibility

language of photography. This was particularly useful
tising's very success

fantasies and Utopian

when couched
in

the 1920s,

and sometimes Insupportable claims

stirred

In

the trusted

when

adver-

up distrust and

stoked the fires of an organized consumer movement.
It

Is

unlikely that people, then or now,

whole, yet advertisement

— and

swallowed advertising claims

by extension, advertising photography

— has

contributed heavily to setting frames of social reference and spelling out the
anxieties of twentieth-century

more strenuously

In

life,

then offering palliatives.

to look into motivations and targeted

ments

sold products

In

the 1920s (and

the 1940s and 1950s), agencies employed psychologists

meant

women as
common

to assuage

the chief purchasers. Advertiseinsecurities that ads

them-

selves had heightened.

Advertising photography created an idealized version of middle-class
that

was always white,

attractive, happy,

on the ladder to health, beauty, luxury, and success.
the race and gender biases of advertising

68

life

and capable of reaching the next rung

— an

(In

the late 1960s,

some

of

industry that traditionally had

advertising photography

An

may

advertising photograph

as a performance, but

it

be recognized

touches

real

wishes and

anxieties and invites belief or wish fulfillment,
at least subliminally.

been dominated by white men

what constituted

a

— were at last addressed, even as consensus about

proper middle-class

came under

life

pressure.) Photographs

of perfect features and figures and families or of glaring flaws speak to

desires and fears even for those

who know

images retouched. An advertising photograph may be recognized as
mance, but
ment,

it

touches

common

that scenes have been staged and
perfor-

a

wishes and anxieties and invites belief or wish

real

fulfill-

at least subliminally.

message that

Besides, a

know

gossips

very well. A

maketheman

handswill

is

repeated often enough earns

woman may
in

a

certain credit, as

not honestly believe that curing chapped

buttheles sons of personal hygiene

herlife pro pose,

and grooming andthedangerofasinglelapse, aswellasthe power of

social

conformity, are ingrained by repetition.

Almost from the beginning,
phers worked

in

a

advertising, which

number

Edward Steichen, who had been an avowed
work

Conde Nast

for

Vanity

Fair,

images

in

in

its

"A Little Class Tube." ^gi8
(George Eastman House)

as the

it

will

in

a

to

for

In 1921,

was backing would

Bauhaus

in

one

writer,

contend-

a

a

would "engage the best

second great national

be developed."' Business claimed that
raise the level of public art

Germany intended

these businessmen had

a point.

as early as the late nineteenth century, but

began

went

educa-

to raise public taste through

utilitarian design.

In fact,
Victor Kepler

art.

developing the skyscraper as

advertising pictures and thus

based on usefulness

the improved ad designs

much

in

architecture, predicted that advertising

produce

art expression

revamped

separated from

shot advertising pictures for various clients, and included such

exhibitions with his other photographs. ^

new American

tion,'"'

rigidly

Pictorialist prior to the war,

He took portraits and fashion photographs

1923.

ing that business had supported architects

artists to

of exceptionally talented photogra-

was not yet

Advertisers had borrowed from art

in

the decade of the 1920s they

dizzying assimilation of contemporary art that has greatly accelerated

recent years. For

sometimes

a

few years

daringly, the

ming from the

in

the 1920s and 1930s, advertisers embraced,

most modern of photographic

styles,

almost

all

stem-

straight photography enunciated by Paul Strand around 1916.

Photographers took cues from Cubism, Precisionism, Art Moderne, and geometric
abstraction. A few professionals, such as Steichen, Paul Outerbridge, Ralph
Steiner,

of

Anton Bruehl, and Margaret Bourke-White, put these

commerce and thus contributed

to the spread of

a

styles at the service

modernist aesthetic

far

beyond the world of the museum.
Paul Outerbridge's 1922 Ide Collar,

above the rectilinear grid of

69

a

its

open-ended, graceful curve hovering

checkerboard that

tilts

up

at a

perplexing angle.

amerjcan photography

^

Advertisers had borrowed from art as early as the late

nineteenth century, but

in

the decade of the 1920s they

began a dizzying assimilation of contemporary
has greatly accelerated

70

in

recent years.

art that

—
advertising photography

Ralph Bartholomew

exemplifies the Strong graphic character of this style and

its

ready translation to

Playtex, ca, 1950.
(Los

Angeles County

Museum

of Art)

the printed page. The audience for ads

and there was

couched

in

a

flattering

like this

one thought

it

chic to be

modern,

element ofconnoisseurship to "consuming" an ad

the latest artistic idiom. The ad as well as what

it

advertised

became

an adjunct to self-esteem.
For

all

of photography's supposed realism and

make fantasy

credible, the

most

advertising and to perception

in

radical

its

subterranean ability to

change that the medium made to

the 1920s was

its

glorification of the object.

cinema could exalt actors by enlarging and isolating their
gorgeously and concentrating on them

fiercely. Still

faces, lighting

The

them

photography went further,

turning ordinary objects into icons. Isolated from their usual functions, some-

times cropped to more distinctive shapes, carefully framed to emphasize their
importance, and displayed against

a

backdrop or design that becomes the photo-

graphic equivalent of the gold ground behind

products achieve

a

a saint,

everyday objects and

mysterious presence. What Edward Weston did

in

the art

world with peppers, Steiner did with typewriter keys, Outerbridge with

a collar.

As the scholar Herbert Molderings has pointed out, advertising photogra-

phy

is

"the pictorial expression of

into a fetish that the

consumer

is

commodity

fetishism";

it

turns the commodity

prepared to dote on and need. Advertising

photographers put massive amounts of energy, care, and talent into tabletop

photographs of complex arrangements
lit

and reflected, place settings elegantly

ranks of cigarette lighters elaborately
aglitter

— much

as the

makers of TV

commercials spend more time and money per second than program producers
can. Molderings concluded that this
object,

new photographic concentration on

the

more than Cubism, Fauvism.or Expressionism, "modified and renewed the

centuries-old genre of the

still life

of the twentieth century.""

Underwood & Underwood
Charles Lindbergh standir\g beneath the
wing of his plane. "The Spirit of St Louis"
(Corbis/Underwood & Underwood)

1927
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Tom Howard
Ruth Snyder Dead!
(The

New

York Daily

News)

1928

James Van Der Zee

Madame

Walker's Tea Parlor.

(® Donna Mussenden Van Der Zee)

1929

1930

Ansel

Adams

Black Giant near Muir Pass, King's Canyon.
(Corbis/Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust)

1931

Clarence Sinclair Bull
Creta Carbo. publicity photograph for Inspiration
(The Kobal Collection)

—

the cult of celebrity

Where once

it

was

a sign of status simply to be able to

have your portrait

made

painted, the invention of engraving and of the printing press

who

status to have your portrait desired by those

medium and means

did not

know

it

a

matter of

you. Each

of distribution has added to the roster of the

new

famous and

the crowd of fame seekers. Photography put an exceedingly heavy emphasis on
view.

It

expanded the unknown and

unseen audience of an image so enormously that

it

ushered

appearance and on being, and remaining,

in

new degree and

in a

Fame had depended on

kind of fa me, helping to establish the cult of celebrity.

high birth or accomplishment; celebrity no longer did. As Daniel Boorstin put

"The celebrity

is a

person

who

known

is

The industrial revolution and the

it,

for his well-knownness."'

rise of

modern

society

undermined the

significance of the individual even as democratic institutions emphasized individuality. As the

fulfillment

American

how

yearning for

became

meaningful position

a

less likely,

was

it

in

society intensified and

readily displaced onto the

its

emblematic and

politicians understood as early as Lincoln

useful photography could be in establishing their

popularity with the electorate.
symbolic images of famous people, even iftheir fame was only
the information boom.

Someone whose photograph

is

a

by-product of

instantly recognizable

is

famous, whether mind and talent and deeds deserve that fame or not: Witness
Al

Capone and Monica tewinsky.
American politicians understood

graphy could be
Roosevelt,

in

as early as tincoln

how

useful photo-

establishing their popularity with the electorate. Teddy

though he complained

bitterly

about the intrusiveness of photogra-

phers on his presidency, played masterfully with the camera's potential both
before and during his tenure

in

the White House. A photograph of him as

a

Rough Rider during the Spanish-American War of 1898 was so popular that
letter

with no address but

home.^ Roosevelt had

a

drawn copy of

this picture

formidable mind; one aspect of

a

was delivered
his brilliance

knack for keeping the country supplied with images of him as

on

safari,

out West, on

a

steam shovel

at

the

a

man

a

to his

was

his

of act ion

Panama Canal — who had overcome

severe childhood illness.

Woodrow

Wilson's public persona was more one-sidedly intellectual, but he

too benefited from the tradition of providing leadership portraits meant to be
treasured by patriotic citizens. A round the end of World Warl.theAr my arranged
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Chicago Daily News, Rogue's Callery,
Capone mugshot. 1931
(The Chicago Historical Society)

a

group of

large

soldiers,

some

in

dark dress,

some

in light,

to form

a

pattern that

Al

at a

distance read as

this symbolic

a profile

of Wilson. A photographer

image of the democratic

leader,

was on hand

commander

in

to register

both war and peace,

who, seen from the right vantage point, was revealed to be entirely composed of
his loyal followers.

Other heroes were presented, and represented, to the public eye

in

pho-

tographs that extended their deeds and personalities through time. Babe Ruth

was

so popular and so easily recognized that his face beneath

Someone whose photograph

is

a

straw hat stood

instantly recognizable

is

famous, whether mind and talent and deeds deserve that
fame or not: Witness Al Capone and Monica Lewinsky.
out

in a

photograph of him nearly drowned

banzai attacks

in

World War

II

sea of

in a

were preceded by

Eventually The Babe would be scrutinized from

young admirers. Japanese

cries of

all

"Death to Babe Ruth!"'

angles by scores of photogra-

phers and became so familiar that Nat Fein's picture of him saying goodbye
to his fans on his last day
it

is

in

Yankee Stadium

is

immediately recognizable, though

only of his back.

Fame

sold products. Actresses

and opera stars

lent their faces, usually

anonymously, and hand-drawn rather than photographed, to product advertise-

ments
like

78

at

Mary

the beginning of the century, and

in

Pickford were paid to be identified

the second decade famous actresses
in

ads. By the

end of World War

I,

the cult of celebrity

Eugene

R.

Richee

fame was already beginning

to be thought of as

a

kind of personal validation,

Clara Bow, publicity photograph for
(t,

1926. (The Kobal Collection)

Above right: George Hurrell
John Barrymore. 1933.
(Courtesy of G. Ray Hawkins Gallery)

and many people wanted their pictures

names prominently

the papers. Society

in

featured, frequently appeared

women,

their

photographs endorsing

in

everything from hand cream to fine china.

The most celebrated man of

his

prepared forthefameofthe media
of flying the Atlantic alone

in

time was Charles Lindbergh,

era.

It

made

the more valuable; photographs of him raced around the country

and magazines and on postcards that sometimes went by
tried to keep reporters

and photographers away from

became the

news hounds who had

itself

story for

wasn't

1927 was truly heroic, an achievement worthy of

an earlier definition of fame. His made-to-order handsomeness
all

who

nearly ate him alive. Lindbergh's feat

to have

But

air mail.

his private

some

his

in

life,

image

papers

when he

that

in

tidbit to relate.

Lindbergh too became famous for being famous.

He was not without

engaged

a

desire for recognition. Before he took

a

clipping service

in

after he landed in Paris, the

exploit except for a

few weeks
Early

later,
in

hopes of seeing himself

New

York Times devoted

few ads on the

fifth

page;

the Times gave him most of

in

its first

when he

its first

partly

five

he had

pages to

returned to

New

his

York

the century, businessmen and politicians dominated news reports

more space. This

due to the newest photographic medium, the cinema, and the

photographs that were intimately tied to

formed actors and movie makers

finally

it.

Soon after

began to

list

still

1910, as close-ups trans-

their

names

in

the credits,

fan magazines sprang up. People could contemplate their favorites as long as

79

a

sixteen pages."

of personalities, but by the ig20s entertainers were taking

was

off,

the papers. The morning

american photography

George Hurrell
Morlene Dietrich,

they wished,

private and at

in

all

hours.

In

time, studios discovered that they

ca. 1938.

(Courtesy of C. Ray Hawkins Gallery)

could launch actors inexpensively

responded vigorously to the
In

mode

still

in still

images,

photographs alone.
a

If

the public

movie career followed;

if

not, not.

the late 19205 and 19305, Hollywood studio photographers invented

a

of portraiture for portraying gods on earth. With tricky lighting and deft

retouching, they turned out stars of marble and ambrosia, often more perfect

than they were
detail. This

in

was

the movies, where no one had quite so

artifice

beyond

a

magician's dreams,

a

much time

to spend on

realm where looks and

Studio photographs of the stars offered fans the dream
of limitless perfectibility, suggesting that the self

new American

was the

frontier conquerable by force of will.

persona could be radically transformed overnight. George Hurrell took
of the

young Joan Crawford

in

1930

disappeared shortly thereafter with

when she
a

wave

still

Fans wrote

was the new American
in,

perfectibility,

suggest-

frontier conquerable by force of will.

and the stars came back

moment

picture

of the retoucher's wand. Studio pho-

tographs of the stars offered fans the dream of limitless
ing that the self

a

had freckles; the freckles

in

the mail. The longing for close-

the sun, was increasingly displaced onto photographs.

ness,

and

Now

teenagers plaster their rooms with pictures of their heroes or wear the

for a

stars' faces

in

emblazoned on

T-shirts.

Grown-ups laughingly (and wishfully) pose

with cut-outs of presidents to show off to their friends.
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Nat Fein
Babe Ruth Bows Out. 1948.
(Courtesy of the photographer

Publicity

and fan photographs, imbued with beauty, sexual attraction,

power, or merely the attraction of fame, create at once

with glory,

momentary and pleasant delusion

a

rumblings of frustration. The photograph

who

insists

a

fantasy of identification

of intimacy, and subterranean

on

its

distance from the beholder,

can neither embrace nor equal the object of such longing.

The

stars

and their fame also offer

a

surrogate immortality

age; nothing could do that better than photography, which

and preserve the
secret lover

in

momentum

millions of

of this fleeting

graph showed him entering heaven.

In

burial,

human

Human

souls, like that of

might go to heaven, and
heroes, like George

1925, a

first

in El

like

Greco's painting of his

recent history,

a

few exceptional

or Napoleon's generals,

by artists entering heaven or Valhalla. But Valentino

and certainly the

Valentino, the

composite photo-

figures of religion were expected to

Count Orgaz

in relatively

Washington

When Rudolph
in

secular

to stop time

the past, the beloved of the gods,

Ganymede, might enter heaven, and the holy
do the same.

life.

women's dreams, died

in a

seems

is

were depicted

probably the

first

actor ever photographed during his ascension.

person

1932

Dorothea Lange
White Angel Bread Line.
(George Eastman House)

1933

Dr. Max Thorack
Homo Sapiens.
(® Chicago Museum

of Science and Industry)

1934

Edward Weston
Dunes. Oceano.
(The Lane Collection.

Museum

of Fine Arts. Boston

Hey, Hey!

Oh,

Mac-

HE GRAPPLES WITH HIS DAILY DUTIES

1935

Thomas

D-

(Above)

McAvoy

Franklin Delano Roosevelt

(Thomas

D.

McAvoy/f/me Magazine)
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the photographic age

1935-1959

1936

Margaret Bourke-White
Cover (Fort Peck Dam).
(Margaret Bourke-White/t//e Magazine
First Life

® Time

Inc.)

LIFE and the rise of
the picture magazines

Bythe 1930s,

was no secret to anyone that people responded

it

photographs. The tabloids alone made this

though

clear,

their

strongly to

spectrum was

narrow, consisting largely of cheesecake and murder. People around the world
trusted photographs and were becoming accustomed to

more news and entertainment than
integral part of

life

they have become. Hard as

editors of America's first photo

magazine

captions that would teach people

how

in

it

may

but

which came out

Life,

tively

Inc.'s

obliged to write

the late 1920s; the idea spread

in

few good illustrated mag-

splendidly printed Fortune (which began

m November

of 1936,

was the

modeled on the European precedent, and

was the most

felt

to read a photograph.

Germany invented the photo magazine

Time

as bearers of

be to imagine today, the

the mid-i930s

rapidly across Europe and Great Britain. America had a
azines, including

them

photographs were not yet the

before, yet

for a

first

in

1930),

publication effec-

time the American entry

brilliant of its kind in the world.

The new photojournalism opened the doors
of human interest wide and really did teach
Americans something about America.
It

reserved the center stage for photographs, which were expected to

the story rather than merely illustrate

duty

in Life

than

is

it,

though text and captions

generally acknowledged. The magazine was born of technical

printing plus the realization that

advances

in

interest,

and

market existed

a

broad range of everyday information

a

tell

did heavier

in

for news,

human

photographic form. Fast-

drying inks and thin, inexpensive, coated papers that could be used on rotary
presses

made

it

possible to turn out

large-circulation

a

with the best reproduction of any magazine of

seems surprisingly disappointing; then

When
Fort Peck

the

Dam

first issue

as

if

magazine on glossy paper

kind. (Today that reproduction

quality impressed even photographers.)

appeared with Margaret Bourke-White's photograph of

on the cover and her lead story about

town that had grown up
magazine

its

its

to

New

Deal,

Montana, the

house the workers on the dam, the public took to the

they had been praying for

it.

The

first

printing of 200,000 sold

out and the magazine went back to press. Again. And again. The presses finally

stopped

at 1.5 million copies.''

The time was more than
out

a

few months

later,

like Clicl<. Pic, See, Peel<.

89

ripe for a picture

followed by

and Focus.

a

magazine,

too/r's first issue

rash of short-lived imitators with

Life's

circulation reached three million

came

names
in

1940,
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MONTANA SATURDAY

Margaret Bourke-White

grew

NIGHTS: FINIS

World War

swiftly during

II,

and remained enormous

in

the years

when

Interior spread, first issue of Life. 1936.

(Margaret Bourke-Whlte/t//e Magazine

® Time

there was no national newspaper and television was not quite yet the

medium

Inc.)

of choice; at

readers

in

its

peak

Life

had eight million subscribers, and only began losing

1969.

Bourke-White's grandiloquent photograph of the powerful repeating forms
of Fort Peck

Dam,

built by the

efforts to get the country
in

government, was

visible

evidence of

moving again. This image summed up

a

New Deal
common faith

the glories of the machine age and the belief that technology would pull

America out of the Depression. (The picture was,

tography

is

in fact, less

than half the frame

was unfinished construction. Magazine pho-

of her original photograph. The rest

not controlled by photographers. Here the editors excerpted the

graphic elements that would

come

across loud and clear on the newsstands.)

Photographers with miniature cameras courted informality, a sense of
unstudied casualness and intimacy, free access to previously

unnoticed moments
of on-the-spot

in daily life,

unusual angles, a dramatic sense

immediacy, even danger.
Bourke-White's pictures of taxi dancers and of
story about the

new Western

and composition but

amused, intrigued,
American

spirit

frontier

a trifle ironic

and just

slightly superior,

was

still,

by golly,

a

a bit tickled

of vim and vigor. Life

of revelations about America. The country's natural

90

baby on the bar
in

in

the lead

their assurance

tad saucy, inviting readers to be

and perhaps

full

a

town were equally grand

to think the

was

a

treasure house

monuments had been shown

LIFE and the

Margaret Bourke-White
Taxi Dancers, Fort Peck, from the first issue
Life, 1936. (Margaret Bourke-White/t//e

of

Magazine ©Time

countless times

in

rise of

the picture magazines

photographs, but ordinary folks and everyday

new photojournalism opened

the doors of

human

interest

Inc.)

teach Americans something about America, or at
not travel quite so readily, about the
Life's

least, in a

way the nation and

strategy of picturing as wide

a

life

wide and

had not. The
really did

time when people did

its

citizens looked.

world as possible, including hardships

and threats, was combined with an unspoken policy of buffing the image of

America as "normal," industrious, resourceful, and family-centered. During World

War

II,

much

the magazine was practically
as the

cinema was

writers for the

and

pride.

at

a

propaganda arm

the time, and after the war

most part continued

to

for the
Life's

government,

photographers and

view the American scene with affection

The Depression and the threat of

a

European war having made

news an urgent matter, the magazine from the beginning published some
extremely hard-hitting photographs, including pictures of lynchings, murders,

and sharecroppers barely subsisting on the ragged edge. But

Life also

generously

dispensed optimism and expanded the standard journalistic

menu

human

interest and popular diversions.

more than the usual

One commentator

literary license, that

parts of the decapitated

in

of

1938 remarked, with no

the magazine consisted of "equal

Chinaman, the flogged Negro, the surgically explored

peritoneum, and the rapidly slipping chemise."^
In a

way.

Life

next forty years.

invented photojournalism as

Many

of the top

names

in

it

was known

in

America

for the

American photojournalism worked

the magazine at one time or another, from Bourke-White to Eve Arnold, Robert
Capa, Cornell Capa, David Douglas Duncan, Alfred Eisenstaedt,

Elliott Erwitt,

Leonard McCombe, Ralph Morse, Carl Mydans. W. Eugene Smith, and others.
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Before the photo magazine, photojournalists had been merely

working stiffs, but Life turned a few photographers, like
Bourke-White, Robert Capa, and [W. Eugene] Smith, into

92

stars.

—
LIFE and the

Opposite: Dorothea Lange
Migrant Mother, 1936.
(George Eastman House)

The photo essay, invented

in

Europe and adapted by

rise of

Life,

the picture magazines

became the standard

form. A collection of pictures and text put together by editors rather than

photographers, the essay was meant to add up to more than the pictures alone
but rarely did. Occasional essays,

"Spanish Village," did propose

a

like

W. Eugene Smith's "Country Doctor" and

new and complex form.

From the beginning, most of the photographers (but not Bourke-White)
used the miniature camera, which was
It

became the instrument

35mm cameras

early

(and

still

so

new

that newspapers disdained

it.

of choice for photojournalists. The Leica and other

some

of slightly larger format) were small, quiet,

unobtrusive, easy to handle. A photographer could work fast, sometimes even

unobserved,
lution
last

in

in

street

century

available light, without a tripod or

cumbersome

lights.

photography that had begun with the hand camera

now spread

far

The revo-

late in

the

and wide.

Photographers with miniature cameras courted informality,

a

sense of

unstudied casualness and intimacy, free access to previously unnoticed moments
in

daily

life,

unusual angles,

a

dramatic sense of on-the-spot immediacy, even

danger. Images of people appeared to be and sometimes were candid, with the
subject caught at in-between times, no longer performing for the camera.

McAvoy showed how

this

was done

in

Time magazine

pictures of President Roosevelt at his desk. This

had permitted

a

photographer to snap him

another instance,

ing

like

the ig6os,

when

Kodachrome on the market
film

was

in a

was the

first

time

Tom

short series of
a

president

he worked, without pos-

FDR's fireside chats on the radio, of the president's
his time.

With notable exceptions, photojournalism
until

1935

at will, as

keen understanding of the foremost media of

white

in

in Life

was

principally black and

color television proved heavy competition. Kodak put
in

1935 and other films followed, but black-and-white

faster and required less light, and foryears

it

took so long to make the

color separations for the presses that topical stories ran the danger of being out-

dated. Black and white, the

medium oftewis

Mine, Walker Evans, and the Farm

Security Administration, remained the documentary color of honor for decades.

Before the photo magazine, photojournalists had been merely working
stiffs,

but

Life

turned

a

few photographers,

like

Bourke-White, Robert Capa, and

Smith, into stars. The elevation of photographers to another plane was part of

program

to

make photographs themselves

into stars, a

exquisite backing of the cultural history of the time.
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program that had the

a

Murray Becker
Explosion of the Hindenburg.
(AP Wide World Photos)

[1937

Marion Post Wolcott
Tenant farmer's children, one with rickets, on badly
eroded land near Wadsboro, North Carolina.
(Linda Wolcott-Moore Fine Art Photograplny)

1938
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When

it

came to news, speed always made a difference.

The invention of the railroad shortened the time of
ery,

and the telegraph shortened

the nineteenth century,

some

went

halftones, the yellow press

end of

further. By the

it

when newspapers were

deliv-

printing

Associated Press, which had dealt exclusively
journalism, inaugurated

with the delays. But then

new medium

a

few people to the prospect of

lengths to get photographs into print faster by sending

world: Experiments with television

themonthe

proved that

fastest trains or ships.

tury a breakthrough occurred, and

German

of a

prince

was sent over

Then early

It

was usually

blurry

in

raised
a

head,

its

wholly altered

the mid-i920s

transmission was possible. Clearly, TV

practical

one

making newspapers

day,

unable to afford the wait for pictures.

The AP got the backing of

American.

Scientific

live

would become

photograph

photography remained

Yet electrically transmitted

the 1920s.

a

telegraph wire to

America and printed on the cover of

rarity well into

1907

in

a

this cen-

in

word

in

using trains

still

and planes.^ Most editors were quite willing to put up

alerting a

to elaborate

photo service,

a

a

and always

papers and on January

its

member

transmitting photographs over telephone wires to a

expensive, and there was generally a single telegraph line

twenty-four-member network

available with a lot of traffic lined up to get onto

picture on the wire

it.

group of

a

opened the AP Wirephoto,

1935,

1,

was an

record time. The first

in

photograph of

aerial

news

crash, an apt reminder that bad

plane

a

travels fast. Within

months, three competing wirephoto services opened.
pictures to a wide audience

pictures days after the writtei

Spreading the news

account—the

but good business as well.

photographs
Lindbergh in Paris were publishe
in the New York Times eleven days
first

after he had landed,
Besides, photographs

M

,,

were not yet the

crucial carriers of

tographs of Lindbergh

in Paris

— the

was no pressure on newspaper
and images into

a single

By 1930 that

first

were published

Times eleven days after he had landed

Yori<

editors to

in

pho-

the

New

— and there

compress words

as

new media

New

Jersey,

May

on

6, 1937.

landed

it

ficiently

in

the

Lakehurst,

The zeppelin was on

transatlantic voyage of the season,

newsworthy to bring out

a

making

its first

its arrival

suf-

corps of reporters,

twenty-two photographers, several newsreel photograone radio announcer broadcasting

directly to a

Chicago station. The disaster happened just as the ship

docked at
of

all

its

mooring tower, precisely

those poised to record

time that made this the
it

Lusitania had

trans-

in

desirable

news came about by accident when the

Hindenburg burst into flames as

recorded as

time frame.

was changing,

become not simply

The climax of the trend toward rapid transmission of
pictures and

phers, and

news and information. The public was used to seeing
pictures days after the written account

in

shortest possible time had

it,

first

happened.

gone down

in

the viewfinders

coincidence of place and

major disaster ever so

When
in

a

fully

the Titanic and the

distant seas, words had been

formed the world. Radio had achieved national popularity,

the only means of grasping the terror. The Hindenburg

leaping across distances and raising expectations of

burst into flames virtually before the eyes of millions.

access to information and entertainment.

In

tograph had been sent by radio from Washington,
Philadelphia. The following year, Calvin Coolidge

the

first live

graph took

a

In 1925,

set

up

New

The new rapid-transit system

1923, a phoD.C., to

made

for

news went

into

action immediately. Tabloids were already printing

numerous photographs; readers woke up on May

7 to full-

presidential radio speech, and his photo-

page and half-page pictures of flame and crash and peo-

cross-country journey by radio as well.'

ple

American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T)

a limited

commercial wire-picture service between

York, Chicago,

and San Francisco. Two years

later,

the

running for their

lives.

The

New

Yorl<

Post ran seven

pages of photographs, the Daiiy Mirror nine. What's more,

because of the wire service, papers across the country

and

in

Europe printed many of the same pictures. People

The film was shocking, and images that close
to direct experience were still so new that the
audience often screamed out loud.
living at great distances

the

same

ing

in

of

theaters

how

at

in

opened

7,

newsreels of the crash were show-

New Yorl<. (The first all-newsreel theNew Yorl< in 1929,' another indication

in

were

avid people

for

images of the news.) Later

that day, film could be seen across the country, thanks to

the relatively

new system

of air transport, The film

was

shocking, and images that close to direct experience

new

were

still

loud.

The news went out by radio as

so

that the audience often screamed out
well:

The Chicago

announcer's stunned and sobbing voice had been heard

on

his

the next afternoon a national radio network picked up his

broadcast and put

May

By noon on

ater had

were receiving the same news

time.

home network

as the

Hindenburg burned, and by

^ ,i^^
Photographer unknown
Plane crash in the Adirondacks, first image
sent out on the AP Wirephoto, 1935.
(AP Wide World Photos)
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it

on the

air."

Within twenty-four

hours, people thousands of miles apart read and heard

eyewitness accounts that were magnified by

moving images taken on the

still

and

spot.

Not long afterward, the cause of instant, on-the-spot
transmission of news advanced via radio. During the
Battle of Britain,

Edward

R.

Murrow broadcast

London, sometimes with bombs bursting
ground, as war sped by

homes. Only

a

be united on

a

lions

new means

few years

later,

small screen

would tune

in.

in

in

live

from

the back-

directly into distant

words and images would
the living room, and mil-

Russell Lee

Hidalgo County. Texas.

1030
•'-''

the farm security
administration (FSA):

documenting the depression
Photographs show what the world looks
world looked
shared,

then.

like

both

In

roles,

communal memory. When people

that the images that

come

to

think of America

in

sense of

a

the 1930s, odds are

a

for

government agency that sponsored the

influential photographic project in U.S. history.

The project began
Administration, which
social scientist

now. Theyalsoshowwhatthe

mind were created by photographers working

the Farm Security Administration (FSA),

most famous and

like

photographs help to create

1935 as the Historical Section for the Resettlement

in

1937

in

who had

became the

FSA. The director, Roy Stryker,

studied economics with Rex Tugwell,

a

member

brain trust and the original head of the resettlement agency. Stryker

to use photographs to illustrate problems

in

was

a

of FDR's

wanted

the country and chart the agency's

response, which took the form of making loans to farmers, building migrant

camps, and initiating erosion and flood control. He was not
himself but had the good sense to hire

Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange, Russell

many

a

photographer

exceptional ones, including

Lee, Carl

Mydans, Arnold Rothstein, and

Ben Shahn.
Stryker sent his photographers material on the areas to which they were

headed and furnished them with
called shooting scripts.

then noted "listening to the radio" as

They were to be
shown displaying

some

determination, strength,

Lee's classic of a

and dignity. The

of the

most famous images

"We introduced America

pic-

would suggest that

were

beyond remedy.

in

in

at control,

Though the photogra-

they responded with

American photographic history

— including

the evening listening to the radio.

what

to Americans," Stryker said, and that's exactly

they did. ^The FSA showed urban Americans their rural counterparts
fallen on hard

despair, for that

home

couple at

— the so-

their evenings?" Stryker asked,

a possible subject.^

phers at times bristled at Stryker's attempts

tures could not portray

their problems

of questions and related topics

lists

"How do people spend

who had

times and would have remained unseen had photographers not

sought them out. FSA images were distributed
exhibitions (including one at the
reports, publications ranging

Museum

from

Life

of

for use in

Modern

any and

and Look to Junior

72

outlets;

government

ScLiolastic.

important books, including Walker Evans and James Agee's Let Us

Famous Men, Richard Wright and Edwin Rosskam's

all

Art), internal

and several

Now

Praise

Million Black Voices, and

Dorothea Lange and her husband Paul Taylor's American Exodus. One hundred
seventy thousand prints and negatives are on

Ordinary citizens can

From

a

still

buy copies

at a

file at

minimal

certain perspective, FSA photographs can be construed as propa-

ganda: They were, after

all,

government-sponsored images meant to create

favorable impression of government programs. For

photographers, there was often

99

the Library of Congress.

price.

a

all

a

the individualism of the

shared outlook. The prototypical FSA image

american photography

Marion Post Wolcott
Migrant Vegetable Pickers Waiting to be
1939 (Linda Wolcott-Moore Fine Art
Photography)

shows

a

man

or

woman

with an exhausted, anxious expression echoed

in

the

Paid.

gesture of

want

to

a

raised hand. Russell Lee told a

show them that

you're

a

human

having troubles." Or as Stryker put

low

who

is

having

a

woman

being,

a

Minnesota

in

hard time but with

a little

human

nice

commenting on

it,

a

nity.

help he's going to be
in

shown displaying determination,

The pictures could not portray despair,

for that

"We

being, but you're

Lee photo, "Here

The proper balance was essential: Such people were down and
but not out. They were to be

in 1937.

all

is

a fel-

right."'

need of help,

strength, and dig-

would suggest that

their

problems were beyond remedy.
The most famous FSA image of
Stryker's favorite; "She has

all

verance too. A restraint and
in her.

She

is

a

all,

Lange's Migrant Mother, was also

the suffering of mankind

in

her but

all

the perse-

strange courage. You can see anything you want to

immortal."" Lange's picture conjured up strong feelings about

mothers and children. As John Ford said of the evocative power of that other
great maternal figure from the Depression era,

of Wrath. "Everybody's got
tional connection with

images of men, such

a

mother."

women

Ma

Joad

in

Steinbeck's The Crapes

Many FSA photographs drew on an emo-

and children, but there were equally powerful

as Lange's portrayal of displaced Texas tenant farmers

supported an average of four persons each on $22.80

a

who

month.

Action shots were rare, but at least one of the classic FSA images caught

dramatic moment: Arnold Rothstein's shot of

moving toward

a

shed

in

the midst of

a

a

storm.

farmer and
All

in

an effort to create

a

more

a

two small sons

three seem to struggle against

the wind. Recently a scholar relying on other images
that

his

in

the FSA

files

suggested

effective tableau the photographer

may have

—
the farm security administration

S@5Sfe*S?»"3»'?*'^S

Walker Evans
Church of the Nazarene. Tennessee. 1936,
(George Eastman House)

asked the father to lean and the youngest son to

seem

stronger. Only those with

a

knowledge of how photographers often work
Rothstein

may have

Stryker encouraged

raphers. They

make

tried to

knew how

a

the ad features

number
for the

a

white

what they saw, and they docu-

need of help. Furrowed brows and gnarled hands

in

in

FSA photographs, but so was the telling use

newspapers and signs as counterpoint.

young black woman next

be shocked or surprised that

will

kind of systematic curiosity on the part of his photog-

may have been standard elements
of

back to make the wind

more dramatic.^

his picture

to pay close attention to

mented more than people

fall

naive notion of photographic truth and no

to a

In

newspaper ad

woman

holding

a

Alabama, Rothstein photographed
for the

new wonder

a

of cellophane;

"tempting variety" of baked goods. A

of FSA photographers noted an ironic juxtaposition of advertisements

good

life

migrants near

a

and the

lives

people actually

led, as in

billboard with the caption, "Next

Time

Lange's image of walking
Try the Train

decor, the architecture, and the broader setting of the pictures

— Re ax. "The
I

were often

as

revealing as the expressions, gestures, and clothing of the individuals portrayed.

The landscape often formed
had asked

a

major element

for "quite a little effort in getting us

erosion, sub-marginal areas

.

.

in

FSA photographs. Stryker

good land

pictures,

showing the

.the relationship of the land to the cultural decay."^

The photographers responded with images of abandoned farms, eroded
and the bleak highway West that took scores of migrants to "sunny
The FSA subjects were, to borrow from

Ma

fields,

California."

Joad's final speech In the film

version of The Crapes of Wrath, "the people that live"

Occasionally an individual with power appears, such as

ordinary people, just folks.
a

plantation overseer or

a

amerjcan photography

The FSA subjects were, to borrow from Ma Joad's
final speech In the film version of The Grapes of Wrath,
'4he people that live"

— ordinary people, just
deputy

folks.

sheriff, only to

be portrayed

sympathetically than the poor.

less

For obvious reasons, the

wealthy were

almost never principal subjects.

one memo, Stryker

In

insisted,

"Absolutely no celebrities."'

The FSA photographers covered

more than the Dust Bowl and

rural

areas. Deliberately echoing Grant

Wood's American Gothic, Cordon
Parks took his

famous photograph of

an African-American charwoman,

Ella

Watson, standing with her broom and

mop

front of the American flag

in

government

in a

worked

was

office.

Walker Evans

largely in the South, but

it

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, that

in

he took his great image of a church

graveyard with
Walker Evans
Sharecropper Bud Fields or\d family at home.
Hale County, Alabama, 1936.
(George Eastman House)

m

the fuicgiuuiiu, vuuiNci^ nouses

ground. A

woman

once came to the FSA offices

copy of the photograph. She was the sister of

wanted to send

it

steel mills. But our souls.

tographs were overtly or even covertly

"critical" of

edge"'

record with

for their subjects

American society

— but

Deal.

book was

is

Cod damn

political,

you."' Not

all

FSA pho-

though the sympathy of the

unmistakable. Evans said that he was
a "bitter

"NO POLITICS

whatever."'°

When
filled

was caught up

an exhibition appeared

in

New

in

the politics surrounding the

York City

in

1938, the

comment

with opposing responses; "Teach the underprivileged to have
less misery,"

wrote one person. Another added, "Typical of the

Deal bunk," but yet another wrote, "Every comfortable person

made

for a

company executive and

to the present administration's efforts to help the poor

be

cross in

the back-

he insisted that he wished only to contribute to the historical

fewer children and

New

in

Washington and asked

in

a steel

— Lange observed that his work had

Inevitably, however, the FSA

New

tombstone

to him so she could say, "Your cemeteries, your streets,

your buildings, yoL/r

photographers

a

the middle ground, and mills

in city

who

objects

or country should

to look at these splendid pictures until they see daylight.""

As the war approached, Stryker stressed the need for more positive images,
asking for photos of "people with

a little spirit

.

.

.

who appear

as ifthey really

the farm security administration

Gordon Parks
Watson. 1942.
(® Cordon Parks. Courtesy of the photographer
Ella

believed

in

the

and of "the happy American worker."" He wrote

U.S."

particularly need

more things on the cheery

Lee,

"We

FSA photographers had

side. "The

never relished the mandate to take photographs that accentuated the program's
successes. Asked to photograph

a

resettlement

camp supported

Vachon averred that he could come up with the "same
mothers with laundry and children on

old hash"

productive effort,

slides. After years of

partisan politics and budgetary pressure finally took their

toll. In

program was shifted to the Office of War Information and the
in

by the FSA, John

— photos of
1943, after the

were placed

files

the Library of Congress, Stryker resigned.

The FSA project

the single most important group effort

is

American photography.
pictures,

create

the history of

in

produced an unusually large number of memorable

It

and remains the primary example of how photographs can be used to

a historical

record of

archive, as incomplete as such a visual archive

particular time and place. As a

a

may

model of documentary

remains the fundamental reference point for

all

be as

practice,

a

it

photography that addresses

later

social issues.

There were contemporary criticisms of the FSA, often
attacks on the

raphy and

its

New

Deal.

In

methods that had not occurred

to an era with

medium. FSA photographers have been accused
jects,

the form of indirect

more trust

the

in

of taking advantage of their sub-

and of violating "objective" truth, as suggested

image of the farmer and

in

recent years, doubts have been raised about photog-

in

his sons. Evans, for his part,

is

the case of Rothstein's

known

to have

moved

furniture and objects and carefully positioned his camera for the sake of orderly

compositions, perhaps

Some have

in

the process depicting

a

different living environment.

photographs

also questioned the omission of certain

others that presented

a

situation

in a

in

favor of

particular light. Such criticism has

place. But the FSA existed in a different time, socially

its

and photographically. The

photographers may well have been aware of the imposition their cameras placed

upon the good

will of their subjects,

many

of

whom

they surely believed that their cause was just, and

it

were disadvantaged, but

was

their sincere wish to

help these people out of their dire straits.

Beyond the strength
tive nature of the

— and fame — of individual

FSA project,

its

ambition, and

its

photographs,

it

development of

a

is

the collec-

model

making, presenting, and preserving images that continue to make the FSA

landmark
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in

the history of photography.

a

for

MoMA,

1937: the history of

photography comes to the museum
Beaumont Newhall
Entrance to the exhibition "Photography 1839-1937,"
17-April 18, 1937, at the Museum of Modern Art.
New York. Installation by Herbert Matter. (Courtesy of
Scheinbaum & Russek Ltd., Santa Fe, New Mexico)

March

the

In 1937,

Museum

of

Modern Art (MoMA)

York presented Photography: iSsg-igSJ, the

museum

exhibition

photography. The

in

museum

of

modern
a

importance

its

art. Yet

less

than

a

decade old

the exhibition was a signifi-

formal acknowledgment of photography's

in

modern

to gain a foothold

life

and

in

the fine art world.

New

York,

In

had struggled
1910, the

Museum)

agreed to present an exhibition

organized by Stieglitz. The exhibition presented more

than
als

six

hundred photographs, most of them by individu-

associated with Stieglitz. Despite Stieglitz's gargantuan

efforts,

however, other

museums

104

The

MoMA exhibition

was another

story.

did not follow suit.

Photography:

7SJ9-7937 attempted to place contemporary photography
in a historical

context and stake a broad claim for the

importance of photography of
tor,

all

Beaumont Newhall, had been

librarian but

was

also involved

um's director, Alfred

Barr,

in

kinds.

The young cura-

hired to serve as a

photography. The muse-

learned of this interest and

gave Newhall the opportunity to organize

art.

Albright Art Gallery (later the Albright-Knox Art
Buffalo,

major

status as the preeminent

Earlier in the century, Alfred Stieglitz

in

New

America devoted to the history of

museum was

and had not yet attained

cant event,

in

first

a

photography

exhibition.'

Newhall's approach was unusually all-inclusive.
offered an introductory survey of

phy as

a

medium

many

It

uses of photogra-

rather than the history of photography

as a fine art. Unlike Stieglitz, Newhall

saw nothing wrong

with mixing fine art and commercial, documentary, or
entific work.

The catalogue to the exhibition was the

history of photography published

in

America.^

It

sci-

first

became

Harold Edgerton
Milk Drop Coronet, 1936.
(® Harold and Esther Edgerton Foundation,
1999. Courtesy of Palm Press,

Inc.)

Edgerton's strobe experiments). To top things
series

off, a

film

accompanied the exhibition, so that even photog-

raphy's importance

in

the movies was acknowledged.

As always with photography, the division of images
into categories

was problematic. The section on contem-

porary photography, dedicated to photography as

contained portraits of artists and

art,

shot of a nightclub

a

dancer, straightforward sharp-focus images, and

exam-

ples of avant-garde use of techniques such as double-

What

exposure.

common

is

this diverse

group of photographs had

in

not easy to say, but most of the images fea-

tured strong compositions and

a

dramatic use of

light

and shadow.

Some

of the photographers included are

now famous

names: Paul Strand, Edward Weston (represented by
photographs of sand dunes,
form),
ing

Imogen Cunningham (three photographs,

two of her elegant close-ups of

and Ansel Adams. Others are
In

1940, Newhall

six

classic studies of natural

includ-

flowers). Walker Evans,

virtual

unknowns

today.

was appointed curator of the newly

created Department of Photography.

no such department had ever existed
(Photography, as a modern form,

fits

No such curator and
in

an art

museum.

uneasily into art

museums, which often follow nineteenth-century models
a

book, which Newhall later revised several times, and

remains

in

it

of organization.)

In

Newhall's

first

exhibition as a regular

curator, organized with the assistance of Ansel

print today.

Since most people were unfamiliar with the history
of photography, Newhall included

in his

survey an expla-

nation of nineteenth-century technical processes such as

daguerreotype and calotype. Their

artistic qualities

were

he took

a

Adams,

more purely aesthetic approach to photogra-

phy, addressing the

medium

in

traditional art historical

fashion by applying connoisseurship to pick the best
prints by the best photographers, creating a

canon of

masters and masterpieces. His emphasis shifted to the

Szarkowski's taste has pr
widely influential;

many

of the phi

tographers he championed have

photographer's individual personal expression as the
essential factor
Phillips

in

judging

a

photograph. As Christopher

has noted, this approach represents "the ultimate

guarantee against the charge that the photographic
process was merely mechanical."*

become the

classic photographic

artists of the past fifty years.

The tension between an aesthetic approach to photography and

evident
section on the "Esthetics of Primitive Photography." Other

a

more

cultural or functional perspective

runs through the history of photographic exhibition, as
in

the subsequent history of the

MoMA

Edward Steichen's directorship of the department began

He took yet another approach, epitomized by

sections were devoted to "press photography," "color

in 1947.

photography," "stereoscopic photography," and "scientific

organization of The Family of Man exhibition

photography" (which included X rays and Harold

art

105

is

program.

in

his

1955. Fine

photography would continue to be presented, but

—
american photography

Harry Callahan
Eleanor and Barbara. Chicago. 1953.
{© Estate of Harry Callahan.
Courtesy of the George Eastman House)

Steichen's bias

was toward photography

as a vehicle for

mass communication.
John Szarl<owski

ment

in

1962.

his

own

museum, and

head of the depart-

claim for the presence of photography

MoMA show

Photography Until

museum

particular a

in

moving back toward
major

tool< over as

He moved away from Steichen and staked

art

a

of

in a fine

modern

more aesthetic approach.

as director of the

Now

in

art,

His last

department was

1989,^ a survey for the 150th

anniversary of photography that emphasized technological

SzarkowskI years. Siskind moved from social documenta-

images that resembled contemporary

tion to purist

change, methods of distribution, and economics as

aspects of photography, apparently

in

abstract paintings. Callahan, working
of styles,

made

a large

number

in a

wide variety

of images of his wife,

Eleanor, that suggest a mythological view of the female

nude, as well as others that present a less exalted, more

everyday image. White,

who became

Aperture, a major journal founded
lished today,

worked with

vision of nature

a

in

the

and the body that recalled both

modern

with formal matters.

Through

their

students

— for they were important teachers

photography
fine

in

American

the final four decades of the century. A

photographer and an exceptional writer, SzarkowskI

interpreted photographs of
to scientific images

—

in

all

kinds

terms of

a

Fine Arts

fine art styles in photography.

own photographs and the work

and other advanced programs

There were, of course,
art

photographers, and

many

many

instrument.

championed have become

the classic photographic artists of the past

fifty years.

Harry Callahan, Aaron Siskind, and Minor White

were among the great favorites

106

at

MoMA during the

in

other significant fine

As Newhall demonstrated, photography

of the photographers he

Master of

photography

other kinds of photography.

based on what he regarded as the essential attributes of

Szarkowski's taste has proven widely influential;

of their

Callahan, Siskind, and White were dominant figures

the medium.

many

in

in

the field of fine art photography.

— from news photos

photographic aesthetic

Stieglitz

The work of these three men demonstrates just how
various are the

In

pub-

and Weston.

response to the

and possibly the most important individual,

still

romantic, even mystical

repeated accusation that he had been concerned only

SzarkowskI has been the most important curator,

editor of

first

1952 and

How

is

a

protean

best to present the history of photogra-

phy has been under continual reevaluation since
Newhall's pioneering effort

in 1937.

w^^g^^
On the Spot.

1940
1

(Weegee/ICP/Liaison Agency)

1941

Kelso Daly
Pearl Harbor inhabitant watches
bombing by Japanese planes.

world war

II:

censorship and revelation

The Spanish civil war, which coincided with the

magazines, was the
seen by

a

first

war

broad audience

in

some frequency.

action with

in

many
In

rise

countries.

these as

in

It

and proliferation of photo

documented

history extensively

was

photographs

in

also the first

war recorded

other ways, that war was

in

practice

a

session for the war that was to come.
In

one of

1935,

when Henry

Luce was considering whether to found

his advisers told him, "A war,

promotion

any sort of war,

He was

for a picture magazine."'

circulation soared, and other picture

Life's

hunger

for a

is

magazine,

Life

going to be

a

natural

During the Second World War,

right.

magazines also benefited from public

view of war.

No war had ever been reported
anyone, by this time

in

history,

or

photographed

like

World War

II.

Nor did

underestimate the importance and power of pho-

tography. Wirephoto agencies, magazines, and newspapers that could afford
sent photographers overseas. Each service branch trained and fielded large
bers of photographers. Edward Steichen,

naissance photography

in

World War

I,

who had

headed

aerial recon-

convinced the Navy to set up

not just for reconnaissance but to convey the
a picture editor

briefly

remarked that "World War

II

No war had ever been reported

human drama

was

it

num-

a

photo unit

of the war.

In

1948,

photographer's war."^

a

photographed
like World War II. Nor did anyone, by this time
in history, underestimate the importance and
power of photography.
A photograph by Kelso Daly of

a

man

in

or

pajamas on

his terrace

watching

the attack on Pearl Harbor through binoculars speaks succinctly about this war.
It

was quite

avidly.

front.

literally a distant

war

for

Americans,

who nonetheless watched

it

Looking over the shoulders of photographers, they saw battles on every

The war came home

at the front, newsreels,

in

images: photographs, posters, paintings by artists

and documentary films made by the government for

education and propaganda.

The public even saw some photographs made without direct human
vention.

Cameras were activated by the trigger of

a

were taken automatically through submarine periscopes,

was made by cameras synchronized

to a plane's

inter-

fighter pilot's guns, pictures
a

color

motion picture

wing guns.' These pictures were

forerunners of images seen from the nose cones of smart bombs during the

109
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On top

Photographer unknown

Persian Gulf War.

Women supporting the men by
working as airplane mechanics, 1942.
(Boston Public Library)

Hollywood produced

its

of

all

own

these eyewitness or camera-witness reports,

versions of combat, adding another layer of appar-

ent closeness and actual distance.

Though
itself

soldiers on the

ground doubtless thought the war too

depended heavily on distant

vision as well. In the battle of

combat

close,

Midway, the

opposing ships never came within sight of one another; the battle was fought

between planes and

ships. In Shooting War:

Experience of Combat, Susan

D.

mation about the enemy was gleaned from
estimate

is

high,

it

signifies an

great height and requiring

a

Photography and the American

Moeller says that 80 to 90 percent of Allied inforaerial reconnaissance." Even

enormous number

huge amount

of

if

this

photographs taken from

a

of sophisticated photo interpretation.

Images of dead Americans were not shown because
the government and the military feared they would
harm morale on the home front.
Radar, not an optical instrument but one that could be
optical display,

was developed

at this

programmed

time as another kind of distant

for

vision. By

1940, British night-fighter planes were carrying on-board radar; by 1943. this

could provide an image

one sort

or

and perception of
too

—

a

lighted silhouette

— of the target below.

^

Pictures of

another Influenced the conduct of war as well as the understanding
it.

And

much was seen on

yet, as in every war,

censorship

made

certain that not

the civilian front. The censors were not so draconian as

world war

censorship and revelation

II:

Photographer unknown
Mrs. Ethel Wakefield of Dorchester, welder at the
Bethlehem shipyard in Oumcy since 194}, ca. 1945

(Boston Pubhc Library)

they had been

in

World War

I,

was continually being pressed

for by

now

the persuasive power of photographs

into service. Yet only a handful of the

photographs

of the attack on Pearl Harbor, which killed well over 2,000 people and effectively

destroyed the Pacific

fleet,

were published

until a year later. For the first

two

years of American involvement, no dead Americans could be shown, though pictures of dead enemies, particularly the racially distinct Japanese, were published

throughout the war.
Ralph Morse's photograph of the screaming head that was
of

a

burned Japanese soldier was published

ating film of

two years

made

to

a

Japanese soldier running

later. (To

whose

flames to

in

all

that was

left

from an excruci-

death were published

his

maintain popular support for the war, active attempts were

demonize the enemy

so high that on the

1943. Stills

in Life in

in

word and image. Suspicion of the Japanese

West Coast, American

families had lived here for

two

more generations and some of

or

had sons fighting on the American side, were interned
for the duration of the war.

Photographers

and Clem Albers recorded the disrupted

like

lives

ran

Japanese ancestry, some of

citizens of

in

"relocation

whom

camps"

Ansel Adams, Dorothea tange,

Americans imposed on some of

their own.)

Image controls were ever present. One of
to get

some

pictures past the censor and

was

Life's

picture editors once tried

told they

were "very interesting.

You may have them after the war."' Images of dead Americans were not shown

because the government and the military feared they would harm morale on the

home

front. In the spring of 1943, with

Americans complaining about rationing

and wage and manpower controls, Washington began to

feel that its

propaganda

1942

Clem Albers
A young evacuee of Japanese ancestry waits
with the family baggage before leaving by bus
for an assembly center. (National Archives)
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Photographer unknown
Mushroom cloud resulting from atomic
t)ombing of Nagasaki, 1945.
(Ba Id win /Cor bis- Belt ma nn)

had been too good and had convinced Americans that only the enemy was payprice for war.

ing

a

the

home

Concluding that pictures could now be used to toughen up

front, President Roosevelt directed the military to release

photographs

depicting American sacrifices and suffering.
In

but not

the summer,
till

shown. The

a

few pictures of coffins

first

shrouded bodies were published,

example most people saw was George

graph of three dead marines on Buna Beach
Life.

or

September were recognizably dead (but not

A story about one of these

in

identifiable)

Americans

St rock's full-page

photo-

the September 20, 1943, issue of

men had appeared

the previous February, but

permission to publish this picture had been denied. The magazine had complained

in print,

guts to look at

saying,"lfCeorge had the guts to take

it,

Many photographers used
close. (Robert

Capa

it,

we ought

to have the

face-to-face."

small cameras and got

said, ''If

in

your pictures aren't good

enough, you're not close enough.")
The photograph was calmly, almost classically composed, with the men
face

down and

of Americans

few

their bodies apparently intact, but

who were

horrific pictures of

113

not only displayed the death
in

company with the

dead enemy forces, began to expand the

would be tolerated by the government, the

When

it

sons, brothers, husbands, but also,

readers did look at this image,

military, the media,

limits of

what

and the public.

some were moved and some angered,

yet

american photography

Harry Annas
Hispanic Father and Son. 1943.
(The Photography Collection, Carpenter Center
for the Visual Arts at Harvard University)

perhaps the government had been right and

was not

it

entirely coincidence

that lagging war bond drives that used this picture soon met their quotas and

even exceeded them/

men who had been

It

wasn't long before

a

few pictures appeared

receiving visiting dignitaries, were clearly

in

wounded

of

badly hurt and, unlike the happy patients of World

War

I

pain and crisis and sometimes

in

makeshift hospitals.

Photography changed the look of war. Not

till

the government permitted

it,

of course. Like the rest of the country, the media were determinedly patriotic

and

in

fact followed the

government

line as

if

they were

in its

photographs exposed more of war's terror and violence and
before.
In

employ. Yet

still

less of its glory

than

An attitude was changing, and photography was hastening the change.
the Second World War, action was omnipresent.

used small cameras and got

in close.

(Robert Capa said,

Many photographers
"If

your pictures aren't

good enough, you're not close enough."^) Photographers were on the front

lines,

on board ships, inside planes. They were also right next to the fighting men,

and the photographs now, on occasion, told more personal stories of individual
soldiers like

Bill,

who

died on Buna Beach. Late

the effects of exhaustion and loss on
lates of physical

the war,

in

particular

in a

very few instances,

man — the emotional

corre-

wounds — also came through.

War photography
Civilians took up

a

is

an odd category that extends far beyond combat.

more space

in

this war's record

than they had before, even on

the battlefield. W. Eugene Smith took harrowing pictures of Japanese

women and

children being brought from their hiding places by U.S. Marines. Back

in

States, attention
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was paid

to major

the

changes brought on by the war, and Rosie the

1943

George Strock
American Casualties at Buna Beach.
(George Strock/Life Magazine ® Time Warner

Inc.]

1944

Robert Capa
D-Day, Omaha Beach.
(® Robert Capa/Magnum Photos.

Inc.;

world war
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was frequently shown competently performing the factory work that

men had

fighting

previously done. (Photography also contributed late

and afterward to the campaign to get
the l<itchen, making room
military

men on

women

in

the war

out of the worl<force and into

the workplace for returning soldiers.) Pictures of

in

home on

Mving room walls or pictures of them

leave are

poignant than ordinary portraits because the possibility of death

lies

more

more

heavily on them.

World War

war to become

was copied on

II

produced several emblematic photographs that outlived the

icons. Joe Rosenthal's
a

war bond

photograph of the

flag- raising

on IwoJima

poster, a postage stamp, even a bronze statue at

Arlington National Cemetery. The photograph was such an instant and forceful

symbol of victory that the Soviet photographer Yevgeny Khaldei consciously

emulated
Berlin, a

Carl

it

when

Soviet soldiers raised the national flag over the Reichstag

photograph that

in its

turn

became

a

Mydans's photograph of Gene ra Douglas
I

the Philippines also achieved iconic status;

it

in

Soviet icon.'

is

Ma cArthur wading

much more honored

in

ashore

in

memory

than any bronze or stone statue of that memorable man. The photo-op, which

was not yet

called that, already existed

in

the 1940s, for photography's impact on

Capa's focus was correct and his camera steady
enough. The darkroom assistant turned on too much
heat,

and the emulsion melted.
fame and opinion was

a

cultural

Jima picture was posed, though

commonplace. Some thought Rosenthal's Iwo
it

was

not. MacArthur's picture

was not exactly

staged but might as well have been: According to Mydans, the general could

have come ashore with dry feet on pontoons but, knowing what would make

dramatic image, directed

his

boat to

let

him

off in

Robert Capa's photographs of the D-Day landings
icons of an event,

made

by

subjects. Their authenticity

a

photographer who was
is

a

knee-deep water.'"

in

in

Normandy

as

much danger

constitute
as his

so indisputable and raw that they were echoed

in

the graphic D-Day sequence of Steven Spielberg's film Saving Private Ryan. The
blurry quality of Capa's pictures

added to their punch

—

a

man

being shot at

swelling sea or on an open beach might well have trouble focusing.

in a

In fact,

Capa's focus was correct and his camera steady enough. The darkroom assistant

turned on too much heat, and the emulsion melted. The captions to the few
tures that were salvaged said Capa's hands were shaking."
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pic-

1945

Photographer unknown
Senator Alban W. Barkley of Kentucky, Chairman
of the House Senate Committee on War Crimes,
Buchenwaid, April, tg4S. (National Archives)
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The photographic witness could not be denied.
The pictures had confirmed a degree of evil the
world has yet to come to terms with.
A mistake

in a

darkroom made the pictures touch not only the fear (and the

who

faint thrill for those

did not have to live

of a dangerous

it)

maneuver but

the extra emotional chord of sympathy and identification with the photographer

himself Capa was

in

the thick of

it,

the picture declared repeatedly, and the blur

that supposedly signaled his understandable terror

seemed

to close the distance

between the viewer and the war.
Then came the pictures from the concentration camps; they mark
in

history and sensibility. The written accounts were incredible and

often not believed. People

remembered that the

in

at

divide

were

press exaggerated and were

not prepared to believe that anything so unthinkable could occur as

pened

a

fact

what hap-

Auschwitz and Dachau, A few days after the written reports, the pho-

tographs came through and were published, usually on interior pages of the
papers. Not long after that, the military released films that people

went

to see

but could seldom bear to watch to the end. The photographic witness could not

be denied. The pictures had confirmed

come

to

The war produced one

last

sciousness: the explosion of the

more

a

degree of

credible, but the

what the new

ail-too- perfect
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the world has yet to

force

event that would indelibly mark history and con-

atom bomb.

In

this case, the

news reports were

magnitude of the destruction, plus uncertainties about

would mean

to

humankind, made them bewildering. The

photographs of the cloud over Hiroshima and

room

evil

terms with.

mushroom clouds were

later

photographs of awesome and

easier to grasp. The

image of the mush-

cloud, a visual shorthand for an unholy text, continues to burn

in

the mind.

^v

1946

Photographer unknown
Atomic cloud during Baker Day blast at
(National Archives)

Bikini.

Photographer unknown
Sdwin Land holding a poiitive print just

IQA'J
I

made

with the

new

(Polaroid Archives)

Polaroid proceiS-

photographic instant
and instant photography
I

Photographer unknown

Model gs Land Camera. 1948.
(Polaroid Archives)

and learned about photography and film while working
to develop three-dimensional reconnaissance images

during World

War

II.

Through

own company, he was

his

able to marshal! the corporate resources necessary to

meet the challenge posed by
Land's

daughter's question.

his

famous invention, which

sensitized and

processed the film inside the camera with

a

separate

chemical packet for each picture, radically shortened the

time between taking an image and seeing
tions have dramatically

raphy

it.

Many

inven-

changed other aspects of photog-

— color film and automatic focus, to name but two.

Another major technological development has also
affected the relationship between photography and time,

but

in a

totally different fashion.

When

Dr.

Harold

Edgerton of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

developed the strobe flash, he

made

exposure times and reveal sights
ties of

it

possible to reduce

beyond the capabili-

far

the naked eye.^

Edgerton had

a

keen sense of drama evident

in his

choice of subjects: a bullet piercing an apple or exploding
a balloon, a foot at

the

moment

of impact with a football.

His invention delighted ornithologists by revealing the

wing movements and
It

flight patterns of

hummingbirds.

also had important practical applications for scientists

conducting lab experiments, engineers studying manufacturing equipment, and military reconnaissance. An

enormous strobe mounted on
In 1943, A

THREE-YEAR-OLD GIRL ON A CHRISTMAS FAMILY

why she

vacation asked her father

couldn't see the pic-

tures they had just taken right away. She

asking what others had often thought:

does

it

was no doubt

Why

wait?

Why

take so long to get photographs back?'

For once, the impatience

was rewarded. The question

later,

The Polaroid camera
involves technology

is

know-how. Land was

real reaction

atomic

bomb

first

21,

A

little

more

1947, he presented

whose work had been

He had developed

ing material that reduced glare

when used

in

a polariz-

sunglasses

a

tests:

was

possi-

equipment

Photographs

distance of seven

miles using a ten-foot lens and an exposure time of

1/100,000,000 of

a

second.

The high-speed, reusable strobe flash soon became
basic piece of

reminder that photography

The flash was so

also developed the

were taken from

a scientist
light.

company

of the explosions

— optics, chemistry, mechanical

devoted to the study of

Edgerton's

that recorded the

girl's father,

II.

knew what had happened.

scene once again dark before any
ble.

huge success.
a

hardly

The reconnaissance plane would be long gone and the

the results to the public: the Polaroid instant photograph.
a

enemy

quick that the

Edwin

on February

The new product proved

plane was used to take

and ingenuousness of youth

struck the

Land, as a challenge, and he set to work.

than three years

a

nighttime pictures during World War

nalist

equipment

and the advertising photographer. Edgerton also

developed specialized equipment to make photographs
outer space and

the depths of the ocean.

possible

in

The

pictures of the Titanic

first

a

for the professional photojour-

in

in

1985 relied on

Edgerton's inventiveness. He was also partly responsible

«

Harold Edgerton

Through the Apple. 1964.
(® Harold and Esther Edgerton Foundation, 1999. Courtesy of Palm Press.

Bullet

Inc.)

m^

photographs of blood circulating through the

for the first

veins,

images

extended human vision

that, like X rays,

into the body.
Like Gilbreth's

images of workers

Edgerton's photographs have

a

at their tasks,

formal appeal that goes

well beyond their intended purpose. His bullet pictures

and multi-flash photographs that broke motion down
into discrete steps
novelties. Ralph

The p
^
Coburn said
1

1

ki

I

J

1

L

in

1 i I

fascinating, wildly popular

't

1'

J

1 8

W

'*r'

H

il

"

!,

* !

I"

J

!i

as

ai:

1918 that the cam

T-J ii

the basis for
a series of

became

Bartholomew used Edgerton's imagery

8l

mi^ f^li. m:J'Ja

a Playtex ad,

.

i

showing the model's motion

as

strobe-illuminated positions and providing yet

another example of

from any and

all

how

advertising appropriates images

sources.

The photographer Alvin Langdon Coburn said
that the camera

been proven

is

right.

in

1918

an instrument of "fast seeing."' He has

Time

is

fundamentally important

photography. The technology of time has resulted

in

in seri-

ous commercial applications of the medium as well as
sheer, crowd-pleasing delight.

in

Weegee
The Cannon

Act, 1952.

(Weegee/iCP/Liaison Agency)
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Byron Rollins
Dewey Defeats Truman.
(AP Wide World Photos)
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1948

Aaron Siskind
Jerome, Arizona.
(® Aaron Siskind Foundation.

Courtesy of

tine

George Eastman House)

1949

''"'"^ ''^""

1950
1

Harlequin Dreis
(® Irving Penn. Courtesy of Vogue)

fashion photography

Although fashion photography can
nineteenth century,

be traced

back to the middle of the

only began to have any resemblance to

it

end of that century when clothing was manufactured
and photographs could be reproduced

Photographs were limited
and descriptive
cally

number, and they were generally straightforward

images of the second decade.'

1924, just as photography

in

tion's territory,

middle class

magazines with broad circulations.

Baron Adolf de Meyer's moody, atmospheric, and romanti-

until

Pictorialist

lit

Then

in

in

genre near the

a

for a larger

was about

to

Edward Steichen injected modernism

move

in

on fashion

into the field,

illustra-

which would

never be the same. Steichen's sharply focused photographs for Vogue had an

up-to-the-minute

lool<;

He could turn society

images of the bracingly independent

woman

moderne backgrounds and designs

art

the 1930s, Steichen,

In

couched

it

who had

in a

women

and other models into

of the time, and he incorporated

sleek,

contemporary

style.

an unerring sense of classical formality but

modern terms, produced dramatic, high-contrast,

in

boldly graphic

compositions that resonated with an almost abstract elegance. Other photogra-

Fashion consists
of shifting atti-

phers of that decade,

more

Martin Munkacsi,
States

photography
picks up on styles
in images as well
as clothes.

P.

Horst and George Hoyningen-Huene, referred

The decade's preferred tempo was

stately, its

ambi-

ence ordered and harmonious.

tudes, and fashion

Horst

like

explicitly to classicism.

in

a

l-Hungarian-born photojournalist

who

arrived

in

the

1934, immediately introduced motion to fashion pages, and an element

of not-quite-documentary realism and naturalism filtered into that refined and
static realm. Fashion consists of shifting attitudes,

picks

upon

styles

in

images

as well as clothes.

and fashion photography

Vogue and Harper's Bazaar could

not absorb social documentary or on-the-spot photojournalism, key though they

were to the period,

for

they probably would have destroyed the fantasy and wish

fulfillment at the core of the fashion world.

Still,

the door could be openedjust

a

woman who was waiting to come in.Toni Frissell, one of the
many accomplished women who left their mark on this field, made fashion pho-

crack for the active

tographs look

like cleverly

breakthrough to show

sudden and

staged snapshots and took advantage of Munkacsi's

women

in

movement, whether languorous and dreamy

Fashion photography turned to color for obvious reasons even

when

color

processes were truly painstaking, as they were before Kodachrome eased the
in

1935.

One

of the finest color photographers

was Louise Dahl-Wolfe, whose
had
at

127

a

sensibility

painter's eye for rich color

home

or

swift.

in

way

the late 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s

was essentially conservative but who

and exquisitely balanced tones and was equally

depicting opulent settings or

women

in

what appeared

to be relaxed

american photography

Avedon's adventurousness brought
a bold inclusiveness into the realm
of fashion photography.
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fashion photography

Opposite: Richard Avedon
Renee, The New Look of Dior, Place de
7947. (© Richard Avedon)

la

Concorde,

August

and casual moments.

In later

years,

photographs by Hire and others would make

color rather than fashion the true subject of the picture.
In

the ig40s, two art directors, Alexander Liberman at Vogue and Alexey

Brodovitch at Harper's Bazaar, and two photographers they championed, Irving

Penn and Richard Avedon, abruptly widened the range and attainments of fashion photography. Brodovitch and Liberman supported daring and individuality

in

photographers and with their innovative approaches to graphic design made
their

magazines

page, and
torial

its

into superb showcases. Fashion

effects

photography,

photography

is

depend on more than the photographer's
a

it is

destined for the

talent. Like

all

edi-

collaborative enterprise, but fashion involves an unusu-

ally large cast of editors, stylists,

makeup

people, hairdressers, models, and, not

least, art directors.

Penn raised elegance (and photographic technique) to
tion.

of perfec-

a rare level

Not overly concerned with the clothes, which were sometimes reduced to

near-abstractions of tone and shape, he pared away everything he did not
essential

in

order to concentrate on the model and

ing to receive a glass of wine, fingers touching a

tobacco, eyes casting
said,

"I

always

felt

a

gesture

tongue to remove

sidelong glance. He believed that less

we were

selling

is

a

—

deem

lips part-

speck of

more and once

dreams, not clothes."^

were frequently taken

His pictures

a specific

in

the studio against

a plain

if

eloquently

brushed backdrop. Penn erased the subject's context and made isolation

itself a

theme. With an absorption that was almost overwhelming, he directed the camera's loving

gaze

at

the model, her beauty, and the

way she wore and presented

her essential femininity. His photographs are as cool as an engraved invitation

[Penn] created a kind of existentialist fashion photo-

graphy

in

the postwar moment: perfection shimmering on

the edge of entropy.
yet at the

back

in

same time

Penn's goal

undercut

mouse

so fiercely concentrated that Vogue's editors cut his space

the 1950s, saying his pictures burned on the pages.'

his

into a

was

own

to bring order into the chaos of

sumptuous

still life,

raw edges of the backdrop behind
In

life,

but he frequently

flawless image of a world preserved under glass, introducing

adding
a

flies to a

woman

in

window

an intricately constructed gown.

Vogue, he said, babies don't cry and fruit doesn't decay, but

say they do. "He created

a

someone should

kind of existentialist fashion phot og rap hy

war moment: perfection shimmering on the edge of entropy.
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a

screen, revealing the

in

the post-

american photography

Avedon,

Toni Frissell

Woman

in Fish Tanl(,

Vogue,

May

(Vogue/Conde Nast Publications.

15,

whom

Penn has referred to as the greatest fashion photographer

1941

of the century, took off from Munkacsi's photojournalistic beginnings to

Inc.)

world

in

about

a

motion on the streets
studio before

a

in

show

a

the 1940s and 1950s and then models leaping

plain white backdrop in the 1950s

and 1970s. His

late

1940s photographs of the extravagant French postwar designs, which emphasized breasts, hips, cinched-in waists, and the luxury of excess fabric, depicted

models

fluidly

descending steps or hugging

images that were planned down to the

Avedon packed

his

a

man

or laughing,

momentary

last eyelash.

— birds flight,
— and suggested emotions

images with narrative and incident

showgirls backstage at the

Folies,

disgruntled gamblers

in

Fashion photographers usually do advertising photography
as well, as

it

pays better than editorial work
ranging from joy to hesitation to despair, never for
nature of his undertaking. A model

artificial

in

a

.

that you

minute covering up the

among

working-class

The picture unofficially winks; both photographer and model know

know

this isn't real.

Avedon's adventurousness brought
fashion photography. Not
ists in

.

an haute couture suit watches

acrobats on the street while posing with grand affectation
Parisians.

.

1962

in

a

a

bold inclusiveness into the realm of

photojournalist, he parodied rapacious photojournal-

an essay about

a fictitious tryst

and actor-director Mike Nichols. He put the

between the model Suzy Parker

first

Eurasian and later the

first

black model onto the pages of Harper's Bazaar, threatening not to renew his
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fashion photography

For two-thirds of the century, fashion

photography

with realism without

flirted

ever intending to commit
the former instance

contract

in

decades

later,

itself.

if

tine

magazine

did not cooperate.^

he photographed an ad campaign for Dior as

kept people titillated

week

ing photography as well, as

a serial

A couple of
story that

to week. Fashion photographers usually do advertisit

pays better than editorial work, and for

some

years the ads and editorial pages have been hard to distinguish, heating up the

competition for attention.
As the old hierarchies began to come apart

the ig6os and

in

magazines welcomed subversive elements that seemed
culture. William Klein broke
ion even as he praised

ask which

it

all

the rules

posing

was the mannequin, arranging

dressed model and

painting of

a

nude.

a

in a

waxwork museum

surprise encounter

a

In

after,

fashion

contemporary

the '60s, sometimes sending up fash-

in

model

a

to reflect

the 1970s, Helmut

European

levels of sex

Turbeville

opened up poetic and sometimes disturbing

display as

between

a

if

to

well-

Newton brought

and violence to American fashion pages and Deborah
vistas of

melancholy

and alienation.
By the 1980s,

was so

it

chic to be contrarian, or impolite, or artistic, that a

couple of designers published photographs by Cindy Sherman that turned their
already far-out designs into bizarreries. At that point, both fashion and advertising photography, which had long paid deference to art, were picking up on con-

temporary

art

movements almost

as quickly as artists could

This rapid adaptation of artistic experiment, so bold
theft,

was meant

photography

in

For

in

now absorbing change

the

last

elitist styles rapidly to a

two -thirds

at

warp speed, fashion and

quarter of the century spread what might

wide audience.

of the century, fashion photography flirted with realism

without ever intending to commit

itself Neither

dreams nor glamour can with-

dose of realism, but since the camera

stand too heavy

a

duce something

real,

is

programmed

fashion (and advertising) photography get

viewer response just by being photographs. There
cial,

come up with them.

occasionally resembled

to signal "with-it" stylishness at first glance. Like advertising

the 1920s but

advertising photography

have been

it

more pampered and corrected, than

a

is

very

little

picture of a model,

a little

that

is

to repro-

boost

more

in

artifi-

who was more

nearly perfect than the rest of the world to begin with and additionally has been

tucked and cinched and uplifted and fitted, with every flaw painted out and
beauties painted

in.

She has been posed and

lit

to

new

stupendous advantage and

afterward printed, retouched, and cropped to the same, her waist whittled away

and her bosom inflated by the retoucher's brush or the pixels of photoshop.The
viewer,

knowing no waist was ever that small, cannot help

ing her

own
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girth

and yearning to achieve

a

for an instant

mourn-

perfection possible only on paper.

1951

Alex Henderson
Year's Supply of Food.
(Hagley Museum and Library)

A

1952

Harold Edgerton
Skip Rope.
(® Harold and Esther Edgerton Foundation, 1999,

Moving

Courtesy of Palm Press,

Inc.)

Joe Shere

Jayne Mansfield and Sophia Loren at Romanoff's,
Beverly

Hills,

California, 1958.

(® Joe Shere/Motion Picture and Television Archive)

In

Nathaniel Hawthorne's The House of the Seven Cables,

the heroine was

ill

at ease with the

because he was such

photographer

cool observer.

a

When hand cameras

came

along, people felt so spied on that a cartoonist

drew

a lady

wearing an "Anti-Camera Shade" that covered

her from the gaze of frustrated male photographers.

The discomfort of peering too closely
sisted.
in

When James Agee went

the 1930s, he wrote that

it

at

others per-

south with Walker Evans

seemed

to

him curious, "not

obscene and thoroughly terrifying," that an organ

to say

of journalism should "pry intimately into the lives of an

undefended and appallingly damaged group of human
which he and Evans proceeded to do

beings,"'

in

word

and photograph.

American Puritanism and law kept the sexual potential

of photography

in

check for

long while. Titillation,

a

however, was acceptable, and eventually advertisements,
billboards,

and television made

it

unavoidable. As early as

the 1890s, cigarette manufacturers enticed

women in
showed women asleep,

photographic cards of
tress ads

them getting
rooms

—

all

dressed, movies

men

with

scanty dress. Later, matstocking ads

showed

showed

stars in their bed-

visions of strangers not ordinarily available.

women

Photographs of young

in

tight or

skimpy clothing

bolstered the circulation of tabloid newspapers from

the 1920s on.

The camera
a

is

an inherently voyeuristic instrument,

peephole on the world,

box that partially hides

a little

tographed
ever and

Life

magazine,

women

in its first

in

a

mainstream journal, pho-

bathing suits on any excuse what-

years ran a decorously suggestive

you and allows you to stare impudently at someone or

photo essay on "How to Undress for Your Husband."

something with or without permission. By coincidence,

Pinups

photography came along just as many Western nations

Rita

were putting

of girlie photographs on calendars.

on public displays of death and sexual

limits

matters, while the

modern

city

oping opportunities to peep
trains

and

in

department

side of the unrestricted,

stores.

and too

court case

real"

was

pornographic

a sizable

amount

of sex;

in

England

was brought against "provocative

photographs on public
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made some

a

PG-rated alternative to the undress

were overturned long before

uneasy.

restrictions

in

on

imagery, words being less threatening than pictures. The
Court's acceptance of Joyce's Ulysses

and of Henry

Miller's

public display of

books

in

in

1933

the 1950s preceded the

most comparable

illustration.

And pho-

tography's apparent realism remains a stumbling block.
Controversial photographs by Robert Mapplethorpe

might have been ignored had they been paintings
instead. Photography feels too

display.

The photographer's advantage over the subject and
the medium's resemblance to spying

the wartime photographs of Betty Crable and

At the legal level, restrictions on sexual matter
literature

Supreme

short order. Less explicit pictures

could also pack a disconcerting
in i86i, a

Photography was on the

for sexual seduction

immediately understood, and
in

devel-

on streets and

sometimes stolen view.

The camera's capacity

industry sprang up

was simultaneously

at strangers

like

Hayworth were

much

like

being there.

The story of photography's contribution to the expanding

field of

voyeurism

is

largely the story of polite

American Puritanism and law kept the sexual
potential of photography in check for a long while.
Titillation, however, was acceptable
.

society co-opting the wider prerogatives generally

granted to the

War
the
In

Once

II.

Alfred Kinsey published Sexual Behavior in

Human Male

in

the early 1950s,

1948, sexual taboos started to bend.

when

Marilyn Monroe was threatened

with blackmail for having posed nude for

she

a calendar,

turned the tables by confessing and saying she'd been
so broke she took the job for fifty dollars.
public thought
for a
In

measly

so degrading to take off

it

worked. The

all

your clothes

bucks that the response was sympathy.

fifty

when Hugh Hefner founded

1953,

It

Playboy, dignifying

his girl-next-door-takes-it-all-off centerfolds by

ing

them with

literature, that

surround-

calendar had the place

Advertisers grew bolder. The already established prac-

adding

into high gear.

I

to any sales pitch soon

Photographs of

were commonplace

dreamed

woman

sexy

a

down the

sailed

women

in

exhibitionistic desires

attract

prompted women to exhibit
in

women

tographed nude

men

liked to look at

women's

By the mid-i930S, these magazines and

a

in

Schneemann was pho-

the middle of

painting-construction

in

a

three-dimensional

her studio,

in

the '70s Eleanor

Antin photographed herself nude over a period of progressive weight loss, and

in

the '80s Nan Goldin pho-

tographed herself and herfriends

in

bedroom and

bodies.

few advertisers

bath.

Calvin Klein's advertisements and Bruce Weber's pho-

tographs are largely responsible for turning

men

openly acknowledged objects of voyeurism.

In

Times Square displayed

in

wearing nothing but
sex object for

all

briefs

and

a

into

1982, a

bill-

muscular young man

lolling

about

to see. Weber's images

in

like

CO

any old

spoke as

openly of male sexuality as fashion magazines did of
last

someone had acknowledged that the
its

imagery proliferated,
with

all its

dangers.

in

and that

withdraw them

women

the 1980s, sexy male

poor substitute for the

a

In

desires,

real

thing

the 1990s, Klein's ads showing sex-

made him

ually active adolescents created an uproar that

dressed to

male gazes, should have been proof enough that
as well as

different kind of interest

did too. With the advent of AIDS

and certainly made the

to turning out

a

bodies: In the 1960s, Carolee

homosexual community had

Fashion magazines, committed as they were to

women

branch of photography too. The feminist movement

this

bra"

undress more risque by making the dress so elaborate.

women's bodies and

though display and publication

female. At

(and other adventures) ads supposedly appealed to

women's

not),

"I

my Maidenform

Nile in

went

bras and girdles

the time, but Maidenform's

at

was

can be problematic. Social and artistic changes affected

board

of honor.

tice of

.

for a long while

speeded up after World

less polite. This

.

— giving him yards of extra publicity.

Acceptable voyeurism stops at the age

line.

Photographic technology wittingly or unwittingly
continued to widen the possibilities for voyeurism

The instant camera did

in

home

published an occasional nude from the back; more were

everyday

on the way. Then

sex scenes, the hand-held video camera has done more,

in

1961, Harper's

Bazaar published

Avedon's photograph of Contessa Christina Paolozzi,

was not only
by name, and

frontally
a

nude to the hip but

who

also identified

countess to boot. The sexual revolution

1965,

menage

Avedon photographed

a trois and

in

a

1974 updated

strangely alienated
it

with

a

much more

openly sexual group. By that time, European photographers were injecting broad hints of female sexual aggression, lesbianism,
in

and violence into the fashion mix, mainly

Vogue. The subscribers, primarily upper-middle-class

women

in

the suburbs, were offered

voyeuristic choices in magazines

a

mixed menu of

aimed

at

heightening

Art (and art photography) has been permitted to
in a

share of

ing love have

become

Voyeurism

is

big items

in

video shops.

not only about sex but also about look-

sexual permissiveness

in

It

hardly needs saying that as

the visual arena has increased,

the amount and degree of violence permitted

in

widely

published photographs has also risen, from the grisly
instances
sters on

in

World War

II

to the hundreds of dead gang-

Weegee's contact sheets to the horrors of

Vietnam and Rwanda and beyond.

It

was nature

than photography that made us voyeurs, but

it

rather

was pho-

tography and modern media and the imperatives of the

consumer society that brought so much material out of

their readers' attractions.

address the body

its

and home videos that couples shoot of themselves mak-

ing at anything prohibited.

was beginning.
In

life.

way commerce was
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not (or at least

hiding and put

it

directly before our eyes.

1953

Bachrach Studio
lohn F. Kennedy.
(Bachrach Photography Studio)

1954

William Klein

Broadway and

103rd.

(® William Klein. Courtesy of the

Greenberg

Gallery. NYC)

Howard

1955

Nina Leen
Ozark Farmen, Four Cer\eratior\s.
(Nina leen/Ufe Magazine ® Time

Inc.)

the family of man:
a heartwarming vision for

the cold war world
Edward

Steichen's ninetieth birthday was celebrated with

York's Plaza Hotel

became
was

interested

to have

it

was

1969. The guest of honor's speech

in

in

photography,

I

thought

recognized as one of the fine

about that. The mission of photography

"When

at
I

Today

I

don't give

man

to

a

New

first

was the whole cheese. My

it

arts.

to explain

is

grand fete

a

pithy;

hoot

idea
in hell

man and each man

to himself."'

and the proof of

For Steichen, the high point of his career,

tography's mission as he had

Man

come

Museum

exhibition at the

of

to view

Modern

it,

came

Art,

New

in

his belief in

York.

The exhibition traveled

to thirty-eight countries over the next seven years and attracted

than any other photography exhibit

in history.

remains the best-selling photography book of

pho-

1955 with The Family of

more

visitors

The book based on the exhibition
time.^

all

was a universal
language and the definitive modern form of visual communication. Paintings and fine art photographs would not do.
For Steichen, documentary-style photography

The idea

for the

show

first

came

to Steichen

International Photographic Exposition

in

New

in

1938

when

York City. He

he saw the

was overwhelmed by

the Farm Security Administration (FSA) photographs on view and began to dream
of an ambitious exhibition on "the spirit and face of America." During World
II,

while head of

a

team

of naval

photographic exhibitions

and Power

in

Korean War
otic

the Pacific

1945.

Museum

Modern

of

He mounted

a

Art:

Road

to Victory in 1942

similar exhibition during the

He described these presentations as "pageants,"

in 1951.

ceremonies

the

at

in

War

combat photographers, Steichen organized two

— Fourth of July parades and

speeches, bond

rallies

for like patri-

— they were

designed to inspire and arouse the populace.
Steichen's wartime exhibitions used photo-enlargements and architectural
installations to create pictorial environments altogether different from the traditional presentation of

walls

in a

ranged

framed and matted fine

row. Steichen followed this

in size

from

8"xio" to 8'xio'

Paul Rudolph that featured

a

art

photographs arranged on

The Family of Man. Images that

in

were deployed

in

an installation by architect

spare, hard-edged modernist style.

The exhibition was launched
strictly

method

at a

museum

of fine art, but

suggests, Steichen had

in

was

not,

the course of his career changed his mind about

— he had been star of
— and turned to advertising and

photography. Having given up on fine art photography
Pictorialism
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it

speaking, an art exhibition. As his ninetieth-birthday speech so vividly

in

the

first

years of the century

a

american photography

Carl
(Carl

Mydans

Kasakawa Family, 1955
Mydans/ti/e Magazine ® Time Inc.)

celebrity portraiture, he finally

came

to believe that

photography was best

used as an instrument of mass communication aimed toward
For Steichen, documentary-style

photography was

a

a

general public.

universal language and

the definitive modern form of visual communication. Paintings and fine art

photographs would not

do.

The exhibition consisted of 503 photographs by 273 photographers from
sixty-eight countries.

It

was

tion of millions of images,

magazine. Steichen
to stop

new

it,

felt

a

logistical

though

in

triumph, since

entailed the examinaLife

that his wartime exhibitions had depicted war but failed

perhaps because they stressed the negative aspects of

conflict. This

exhibition would take a more positive approach by showing the oneness of

humanity and the value of peace, and so
was,

it

the end the largest single source was

in effect, a

photo

inspire people to act. The Family of

editorial, a pictorial

Steichen's efforts were criticized from

the photo

two

in

directions.

Some members

community were upset because the exhibition was not devoted

to the art of photography. For his part, Ansel

masters

Man

sermon.
of
solely

Adams, one of the great technical

the history of the medium, complained that Steichen had not sup-

ported the fine print aesthetic. Care had been taken, but not to Adams's standards; the photographers represented had not even

made

their

own

prints.

The exhibition included famous photographs, such as Dorothea Lange's
Migrant Mother, but their significance was controlled by Steichen's message.
Such images were removed from their original contexts and set within Steichen's
carefully orchestrated narrative. This led to the other major criticism of the exhibition:
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The photographs were being used to

illustrate a philosophical or political

man

the family of

What

man—the

united the family of

phrase came from

Steichen's brother-in-law, the poet and Lincoln biographer
Carl

Sandburg— were shared

experiences arising from birth,

death, war, love, and family.
and

position,

questionable one

a

at that.

According to this view, the work on

display had been gathered to express Steichen's beliefs. They were not his alone,
to be sure, for Steichen represented a particular l<ind of
In

addition to the FSA exhibit, Steichen

series of articles In r/ie Ladies'

families

Home Journal

may
In

postwar liberalism.

also have been Influenced by a

1948-49 that featured twelve

twelve countries under the rubric, "People are people the world over."

In

The Family of Man. Steichen presented an Image of an American family with

In

images of families from different cultures, thereby suggesting that
are

in

some way the same. What united the family

man — the

of

all

families

phrase came

from Steichen's brother-in-law, the poet and tincoln biographer Carl Sandburg

were shared experiences arising from
it

came

to "explaining

irrelevant or at least

alone

in

man

to

man

as a

happy

may seem

to

—

When

man," cultural or historical differences seemed

was based on

"a

dumb Sandburglan

family. Hah!"^

The belief that the world
are alike and share

and family.

surmountable to Steichen. And yet Richard Avedon was not

believing that the exhibition

definition of

birth, death, war, love,

is

one, that at bottom

individuals and societies

all

fundamental experiences that define the human condition,

many an

admirable,

if

Undoubtedly, many

Idealistic, point of view.

people have been deeply moved by The Family of Man. Whether or not others
regard the exhibition as

sometimes applied
to

acknowledge

a

product of "sentimental

to Steichen's work,

It

seems

cultural differences because he

liberal

humanism,"

clear that Steichen

was

so

a

tag

was unwilling

determined to stress

human commonality.
Steichen deliberately removed from the exhibition

lynching

in

the American South because

particular social and historical context.

African student tore

down

it

seemed too

When

several pictures

a

photograph of

the exhibition was
protest of the

in

a racial

specific, too tied to a

way

in
in

Moscow, an
which he

felt

white Americans and other Europeans were presented as socially superior to

who were shown

Africans, Asiatics, and African-Americans,

as Impoverished and

"physically maladjusted." There were also Soviet objections to a photograph

of

a

Chinese child begging, and

selection

is

It

was removed.

always an Issue: Imagery used

in

In

the realm of photography,

the representation of nationality,

ethnicity, gender, or class can never be neutral.

Steichen,

not have

like

known

the early publishers of National Geographic magazine,

world was not necessarily the only one. He also may not have realized

American
the
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his

Museum

view might appear.
of

may

better or perhaps chose not to acknowledge that his view of the

Modern

Art

In

In fact,

with Nelson Rockefeller as

that era backed

a

number

Its

how
president,

of programs that served

american photography

For Steichen, the existence of nuclear

weapons was the underlying reason
for presenting the exhibition.
as

^^^^^T ^

HP
Wm
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*T^pv
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~

American public relations

international tour of The Family of
will

E»

k^^^

As the scholar

Later critics too often

image

nificantly,

»^^B

Man

cost; the

up the

limited

a

in a

lit

i^n
W

Eugene Smith

7"/)e Wall( to Paradiie Garden, 1946.
(0 The Heirs ofW. Eugene Smith; Center
Photography, University of
Arizona, Tucson)

for Creative

out, however,

knowledge of

some

criticism of

his actual point of view."

worked from the book rather than from the exhibition. The

dark room,

large transparency of a nuclear explosion.

a
it

was the only image presented

the only image not reproduced

book originally sold

for a dollar,

in

color and, sig-

the book. The reason was supposedly

in

and

a

image would have driven

color

price.

For Steichen, the existence of nuclear
for

demonstration of America's good

as a

Sandeen has pointed

the exhibition was

in

Dramatically

^pi

Eric

Steichen has been based on

key

u

during the Cold War. The United States

and noble sentiments about humanity.

,,'^'jjH

fir

'

p^t

initiatives

Information Agency, along with corporations such as Coca-Cola, sponsored the

weapons was the underlying reason

presenting the exhibition. He believed that

war and the nuclear
unity of humanity,

Immediately

foil

threat,

combined with

would lead

to a

owing the image

new

a

a

reminder about the horrors of

heightened awareness of the basic

faced with images of couples mounted on

a

human

race.

A room

war with hydrogen bombs would

filled

was

wall-sized photograph of the United

Nations General Assembly. These were accompanied by
Russell stating that a

overcome differences.

political effort to

of the nuclear ex plosion, the viewer

a

text from Bertrand

likely

put an end to the

with photographs of children marked the path to

the exit.

The

photograph

final

to Paradise Garden, an

into light.

in

The Family of Man was W. Eugene Smith's The Walk

image of

his children

The narrative embodied

to that of another extremely popular

Wonderful

Life,

pass through

a

made immediately

walking hand

the exhibition

in

is

in

hand from darkness

therefore oddly similar

mass media work, Frank Capra's

after

World War

II.

In

It's

a

each case, viewers

dark, disturbing vision of existence into a hopeful, reassuring

conclusion.
Steichen's pictorial and spatial orchestration

was

lesson clear. The United Nations

Steichen was

when

among those who had

still a

made The Family of Man's

young organization

high hopes for

it.

He was

at

the time, and

in his

seventies

he organized the exhibition; his ideas about patriotism and humanity had

been forged long before. The Family of Man's emphasis on timelessness and universality

may

help to account for

an approach to "explaining
very particular
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moment

in

man

its

to

continuing popularity

in

man" marks the exhibition

the history of American culture.

book form. Yet such
as the product of a

1956

Dan Weiner
Boycotted Bus, Montgomery.
(Courtesy of Sandra Weiner)

Pete Harris
Elizabeth Eckford pursued by mob. Little Rock, Arkansas.

(Corbis/Bettmann-UPI)

1957

iter,

Richard Avedon
Copenhagen, April g.
(© Richard Avedon)

1958

)

—v. ^ymaf-^'-'fms--

Carl Toth
Family in Water With Dog
(Courtesy of Carl Toth Jr

1959

—

—

the americans and

the dark side of the 1950s

America
homes,
patio
in a

the 1950s

in

with

eacli

grill,

and

a

a

is

often recalled as an

wagon parked

brand-new television

kind of closed loop

some other

now

station

much

others

that TV set

If it

It

to Beaver, or

Obviously that picture

life.

corresponds to an image of America offered

The Family of Man exhibition opened

Art,

it

ported by the
vision of

included several photographs by
Frank. But in 1955, Frank himself

Guggenheim Foundation

that

in

was

was

1955 and 1956

Museum

1955 at the

of

young Swiss-born photographer

a

at

work on

a

project sup-

to present a radically different

America and the world. The Family of Man was

general public. Frank's photographs
in

we re

provided an alternative view.

named Robert

ment

On

of the popular photography and advertising of the time, the re

When

States

world of suburban

set in the living room.

version of white, middle-class family

who

Modern

idyllic

the driveway, steaks sizzling on the

— we see the Ozzie and Harriet Show, Leave

never captured the whole truth.
in

in

a

great success with the

taken during travels across the United

— would arguably become the most influential achieve-

of the entire postwar period

terms of their impact on photographers,

in

and writers.

artists,

was a melancholy, even bleak or frightening place marred by racial and class divisions and enlivened

America

for Frank

only occasionally by a glimpse of lyrical sadness or joy.
Frank's book

France

in

was

called, simply. The

1958 and then

in

America

Americans?

1959 with

in

writer Jack Kerouac. Frank depicted America as

a

a

It

was

first

published

in

preface by Frank's friend,

society with

a

deep-rooted

sense of psychological isolation, what sociologist David Riesman called "the
lonely crowd." America for Frank

was

a

melancholy, even bleak or frightening

place marred by racial and class divisions and enlivened only occasionally by

glimpse of
with

a

lyrical

35mm

sadness or

joy. Frank's

photographs, shot

a

black and white

camera, seemed deliberately casual. The lighting and composition

of the images were highly unconventional
fine art

in

photography

at

compared

to

most photojournalism

or

the time. Frank was after something more personal,

more immediate and spontaneous.
Frank was
cally

a

master of the quiet moment, the subtle sympathy that periodi-

appears within

his often harsh or satiric vision.

eighty-three photographs
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in a

The Americans features

complex sequence employing recurring motifs

american photography

Like film noir in the postwar period, they

portrayed the criminal, the
the sensationalistic

illicit,

a style full

in

and
of deep

blacks and brilliant flashlit whites
such as the American flag, the

car,

.

.

.

jukeboxes, and the cross. Frank was also

fascinated by drive-in movies and diners before they

became nostalgic

icons.

The book aroused strong responses, both favorable and unfavorable.
Detractors called

photographic style "perverse" and

its

its

attitude toward

America "communistic." Admirers paid tribute by making innumerable photographs that clearly imitated Frank's

raphers

view

in

style.

was not alone

as a photographic dissenter. There

New

presented

Frank
in

York

who

a less

which the organization man did not

There was Weegee (Arthur

Fellig),

were other photog-

than sanguine view of American
rule

and prosperity had

whose photographs were made

the tabloid press. From the 1930s on, but especially after 1946,
book. Naked City, appeared, Weegee's images of murder and

following

among

displayed

in

artists

a

life,

its perils.

primarily for

when

his first

mayhem won him

a

and writers as the master of an approach akin to that

hard-boiled detective fiction. Weegee's photographs offered raw,

guilty pleasures to those tired of the prettiness of self-consciously "artistic" pho-

tography or the
film noir

in

sensationalistic
trast

artificiality of advertising or

in a

style full of

deep blacks and

illicit,

and the

brilliant flashlit whites,

all

con-

and no middle ground.
William Klein,

art

standard news photography, tike

the postwar period, they portrayed the criminal, the

on the CI

Bill.

later, like Frank,

a

native

He then

New

fell

Yorker, lived in Paris after the

into a career as a fashion

turning to independent filmmaking.

brief period back in

New

York, shooting

In

war and studied

photographer before
1954, he spent a relatively

photographs on the street

in

an effort to

capture the Intensity, the energy, the toughness of the modern metropolis. The
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photographs were pubMshed

Bruce Davidson

Two

Youths,

Coney

Island. 1959.

(® Bruce Davidson.

Magnum

Photos, Inc)

Good and Good for You

in

— only

New

Yorl<:

in

Europe

—

in

1956

in a

Trance Witness Revels

(a

book

tabloid headline "Chance Witness Reveals"). The cover featured

Housekeeping
his subjects"

News."'' Life

is

seal. Klein said

result

Is

a

mock Good

he regarded himself as "a walking photo booth for

and hoped he could be "as vulgar and brutal as the [New York Daily]

Good

relied

on the graphic strength of

direct, in-your-face quality of the

The

titled Life

play on the standard

was

a gritty, lively style

its

compositions and the

encounters between photographer and subject.
that critic

Max

Kozloff has described as "slum-

ming with jazzy abandon."^

Bytheend
Weegee, and
vitality of

of theigsos, other photographers had learned from Frank,

Klein to search out this other America, to reveal the

unorthodox

an America that could be found only out on the streets or on the

cross-country highway,
of nowhere.

in

Times Square, or

in

some small town

in

the middle

'

Iff W

^
9
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[1960

Donald Phelan
first fve/- Kennedy-Nixon Presidential TV Debate
(® Donald Phelan. Courtesy of the photographer)

pop art, photography,
and the mass media

After

World War

II,

America enjoyed the greatest economic boom

in history.

Between 1946 and 1956, national output doubled. Between 1940 and

1955, per-

sonal income almost tripled. Between 1950 and i960, the national consumption
of hot dogs rose from 750 million to

two

billion, ^ a statistic

some

that surely has

relationship to the first two.

As the economy soared, the commercial and popular media soared with
In

magazines were being distributed
read them.^
paper;

a

Most

few

cities of

cities

had

any

in

size

five or six.

1957,

this country

still

had

than there were citizens to

morning and an evening

at least a

A new medium was also making large demands

on people's attention and bringing

From 1947 to

it.

Bureau of Circulation reported that more single-issue copies of

1955, the Audit

a

steady stream of images into the home:

the number of televisions

in

the United States increased from

10,000 to 40 million.'
As the distribution channels grew wider and more numerous, as the icons of

popular culture
gally

that

like

Marilyn Monroe and

Elvis Presley

were reproduced

and efficiently as comic strips or Campbell's soup,

what passed

for culture

Popular Culture ride

in

had been relocated

it

on? Photography, of course, and the photographically

photographic images at loose

dawned on some

had been relocated

in

the land, but

it

number

of

surely outstripped hot dogs.

what passed

artists that
in

artists

Popular Culture. And what did

in

derived media of film and TV. The re was noaudit bureau to count the

It

as prodi-

dawned on some

for culture

Popular Culture.

Robert Rauschenberg,

who

is

not, properly speaking, a

Pop

artist,

began

incorporate photographs into his paintings and his "combine sculptures" by

screen and other transfer processes

in

the 19505. Andy Warhol,

as Pop, painted copies of photo reproductions and

in

who does

1962 learned

how

to

silk-

qualify

to

silk-

screen photographs directly onto canvas. Rauschenberg also included distinctly
inartistic objects,

from mattresses to

tires to stuffed goats, in his

works; photog-

raphy was merely one more banal and ordinarily overlooked artifact of daily
life

that could put subject matter back into art after Abstract Expressionism.

Ordinary and overlooked as they

may have been because

of their ubiquity, pho-

tographs codified and transmitted the culture's myths and values, from

Elvis to

JFK to the conquest of space, the prevalence of violence, consumerism, and the

dream of perpetually available
It

was not exactly

a

new

sex.

idea to dragoon halftone reproductions into the

ranks of art to expand the territory of painting and
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comment on

society.

Dada

american photography

Andy Warhol
Large Triple Elvii. 1963
(The Andy Warhol Foundation for the
Visual Arts/ARS, NY)

artists

had done something similar

the 1920s. but hierarchies

in

reestablished since then, and photography
painters and critics cried foul

photographs as

if

when Rauschenberg

Rauschenberg went

treated found objects and

right on

making use of anonymous, banal photographs,
Kennedy and the space program,

tographs, X rays, and reproductions of works of art

never quoted "art" photographs by the

who extended

portraits and

likes of

Adams

Ansel

his

own pho-

Rubens's Venus. Yet he

like

Edward Weston.

or

the photographic repertoire of his work to photo-booth

newspaper photographs of

equally uninterested
ple like

had been
pole. Both

they were on the same time-honored plateau as painting.

plus topical pictures of President

Warhol,

in art

was very low on the totem

in art

car crashes and other disasters,

photography, which at the time,

Minor White and Paul Caponigro, was searching

for

in

was

the hands of peo-

means

of expressing

the deepest self

Warhol, for

claimed he would

his part,

like to

be

machine. He celebrated

a

mechanical reproduction, which by

common agreement was

remove from the unique

he printed grids of nearly identical images of

art object;

Marilyn, Jacqueline Kennedy, and electric chairs, as

and photography's power
tography was not

who

lay in its repetitiveness.

if

It

art in their estimation that these

followed them were so eager to admit

it

He invited

legal trouble

the farthest

saying that more was more

was
two

precisely because phoartists

into their new,

Warhol evidently regarded published photographs
for the taking.

at

as

and the many

rambunctious canon.

found objects, there

more than once by using photographs he

apparently had not even considered might be copyrighted, including Charles

Moore's scathing pictures of the
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civil

rights conflict in

Birmingham

in

1963.

pop

What

the

new

photography, and the mass media

art,

leaders of the art world considered the non-

photography was used as a wake-up call for art
itself, admonishing it to listen to contemporary life and
detach itself from the bourgeois consumer culture.
art of

(The question of photographic copyright goes back to court cases

Perhaps Warhol was simply careless, or perhaps

a

the i86os.)

In

disregard for the authorship of

photographs was more widespread. Many newspapers did not bother to
credit photographers,

appeared

in

whose images,

as infinitely reproducible as cereal boxes,

papers and magazines that people lool<ed at once and then threw

out with the garbage.

Many

artists

and several

1960s. Conceptual artists

tographs

(or

like

art

movements

had them made) when

documents

Earth artists required photographic

Oppenhelm, who altered landscapes

way out

and

the
pho-

as records of their evanescent or
like

Robert Smithson or Dennis

at distant locations,

were

explicitly seeking

of the restrictive and highly commercialized confines of

galleries; ironically, their

in

Nauman made

suited them, performance artists and

it

inaccessible work. Earth, or Environmental, artists

a

photography

called on

John Baldessari and Bruce

work returned to just these venues

museums

in

the form of

photographs.

Though some photographers, including Harry Callahan,
ous techniques

like

collage and

montage from time

tried out adventur-

to time, during the 1960s

Callahan himselfAaronSiskind, Minor White, and other inheritors of the art

photography traditions of

St leg litz

and company generally upheld the goals of

straight photography and the fine print. Meanwhile,

young

street photographers

and more experimentally Inclined photographers were eagerly challenging the

men

existing rules. The multimedia work of
their combination of

encouragement
work

like

Rauschenberg and Warhol and

photography and printmaking may have provided

to photographers like

mixed techniques. The deliberate use of banal photographs

In

may have encouraged photographers

tacit

Naomi Savage and Wallace Berman

like

Robert

Adams and

in

to

artworks

Lewis Baltz,

who

were already studying scenes that no one thought beautiful nor memorable
before photographers framed

What the new
phy was used as
porary

life

a

wake-up

and detach

photographers

like

them

in

their viewflnders.

leaders of the art world considered the non-art of photogracall for art itself

itself

admonishing

it

to listen to contem-

from the bourgeois consumer culture. Even as

Robert Frank and William Klein were recklessly breaking the

sacred rules of sharp focus, careful framing, and flawless prints, artists from

other disciplines were simply throwing
Inverting the
artists stressed

absence of an
trality of
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arguments of the

all

the rules overboard.

Pictorlallsts at the turn of the century,

such

and Indeed magnified the mechanical nature of photography, the

artist's

touch and even of an

artist's eye,

the anonymity and neu-

the medium. Baldessari claimed that "the worst thing about

a

camera

american photography

is

the viewfinder," because once

a

photographer looks through that he begins to

organize what he sees. To escape the dread confines of aesthetics. Baldessari set
a

timer and threw the camera

and timed

it

the

in

to take a picture every

air,

or placed the

camera before

a

television

few minutes." Ed Ruscha, who published

books of undistinguished photographs of undistinguished sights such as Every

some

Building on the Sunset Strip, took

people take the

In the early

1970s, a few art
critics uneasily

said.

rest. "It's

"I

don't even look at

It

was

easier to

of the pictures himself and had other

not really important
it

who

takes the photographs," he

images to

as photography; they're just

book."'

a

fill

embrace these attitudes because most of the world shared

them. Photography had

a

few institutions

most people's minds not with

art but

in its

corner but was associated

on the front page of the tabloids or the masses of antiwar demonstrators

noted that art
galleries

were

picture magazines. The George

full of

graphs

photo.

.

.

Eastman House

showing fine photography since 1949 but
the

field.

The Museum of Modern

in

with the bathing beauty crossing her legs

Rochester,

in

New

York,

in

the

had been

did not have a large audience outside

of Man show had drawn attention

Art's Family

to photography as an art largely by concentrating on photojournalistic images,

which already had
phy as

No

art

a

following.

MoMA

remained the chief proponent of photogra-

throughout the 1960s; by then

it

full-time photography dealer succeeded

University courses

in

emphasized
in

vision.

In

in

the medium, while low-life

And the Conceptualists and Environmental

through

in

their work,

art galleries that

the early 1970s,

a

few

artists

who

put photographs

however subversively, kept photography circulating

would not have deigned to show

art critics uneasily

and they wrote themselves

of photographs,

formalist aesthetic.

high-art context hovered more and more often on the field of

in a

on center stage

a

York until 1969.

photography multiplied during that decade, spreading

knowledge of contemporary accomplishments
photography

New

Stieglitz or Strand.

noted that art galleries were

full

into corners trying to redefine

these unheralded objects as art or transcendental forms or anything but what

they were.

The boom

in

photography was about to begin. No doubt

tence primarily to the art market

boom

it

owes

its

exis-

of the 1960s, which had driven prices so

high that collectors were casting about for fine images that were not overpriced.

Then, too, the audience had grown more educated

in

recent years. But

it

was no

small part of the equation that by the 1970s art lovers were thoroughly accus-

tomed

to seeing

photographs

cutting-edge art that had
artists

who

favor of
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all.

won

in

art galleries

and museums as components of

the approbation of

critics

and curators. The

deliberately denigrated photography as art had done

it

the biggest

1961

Eliot Porter

Dungeon Canyon, Glen Canyon, Utah.
(Courtesy of Scheinbaum & Russek. Ltd., Santa

Fe,

NM)

-iqtp
• '"^

I

I

Photographer unknown
UN Council decides to await reiuiti of talt(s between
parties concerned during Cuban missile crisis. (UN/DPI)

surveillance and

the photograph as evidence

It

was predicted almost from the moment

would have

a

even before Louis Jacques
officially

become

them

Mande

Daguerre's invention of the

when they

of the poor thieves,

their

own

portraits, taken by the

—

a fairly

handed

shall see

room

in

medium was
will

as evidence against

in

which they

it

183c
39.

In

announced, an American wrote about the new discovery. "What

act of stealing!"^

stole,

and

the ver
very

in

accurate prediction of bank surveillance cameras. By

the 1840s, the European police were taking
first in

of photography's invention that

miraculous ability to provide evidence and identification.

America were taken

1854

in

in

mug

shots of suspects

in

custody; the

San Francisco. ^The suspects understand-

ably did not wish to be so easily identified, and

many

tried to contort their faces

beyond recognition.
In

the nineteenth century, aware that

certain truthfulness inheres

a

in

pho-

tography's very nature, few saw reason to doubt the camera's reports. There are

photograph can mislead or be made to mislead, but what

many ways

a

show has

direct tie to the reality of

a

shutter opened, for the subject
trace of itself on film. Such

is

does

the physical cause of the image and leaves

transfer of reality

a

it

whatever was before the lens when the

is

intuitively

a

understood as

evidence or proof and has been put to the test repeatedly.

There are many ways a photograph can mislead or
be made to mislead, but what it does show has a
direct tie to the reality of whatever was before
the lens

when the shutter opened
Inevitably, the law has

case

in

made

.

.

.

extensive use of photography. The

America that turned on photographic evidence was tried

1859; photographs of original

in

first

court

California

had been forged.^ An 1865 wanted poster for John Wilkes Booth and two of
co-conspirators

in

the plot to

men. Around the same time,

a

in

documents convinced the court that signatures

kill

his

Lincoln displayed photographs of the three

few police departments decided that photographs

of the scene of a crime could also be useful.
Portrait

photographs have been invaluable not just

state and private authorities as well.

Railway

Company added photographs

In

for the police but for

the i86os, the Chicago and Milwaukee

to

its

passengers' season passes."

photographs on passports, an idea that had been proposed years

seemed urgent because

159

of a world war.

More

recently, state

earlier,

automobile

In

1914,

suddenly

american photography

Serial

Images sent with

official notice of

a traffic violation recorded by a municipal

police

department camera. 1999.

agencies put drivers' faces on licenses, and employees at nuclear
other occupations that require security clearance, as well as
not,

and

in

that do

must wear photographic badges. Photographs of missing children serve the

cause of identification just as wanted posters do. Beginning

some
by

facilities

many

in

the 1980s,

in

when

children had been missing for years, their photographs were manipulated

computer programs designed

grew

show

to

changes

likely

in

appearance as they

up.

Photographic identification remains essential. Detectives, kidnappers, and
blackmailers alike depend on photographs. Dental X rays are one of the few sure

means

of identifying

ATM hauled

their pictures

And

body. Not long ago, robbers

a

off the entire

yet,

still

machine, tore

intact on the film

made

who

could not get into an

and then abandoned

it

— with

the camera.

in

O.

Simpson's former wife was murdered, foot-

J.

by Bruno Magli shoes were

possession, but

0. J's

apart,

photographic evidence must meet the same rigorous standards as

other evidence. The night that
prints

it

a

left

behind. No such shoes were found

photographer submitted as evidence an

in

earlier photo-

graph of him wearing just that model. The possibility that the photograph had
been doctored cast doubt on

until

it

sheet with several pictures of O.

the photographer produced his contact

wearing the very same shoes. No one suggested

J.

that an entire contact sheet had been altered.

A photograph's

credibility

context: A photograph

in

is

determined by many factors. One of these

more authority than one

in a

which go beyond what

visible in the

Patricia Hearst,

is

supermarket tabloid. Captions and explanations,

taped not long afterward as

member

a

certain criminal cases, and

the latest bid for

it

century

difference.

group that abducted

was video-

her,

with

in

in

in

the last few years

DNA

tests have

more

made

abilities of identification

and bearing witness have

prime tool of surveillance, for good and

it

has been used by government and private authorities to amass

everywhere, and

a

some

this century, fingerprints proved

a

documentation that reinforces
it

ill,

and since the nineteenth

their bases of power.^ Today

sees us as well.

ment photographic

In

the 19605,

civil

in

we

see photography

libertarians decried govern-

surveillance of antiwar demonstrations;

protested automatic cameras placed by police

160

a

1974.

infallibility.

The photograph's adroit

made

of the

in

Photography has stringent limitations, and

instances has been superseded. Early
in

make

itself also

her hands. Had she been coerced, or brainwashed? The image

in

did not, could not say.

exact

photograph

kidnapped by the Symbionese Liberation Army

submachine gun

is

the Journal of the American Medical Association has

in

the 1990s,

some

high-crime or drug-ridden

surveillance and the photograph as evidence

Not long ago, robbers who could not get into an
ATM hauled off the entire machine, tore it apart,

and then abandoned

—with their pictures

it

still

intact on the film in the camera.
neighborhoods. News photography, both for the press and for television, put

enormous audiences

into the position of surveillance teams. At the violent

Democratic convention

in

Chicago

1968,

in

television reporter

a

aced warned his attackers: "The whole world

chanting this

the face of police

in

in

is

who was men-

watching"; students were soon

the streets.

The hand-held videocam has partially reversed the balance of power, sometimes putting the burden of proof and surveillance into private hands, as when
passerby videotaped presidential candidate Gary Hart with

who was

his lap

not his wife, or

when

a

a

a

young woman on

private citizen recorded

Rodney King's

beating by the Los Angeles police.
Aerial reconnaissance,

which had been so essential

in

World War

II,

improved during the Cold War with ever-more-sensitive films and lenses, and
eventually with spy satellites.

reconnaissance above the

In

i960,

U.S.S.R.

a

CIA pilot

named

Francis Gary Powers on

was shot down. He survived and was

and sentenced, an incident that brought American-Soviet relations to

Two years

later, aerial

tried

a

new

low.

photography over Cuba produced evidence that nearly

provoked atomic war. The United States had reason to believe that the Soviets

were deploying
Soviets denied

ballistic missiles in
it

weather cleared

Cuba within range of

and America could not prove

it.

Kennedy proclaimed

Command

raised the alert level of the Strategic Air

for war. At the United Nations, the Soviet delegate

were

in

a

to full readiness

denied that offensive missiles

Cuba; immediately afterward, Adiai Stevenson, the

Nikita

as Soviet ships

U.

S.

delegate, pre-

were steaming toward the

island.'' At

a

blockade of

the last minute,

Khrushchev agreed to remove the missiles from Cuba, keeping the world

safe for a

few more moments. Whether the world

on watching.

i6i

were taken

quarantine of

sented the photographs. The effect was stunning. America declared

Cuba even

but the

sufficiently for reconnaissance photography, pictures

of offensive missile installations. President

Cuba and

U.S. cities,

October of 1962, when the

In

is

safe or not,

cameras keep

il

1963

Malcolm Browne
Quang Duo Immolating Himielf. June n
(AP Wide World Photos)

1964

Robert Rauschenberg
Retroactive
(Collection

II.

Museum

partial gift of

of

Stephan

Contemporary Art, Chlcag(
Ediis and H. Gael Neeson

T.

ivil

rights:

ihotography and social awareness

B^

I
•M..

sm-

\\%

who would become activists and leaders of the civil
rights movement of the late 1950s and early 19605.''

A PHOTOGRAPH THAT DRAMATIZED A HORRENDOUS CRIME
helped to inspire the modern
Mississippi

in

rights

movement.

Till,

white woman. A photograph was taken of

body after

it

was recovered from

a river.

his

then

in

in

mutilated

other black publications, but not

iet
in

part of the century, and lynching photos

were

a regular

part of the literature. But the photograph of a slain

a

Emmett

maga-

Till,

along with the 1954

v.

Supreme Court case

Board of Education

it

is

it

starting point for the

the

U.S.

— both the changes mansymbolic
produced —
dated and the social conflicts
Brown

The gruesome,

shocking postmortem image was published
zine,

The antilynching movement dates back to the early

was kidnapped, tortured, and

an alleged flirtatious encounter with

for

In

1955, a fifteen-year-old African-American

from Chicago, Em mett

murdered

civil

civil

rights

a

movement. The

Till

murder took place only three months before Rosa
refusing to

move

Alabama, set

off a bus boycott

confrontations

The

mainstream white media. When paired with
Till

as a smiling, attractive

a portrait

young man, the image had

of
a

profound effect on the entire African-American community,

including Julian Bond, John Lewis, and

164

many

others

civil

to the back of a bus

in

in

and one of the

rights

in

movement was marked

1955-56, the lunch counter

school integration crises

Miss

in

1962, the

first

great

the movement.
by a series

of well-known major events: the bus boycott

Montgomery

Parks,

Montgomery,

in Little

Rock

in

in

sit-ins,

the

1957 and at Old

March on Washington, and the march

Opposite: Ernest C. Withers
"I Am a /Won, "1968. (©Ernest C. Withers.
Courtesy of Panopticon Gallery)

to

Bill Hudson
Birmingham Protest, 1963.
(AP Wide World Photos)

Montgomery. These events were confrontational and

each was heavily covered by photographers
television news),

who

often

showed

of beatings and arrests that
rallies

caught up

in

(as well as

made dramatic photographs
individuals and large

violent or dangerous situations. Every

provided famous images, though no single photo-

crisis

graph of the immense crowd or of individual dignitaries
at the

March on Washington caught the public imagina-

tion as forcefully as film footage or sound recordings of

Martin Luther King

Have

Jr.'s "I

After the photograph of

a

Dream" speech.

Emmett

body, pho-

Till's

tographs of dogs attacking demonstrators, especially
those

most

made

in

Birmingham

influential

1963, probably rank as the

in

images of the

era.

They were published

around the world and provoked widespread outrage.

Americans were shocked by them.
Cold War,

when

direct conflict

In

the middle of the

had been supplanted by

image warfare, such photographs tarnished the image of

made

America. The leaders of the Soviet Union quickly saw an

tion

opportunity to "expose" American democracy and counter

images, at a time between the wars

American charges of Soviet totalitarianism and oppres-

when America was ostensibly at peace.
Photographs made leaders on both

sion by publishing them. A

Danny Lyon photograph

demonstrator being forcibly arrested by
published on the front page of the
per, Pravda,

The

civil

of a

policeman was

a

official Soviet

newspa-

with the caption "U.S. Police Brutality."^
rights

groups also knew

how

was Danny

unlike

combat

Korea and Vietnam

in

— George
— known across

sides

Jr.

the country. Established celebrities also participated

in

few major demonstrations such as the march from

Selma to Montgomery, and sometimes

to influence

activities

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) recruited
staff photographers; the first to join

some not

Wallace as well as Martin Luther King

a

James Forman, the Student

public opinion. Led by

for strong pictures,

actors

— writers

like

like

in

more everyday

James Baldwin, performers and

Harry Belafonte and Marlon Brando, the

singer-songwriter Bob Dylan. Their presence spiced up

Lyon,

the visual record.
MI'.IMlif- XiHi-.i'.i-ti'.-'-'

:

'I

!'--X

;

liia.'

:.V. -ii-JJ"'

Most of the images, however, show less-renowned

t-.''-«

— George Wallace as well as Martin
Luther King
— known across the country.
Jdes

figures and

unknown

individuals caught up

Jr.

in

rallies,

rights

raise funds.

lent practices of the early protesters

made

and outraged white

civilians

on one

or

165

the movement, including

group called the Southern Docu-

Project, that captures the day-in

and day-out

graphs show the internal meetings, the freedom schools,

side,

These photo-

the painstaking work of door-to-door voter registration.

politi-

The opponents of

calm
it

water hoses that were turned against the

in a

a

the nature of

demonstrators or the spectacle of food being dumped
onto lunch-counter protesters

a larger record of

activities of the civil rights organizations.

demonstrators being brutalized on the other. Whether

was dogs

is

The nonvio-

the confrontations clear: police, state troopers,
cians,

mentary

groups used photographs on posters and

pamphlets to win support and

there

photographs taken by

1962. Like Mine and the early child-labor reformers,

civil

in historical

events. Beyond the images of demonstrations and public

drugstore, each situa-

civil

rights also

attempted to use

photographs to their advantage. State councils took
pictures of their

sometimes

own and

created

local publications

files

on "agitators";

turned over photographs to

help with this surveillance. At the

same time, the mass

american photography

Danny Lyon
Cambridge, Maryland, Spring 1964. Fellow SNCC photographer
Vaughns n arrested by the National Guard
(Magnum Photos, Inc. ® 1964 Danny Lyon)

Clifford

media

able light, not only
in

The most famous images of the

as well as the civil rights organizations used

photos of the authorities to show them

images such as

officers in court,

a

in

in

an unfavor-

the street demonstrations, but also

famous shot of

one reaching into

a gleeful pair of

a

bag of Red

Man

are from the South, but powerful

New

York,

civil

rights

movement

images also came from

from Chicago, where King marched to protest

segregated housing and where the Nation of Islam leadership had

its

headquarters, from Los Angeles, and else-

chewing tobacco, the very picture of cliched Southern

where. After the King assassination, photographs docu-

redneck culture.

mented the

.

kS.~f;

documented the

kS-i

1 1

hH fil

riots that

riots that

broke out across the country, show-

ing images of looters and mobilized National

Guard

iFitf iTil^lili

I

troops and burning buildings that were

broke out aero

in

stark contrast

to the heroic photographs of marchers on the road from
civil rights movement helped
new pattern for the coverage of social
activism. So when other groups, such as the United Farm
Workers in California or the American Indian Movement
at Wounded Knee, South Dakota, emulated the tactics of

Selma to Montgomery. The

the country ...

establish a

The central photographs are the images of struggle

and resistance or repression, but
also images of assassination

of Viola Liuzzo
civil

(a

in

the end there were

— of Medgar Evers, of King,

volunteer from Detroit), of the three

rights workers

who were

arrested and released, then

followed, killed, and buried (the latter events were semifictionalized in the

movie Mississippi

not images of an event, but of

its

Burriing).

These are

aftermath, including

the photographs on the "missing" posters for the three

young men.
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the

civil

rights activists, the results

well as political actions.

would be increasingly

were media events as

From the 1960s on, the two

difficult to separate.

7
3^

'k

liik^^
^^N^kivi:

1965

a.kL,.4/

James Karales
Marchers, Selma

to

:

>

Montgomery, Alabama.

(Courtesy of the photographer)
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the counterculture:

changing times, changing images

In

the 1950s, photographers such as Robert Frank and

William Klein were

but

all

unknown outside

of the photo-

graphic and art community. But photographers were
learning from

tographs

in a

them

that

it

was

of cultural inversion,

movement

in

shift

make pho-

different way, photographs that revealed a

different vision of America.

of attention.

possible to

In

the 1960s, through

a

kind

what had been an underground

photography suddenly became the center

And the

was Diane

figure

who

best represented that

first

for

some

of

years, but in

i960 she received her

commercial magazine assignment.

In 1967,

along

Modern

Art

marked by an edgy,

ironic,

even

subversive approach to American society. By the time of
her death, by suicide,

reputation

among

in 1971,

critics

Arbus had established

and

a

a

wide following through

her pictures of sideshow performers, nudists, and transvestites,

along with others

who might

well have

ordinary but never quite appeared that

tographs. A posthumous retrospective

way

in

in

seemed

her pho-

1972 had the

highest attendance to date of any one-person photogra-

phy exhibit

Arbus.'

Arbus had been gradually developing her approach to

photography

Museum

at the

Museum

of

Modern

Art.

Arbus's photographs inspired a whole

graphic interest

in

unusual subcultures,

margins not usually represented

—

in

beyond the margins of

new photo-

in life at

the

mainstream publicano subject

with Lee Friedlander and Carry Winogrand (both deeply

tions

influenced by Frank), she appeared

matter was off-limits. "There are certain evasions, certain
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in

an exhibition at the

life

Life.

For her,

Opposite: Garry Winogrand
Kent State Demonstration. Washington, D.C., 1970.
(©Estate of Garry Winogrand. Courtesy of Fraenl<el
Gallery, San Francisco)

nicenesses, that

I

think you have to get out

of,"

she said,^

and her photography represented an escape from evasion
and niceness, including the niceness of the upper-middleclass world into

which she was born. Arbus received two

Guggenheim grants

to study

American

and ceremonies, and her interest
Americana,

like Frank's, testifies

social differences

in

rites,

manners,

and rock and

in

the popular imagination,

rock and

roll

— and with some sex appeal too. Rock album

covers featured eye-catching images that

performers

America and

only

roll, if

created photographic styles identified with the drugs and

times created through posterization,

removed

to a fascination with

and diversity that makes normalcy

detail

showed the

magical, colorful world that

in a

was some-

process that

a

and created large areas of

color, or

through solarization, achieved by exposing the image to

seem strange and strangeness seem normal.

light

during the developing process

order to shift and

in

heighten colors. These methods produced

a

photographic

equivalent for the kind of psychedelic artwork often used

go anywhere and look at anything. In turn,

on the posters and albums of San Francisco bands around

her work gave other photographers a similar:

the time of the so-called

and

license to record any

subjects.

all
,

Dus sf i3 gave ner lice
'

at anything.' In turn, her

photographers

a similar license to record

work gave other
any and

sub-

all

The tendency toward more adventurous photogra-

phy that began

in

a

general

greater explicitness and a

aspects of American

life.

example, Tom Wolfe, the

was exploring

a

since.

surfers before

in

new

fascination with

At about the

New

same

in electric

same way, photographers began
gangs (Danny Lyon

in

to

Test. In

in a circle

his wife,

much the

a

mix of

sex,

of the photographer's friends

(Larry Clark in Tulsa, 1971), and, later, intimate

relationships from a

backed up by

and abusive

woman's point of view (Nan

a

Goldin,

Yoko Ono.

In a

in

famous Annie

Rolling Stone, a

embracing the clothed Yoko,

in

for

As

a

The 1960s introduced new photographic subject
matter; they also popularized avant-garde photographic
styles.

The image of the

sixties as a
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decade of

sex, drugs.

in

form of eye candy, rock album covers explored

ing photography.

The Doors used

a

many

involv-

shot of circus per-

man — shades
— on the cover of their 1968 Strange Days.

formers complete with midget and strong
of Arbus

In a

Mamas and

of the 1966

Jimi Hendrix's Electric Ladyland
of

Middle America.

major outlet for

an assortment of experimental approaches,

Your Eyes and Ears sitting (clothed)

deadpan, deadly portrait of the craziness that passed

York with

another milestone

shown on the cover

in

New

Leibovitz photo-

changing approaches to celebrity portraiture.

and the extraordinary was

(1973), a

doubles,

adventurous rock photography, he was shown naked,

the epitome of this tendency to search out the extreme

normalcy

defini-

of celebrity portraits. Following

typical bit of goofing-off, the

Owens's Suburbia

1968, which

1967 Sgt. Pepper's Lonely

The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, 1986). Oddly enough,

Bill

in

Madame Tussaud wax

montage

graph published

document motorcycle

The Bike Riders. 1968),

Bazaar

yellow, pink, and red, with op-

the breakup of the Beatles, John moved to

shrewd

He hung out with custom-car freaks and

The Electric Kool-Aid Acid

for Harper's

art patterns for eyes.

appeared next to their

Journalist par excellence,

variety of subcultures with a

1966.

Hearts Club Band. Here Ringo, John, Paul, and George

all

time, for

moving on to the archetypal 1960s group,

drugs, and guns

Lennon

tive covers of the era for their

Ken Kesey and the Merry Pranksters, which he famously
described

portrait of John

showed Lennon

The trendsetting Beatles produced one of the

movement toward

observation of manners and style that has marked his

work ever

was an

in

Richard Avedon adopted a similar technique for a cover

the 1960s cannot be attributed to

Arbus alone. There was

of love. For a group like

appropriately unconventional style for Freak Out

nset^^n^

where and look

jects.

summer

Frank Zappa's The Mothers of Invention, the result

nude "foxy

ladies"

Two album

album
in a

If

the Papas were
You Can Believe

bathtub, while

album featured

a

group

— no feminism there."

covers from the 1970s played off of

famous photos from the

past. In a

Margaret Bourke-

White photo from the 1930s, African-American flood

—
amerjcan photography

Harry Redl

and "Moloch," 1958.
(Courtesy of the photographer)

Allen Ginsberg

victims are lined up beneath a billboard ad from the

low the personal social documentary approach

National Association of Manufacturers that celebrated

commercial fashion. For

a

smiling white family

American Way of

in a

car as testimony to "the

Life." For a

1975 Curtis Mayfield album,

while

in

in less

the seventies and

and slash" or "party"

eighties, "flash
lar

a

styles

became popu-

under the influence of photographers such as Carry

and slow exposure

the Bourke-White was turned into an entirely African-

Winogrand and

American image, with African-Americans not only below

times, blur and double images were introduced. Flash

in

the line but above

was pointedly

in

the car as well. The juxtaposition

ironic in the

1930s (the Farm Security

Administration photographers had included that same
billboard

in

new

several shots); the

version

was appropri-

used

spaces

in

Larry Fink. Using flash

it

could not

popped out
well-lit,

in

the glaring

mattered was capturing
just a hint of mystery.

was capturing a jazzy sense

sixties lives

borrowed the photograph of the

Hindenburg explosion

for

the cover of their 1969 album,

an appropriate subject given their
metal

name and

heavy-

Rock videos and album covers, rock world and Beat
at a hip,

youthful audience have borrowed from Frank, Arbus, and

other photographers of the social landscape. (The

Rolling Stones used Frank
Street.)

There

a jazzy

on

at the

still

are

photographs on

many photographers
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a

What

sense of the instant, with

fifties

end of the century, though

and

its

posi-

uncertain given that the mainstream so quickly

images. And the arrival of the computer at the party
takes photographic Surrealism beyond what had been
created by earlier generations that used staging, dark-

room magic, and photomontage.
photographic wonderland.

style.

world portraits, and any number of ads aimed

many

is

shadows or

Suddenly the idea of

absorbs the most daringly explicit and experimental

ately outrageous in the 1970s. In another bit of creative

reuse, Led Zeppelin

light.

The photographic counterculture of the

tion

with iust a hint of mystery.

produced highly theatrical

centered subject seemed beside the point:

Suddenly^^^^^^^^HI-lit, centered subject seemencsm^n^oint: What mattered
of the instant,

fill

lighting, with figures that receded into the

Exile

on Main

trying to fol-

We

are

now

in a

new

1966

Ray Leong
Mothers of Invention, Freak Out.
(Courtesy of the Zappa Family Trust)

1967

Bernle Boston
Flower Power.
(® Bernle Boston, Courtesy
of the photographer)

Vietnam: shooting war

Michael Arlen called the war

in

Vietnam the "living-room war

night after night, amid the soap operas and the

sporting events, America's involvement

in

might also have called

No matter what the headlines

said

in

day,

the conflict played out on television

sets across the country. But he

appearing

Day after

"'

shows, the sitcoms and the

tall<

it

and the TV showed,

"the front-page war."

was the photographs

it

the nation's newspapers that often provided the

first

impressions

and the most lasting images of the war.^

When

a little girl

by napalm and

ran

down

Vietnamese road

a rural

after being scorched

a

Vietnamese police chief summarily executed

pect, millions of

Americans saw the photos the next morning

the evening before dinner.

Some photographs were

deliberately withheld from

publication because they were judged too disturbing. The
to publish

Malcolm Browne's image of

Vietcong sus-

a

at breakfast or in

New

York Times refused

monl< burning himself to death

a

in

protest against the South Vietnamese government's treatment of Buddhists;

was deemed "not
outlets.
in

Many

fit

of the

fare for the breakfast table. "= That

image

did

most powerful photographs were published

the weekly and biweekly magazines such as

Life,

Look, Time,

appear

it

other

in

or republished

and Newsweek.

The American public was constantly bombarded by images of the war, many of

them

far

more graphic than anything seen during previous wars. When Henry

Cabot Lodge came to see John

F.

Kennedy regarding

sador to South Vietnam, the president had

a

his

appointment as ambas-

copy of Browne's picture on

his desk.

image crystallizes a moment in a way that
the moving image cannot; it is the still image that in a
fundamental manner remains fixed in the memory.

The

still

Many

of the most indelible images, including the execution of

a

Vietcong

suspect by the chief of the South Vietnamese national police, also appeared on
television:

who

Still

photography and TV footage were

have yet to see such footage may wonder

drama of the movement of the
chief's

girl

constant competition. Those

in

how

a still

sudden action and the bloody collapse of the suspect,

by monks, the eerie sense of time passing as flames
still

the

image can match the

running terrified down the road, the police

image
still

crystallizes

image that

moment

a

in a

in a

or, in later

consumed

a

suicides

body. But the

way that the moving image cannot;

fundamental manner remains fixed

in

it

is

the memory.

The images appeared here, at home, because the photographers had access
there,

in

the

field.

The war was fought

Sanh and the Highlands,
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in

the

all

Mekong

over Vietnam

Delta, in rice

—

in

paddy

Saigon,

in

Hue,

in

after rice paddy.

Khe

american photography

I

Eddie

Adams

village after village.

South Vietnamese National Police Chief
Nguyen Ngoc Loan Executing Vietcong
Suspect, 1969. (AP

Wide World Photos)

The photographers were allowed to move with surprising

freedom; there was ostensibly no

was made

official

to control the reporting of the

censorship, though

was an American war, but many of the

It

were produced by

a trio

U.S. publications: Larry

finest

deliberate effort

photographs from Vietnam

whose work often appeared

of British photographers

Burrows, who, though one of the

photojournalism, used black and white

a

war through "news management."

in a

in

masters of color

photo essay about

classic Life

copter mission that ended with the crew chief

first

a heli-

tears following the death of

in

a

Donald McCullin.whotooka devastating series of images of the battle

copilot;
for Hue;

and

Philip Jones Griffiths,

whose Vietnam,

inc. is

perhaps the most pow-

erful

photo book to come out of the war and also the most controversial because

of

indictment of the American war

its

1971, Griffiths

The
to pin

effort, (After the

book was published

politics of the

photographers

who worked

in

Vietnam are often

difficult

down. David Douglas Duncan, the hardboiled former Marine known

for his

Korean war photographs, went to Khe Sanh during the siege and published

paperback called

/

Protest as a kind of broadside

the destruction. And
a large

Heroes

I

protest the war rhetoric

("I

in

protest the tactics.

Vietnam."").

hardcover book with other Vietnam images under the

I

He then published
title

War Witinout

— a slightly misleading label, since for Duncan the war may not

Vietnam as not unlike that

have

Korea or World War

II

in

and continued to photograph

signature style at once gritty and melodramatic, with an emphasis on ordi-

nary soldiers, not the brass.
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in

a

protest

been heroic but the Marines always were. He regarded combat photography

in a

in

was banned from Saigon by the South Vietnamese government.)

Vietnam: shooting war

The photographers were allowed to move with surprising freedom; there
was ostensibly no official censorship, though a deliberate effort was

made

to control the reporting of the

war through "news management."

the news of American casualties (and those of the enemy), the photo-

Like

graphs just

l<ept

coming, one devastating image after another, along with standard

-

issue photographs of American politicians on fact-finding tours shaking hands

with South Vietnamese

show

or a

officials,

and pictures of soldiers relaxing

at a

USO

beach resort. And there were the photographs of body bags and flag-

draped coffins. On June

27,

1969,

published the straight-on identification

Life

photographs of the war dead from one week, showing

but twenty-five of the

all

242 casualties.

Vietnam War photography also included North Vietnam (correspondent
Harrison Salisbury took photographs while there to report on the bombing),

and Cambodia. During peace

Laos,

talks, there

were photos from

Paris, basic

diplomatic photo-op shots, revealing nothing. More important was the so-called

war

at

home, which generated

large store of images:

a

photographs of

rallies

and

other events, such as Garry Winogrand's photographs of an antiwar demonstration

in

Washington,

trait of a

D.C.,

young man

at a

and

a

prowar

rally in

New

York, or the

prowar parade who wears

skimmer straw hat and holds an American
photograph of an anguished young

flag.

woman

a

Above

Diane Arbus por-

"Bomb Hanoi" button and
all,

there was John

kneeling beside the body of

a

Filo's

a stu-

dent shot dead by the National Guard at Kent State. There were student deaths

under similar circumstances
In

at Jackson State, but

no equally dramatic photo.

Vietnam, the image of the combat photographer was once again glamor-

ized according to

what might be

Capa syndrome. Michael

called the Robert

Dispatches, one of the best books about the war, includes portraits of

and Sean Flynn (son of

madcap

friend, the

described as hooting

would once and
you know that,

for

\t

Errol),

Brit

both of

at a letter

all

whom

Sean Page. Page,

from

disappeared

who was

a British

in

Cambodia, and

nearly killed by

mine,

a

publisher proposing

a

their

is

book that

"take the glamour out of war." Page's response:

just can't be done!

Herr's

Dana Stone

"I

mean,

...Ohhh,whata laugh! Take the bloody

glamour out of bloody war!"''Jhe figure of the daring, dashing war photographer
continued, though Burrows and others were
(with

a

killed.

However,

in

Apocalypse

Now

voice-over written by Herr), the image of the flamboyant war photogra-

pher took

a

beating

in

Dennis Hopper's portrayal of the burned-out, spaced-out

photographer and acolyte to Marlon Brando's Kurtz.

Many shocks were administered

by photographs during the war, but none

was more devastating than Ron Haeberle's photographs
Lai

on March

16,

1968, which spurred

a

of the massacre at

war crimes investigation and

led to

My
the

conviction of Lieutenant William Calley (who was later pardoned). Haeberle was
a

public information officer about to leave Vietnam. This
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was the

first

time he

american photography

Many shocks were administered by photographs
during the war, but none was more devastating than Ron
Haeberle's photographs of the massacre at My Lai
.

.

.

hadgoneona combat mission. He tool< piiotographs of civilians, many of them
women and children, who were killed by American troops only moments later. He
also

photographed many of the dead bodies. Haeberle was uncertain about the

situation; he had heard stories of children
rilla

armed with grenades and other guer-

He returned to base and delivered the

tactics.

he had shot with his Army camera, but kept
with his own. Two weeks

ally,

for Rotary, Kiwanis,

but

it

was not

was brought

his military

28, 1969, after

On November

and

information about

a possible

20, the

massacre

was contacted by

photographs were published

in

the Cleveland

later in Life.

One photograph,

of

many

bodies lying on the road, was turned into

by an antiwar group with the caption "And babies?
letters over the

a civilian

experiences for friends and, eventu-

to the attention of the government, that Haeberle

investigators.
Plain Dealer,

he had shot

and high school groups. He included the massacre slides

August

until

black-and-white film

Haeberle went back to the States. There,

later,

shows about

again, he gave slide

rolls of

a single roll of color

image

(the question

And

babies," printed

and response had come from

television interview with one of the soldiers

who was

a

poster

a

red

in

Mike Wallace

Photographs were

there).

also incorporated into antiwar works by other artists, including notable uses of

photomontage combining war photographs and advertisements by Martha
in

her Bringing the

War Home: House Beautiful

images that combined beauty ads and
There

is

no way to gauge,

that matter, television images

famous images

finally,

— on

a

series

photograph of

the

policy

full effect

Rosier

and by Robert Heinecken

of

a

war

photographs

still

in

atrocity.

—

or,

for

makers and the American public. The

certainly attracted widespread attention and were discussed

major public speeches and innumerable private conversations. Many

who

in

lived

through the period no doubt share the opinion that Eddie Adams's photograph

marked

of General Loan executing the Vietcong suspect

a pivotal

moment and

could almost be credited with ending the war; at the height of the Tet Offensive,
it

was the single image that dramatized what America was engaged

Braestrup and others have argued that Tet was

South Vietnam but
led to a

certainly

than

a

a

turnaround

aware that

media defeat, which
in

a

in

in.

Peter

military victory for America and

a

Braestrup's opinion unfortunately

public opinion.' The North Vietnamese leadership

was

psychological victory might conceivably be more valuable

triumph on the battlefield when the opponent was

a

democratically

elected government responsive to public opinion.
Later,

there would be

a

backlash. During the Gulf War, photographers were

systematically sealed off from the troops and the battlefield. The military had

learned
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its

lesson about media democracy. Grenada provided

a

kind of

trial run:

Vietnam: shooting war

Ron Haeberle

My

Photographers were kept out
In

for several days after

Massacre, March 16, ig68.
Magazine ® Time inc.)

Loi

{Life

American troops landed.

the Gulf War, the military behaved as ifthe only good combat picture was the

one not taken and forced photographers to

travel in "pools." As a result, apart

from images carefully derived from videotape of

combat photographs

tually no

those taken

in

the

U.S. press.

the aftermath of the battle

not of

how

which

Iraqi soldiers

it

in

occurred

— such

as

aerial

bombing, there were

vir-

The most powerful images were

— evidence of what had

happened but

photographs of the "highway of death" along

were obliterated as they

Near the end of DelCorso's Callery.

a

fled

from Kuwait.

1983 novel about combat photogra-

phers by Vietnam veteran Philip Caputo (with characters apparently modeled on

McCullin and Duncan), the

Vietnam

to Beirut,

title

character, having followed the dogs of

laments the changes

in

"What had happened and where had they gone, the decent,
who'd brought dignity to

this calling, the

and Capas?"Then he adds, "We have

asks,

principled people

Margaret Bourke-Whites, the Duncans,
something. None of us

lost

war from

war and combat photography. He

graph, with sincere pride and innocence, marines raising

a flag

will ever

photo-

on some future

Surabachi."'

Arlen suggested that Vietnam

was

different, that

it

might not be quite as

exciting or photogenic as the wars of the past that had produced iconic images

by Capa,W. Eugene Smith, Margaret Bourke-White, and Duncan. "The images
by Browne, Adams,

napalmed

girl),

Huynh Cong

Haeberle, and

waving opportunities were
are not the stuff that
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"Nick" Ut

many

limited.

(who took the photograph

others belie that notion.

It's

of the

just that flag-

The best-remembered images from Vietnam

war monuments are made

of.

NASA
Apollo 8 Earthrise View.
(Courtesy of NASA)

1968

NASA
Family Picture on the Moon.
(Courtesy of NASA)

1969

1970

John Filo
A Cod- Awful Scream, Kent State University. May
(® John Filo. Courtesy of the photographer)

4.

1971

P^'otobooth portrait.

Durham, North Carohr>a.

1972

Ron Galella
O Contact Sheet.
(Courtesy of the photographer)

Jackie

1Q7^

Photographer unknown
Kevin Costner high ichooi senior yearbool( photo.
I

(Seth Poppel Yearbook Archives)

1974

Charles Tasnadi
Nixon checking his watch.
(AP Wide World Photos)
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Lucas Samaras

Photo Transformation, ^g-jB.
Manipulated SX-70 Polaroid.
(© Lucas Samaras. Courtesy PaceWlldenstelnMacCill)

like

Edward Steichen and Gertrude Kasebier, both devoted
tended to locate the inner

to ideals of beauty,

life in

theatrical or symbolic imagery that spoke of "soul" and

of profession as one of
Stieglitz

made

his

its

signs. In igi8,

famous composite

when

Alfred

portrait of Georgia

O'Keeffe, taking close-up, intimate pictures of her face

and body over

a period of years,

he was trying to define

Woman.

not just a complete individual but the essence of

The suspicion that photography might steal

woman whom Edward Weston

the soul was expressed by a

asked to

sit

for him.

"I

will not!"

discover things inside of

a bit of

me

she said. "You would

none of

to record which are

damn business!"' Weston's most fully realized
traits manage to compress a charged psychological
your

tive within a single

frame. Beginning

Newman exchanged

in

por-

narra-

the 1940s, Arnold

psychological intensity for boldly

designed, shorthand symbols of accomplishment keyed to

the props of the

sitter's profession, like his portrait of Igor

Stravinsky dwarfed by the

lid

of his grand piano.

Modernist American portraiture, beginning

in

the

second decade with Paul Strand's stolen pictures of
people on the street, generally stayed within the established tradition of direct, realistic representation, as

opposed to European experiments with

solarization,

double exposure, shadow patterns, and the

Photographers
have been
practiced
to dress

One of the great

divides in portraiture (though there

some slippage) is between commercial photography
made for the client, commercial photography made for
the press, and portraits made for the artist who takes the
is

picture.
editor,

The

first

must please the

subject, the second the

the third the photographer. A Bachrach portrait

expected to make the subject look

a bit better

is

than usual

without seeming too fake. A newspaper picture does not

magazine

necessarily flatter, nor does a

photograph aspires to being

The other big divide
life

and

a

is

a

portrait.

The

good picture above

between

a

"art"

all.

search for the inner

concentration on surfaces and

roles,

and

less
in

who

them

in

the profession of poverty. The danger

that the images will

become

land of the downtrodden, the subjects mere symbols

first

in

the century but had

186

far

Security Administration photographers hoped to illumi-

nate the troubles and sorrows of their subjects while preserving their
like
a

human

dignity.

seem

photographer and

sitter

If

with for

between

and give the subjects an oppor-

want the world

portraits of public figures reflect

it is

portraits,

lived

to be based on a sense of trust

tunity to present a self they

for

The best of their

Walker Evans's of the tenant families he

while,

this

decade, Pictorialist photographers

famous can

better afford to be symbols of their condition.) The Farm

display,

the

is

tourist souvenirs from the

of their circumstances. (The rich and

uncover the soul held sway early
In

less

the art of being photographic subjects, tend

ence society's estimate of

nuances.

who

defended against photographers and

has changed over time. The idea that photography could

its

like.

take pictures of the poor,

human

to see.

and possibly

influ-

capacity and acceptable

no surprise that Steichen (who photographed

Vogue and Vanity

Fair in

the 1920s and 1930s), Irving

—

Newman

Arnold

Igor Stravinsky (picture taken with crop in mind), 1946.

(©Arnold Newman. Courtesy of the photographer)

Penn, and Richard Avedon have been innportant portrait

As the competition for celebrity pictures heated up,

photographers, fashion and portraiture both being about

paparazzi raced to bare

appearance and how

love affairs,

it

constructed.

is

The post-World War

II

world returned for

a

moment

to interior psychology. Penn's early portraits thrust people
into a

narrow corner to see what happened to personality

under such pressure or posed them with
as

to say elegance be

if

damned, we

a

fraying rug

come

will all

Otherwise there were no props, only the

too.

sitters con-

fronting the camera and making of themselves

might.

Many were

his obligation

Kansas

who

was never

felt

to his subjects but to the lady

in

read Vogue.^ Sitters had anticipated good will

on the photographer's

part,

and Penn's adoption of

used prerogative anticipates
tering portraits

like

later,

more

a little-

explicitly unflat-

cially

his sitters;

went

to court

occurs before the camera's essentially public eye.

Copnik suggests that Avedon's insight
half of the twentieth century, at least

Adam

the higher reaches

in

of the professional and artistic classes, both the private
Lthe, auhliiLQn£.ca£|[jf.J'|f^llf,j;:iq,iap,fj^ed dramatically"'

who wanted

ingful to stars,

fectly willing to share

Aveaonseestnewonaastneaterand
that romantic

comedy does not

These photographers

changes fueled the big
vacy and decorum.

laid

shift

Many

is all

enough

breakdown

suit.

after consists of staged

is,

The psyche

performances of

no longer

is

a

question;

in

and the surface appearance, appropriately

an era that values style over content. The

for

Portraiture by and for the art world also veered into
role playing

1969 and

and distinctly unflattering accounts. Between

1971,

Lucas Samaras took Polaroids of himself

wearing wigs or making ridiculous faces and,

a

couple of

manipulated color Polaroid self-portraits

later,

shed their clothes for
all.)

until

his lens, proving that

it

was

Joel-Peter Witkin has built a career

portraits of

amputees, hermaphrodites, and the obese.

A few shreds of wishful

in pri-

rock stars in the 1960s and

and makeup; young people followed

Ellen

on allegorical photographic tableaux that often center on

too aware

1970s prided themselves on unkempt or outre clothes,
hair,

Mary

stars are presented as brilliant logos of themselves.

pily

the groundwork, but social
a

a beetle for

an exaggerated, not necessarily flattering aspect of

truly chic to reveal

play every night.

toward

space with

they turned into bad dreams. {Art world dignitaries hap-

J

welter of Images.

only to stand out from the

Mark's camera. The portraiture of Annie Leibovitz and

years

Glamour was no longer meaningful t
who wanted only to stand out from the

combined Steichen's and

welter of images. Marlon Brando, for instance, was per-

that "in the last

is

1972 to stop Ron Calella from

Celebrity portraiture next

only the role

was the playacting that

in

the paparazzi's approach. Clamour was no longer mean-

neck, the sagging skin beneath the eyes, the skull beneath

interested him

and photographers

court ruled that he had to keep a certain distance.

star's reputation.

What

at stake,

leaping out of bushes and frightening her children. The

indeed he often emphasized the stringy tendons of the

the skin.

the famous

the subject was off guard. Jacqueline Kennedy

if

some who came

those of Diane Arbus.

Avedon, too, refused to flatter many of

lives of

resorted to ingenious stratagems to get the picture, espe-

what they

not pleased with the results. Penn

money was

beaches. Big

finally

to this

the

all in

drunken binges, nude sunbathing on private

As Susan

of us,

in

flattery are left for the rest

wedding albums, yearbook photos,

family pictures, and images of
portraits or pictures of the

collections of

memorable occasions.

new baby

Self-

or the best beloved

are omnipresent, on T-shirts, watches, clocks, pins, mugs,

and souvenir

plates. People

know not

to expect

much

Sontag pointed out, Arbus's portraits of people on the

from essentially mechanical portraits

fringes of society coincided with the acceptance of freaks

and passports, and are willing to camp

as a subject of art." Additionally, the media were multi-

booths, digitized photo machines, or the old-fashioned

plying, the tell-all

syndrome was making

magazines and books and would soon
well,

its

way

infiltrate

into

TV as

and American culture was becoming increasingly

fixated on celebrity and

demanding the

187

inside stories.

fairground pictures

moon

or

Vanity

always

it

up

which you perch on

a

for

photo

crescent

add your head to some famous vamp's body.

is a

a

in

for driver's licenses

serious business, but

mere

thirtieth of a

a

better portrait

second away.

is

Mamaw and my siiter with
Taken by

Mary Jo Cornett
the picture of my cousin that died.
taught by Wendy Ewald.
(Courtesy of Wendy Ewald)

a child in a class

1976

Mary

Ellen

Mark

Marlon Brando during the filming of
Apocalypse Now, Philippines. (© Mary Ellen
Mark, Courtesy of the photographer)

1977

-^

Photographer unknown

Anwar

Sadat.

Menachem Begin at the
Accords Signing Ceremony,
(Courtesy of the Jimmy Carter Library)

Jimmy

Carter, ar\d

Camp David

1978

Cindy Sherman
Untitled Film

Still

#35.

(Courtesy of the artist and Metro Pictures)

1979

1980

Richard Prince

Marlboro Mar\, 1980.
(Courtesy of the artist/Barbara Gladstone)
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Photographer unknown
landscape Calendar.

December 1980-

EE
JIJljlWR

1982

Photographer unknown
Calvin Klein in Times Square.

(Corbls/Bettmann)

1983

CAT Scan (Computerized Axial Tomography).
(Corbis/Charles O'Rear)

>I

1984

David Hanson
Waste Pondi and Evaporation Ponds.
(® David Hanson. Courtesy of the George Eastman House)

photography and
the environment

In

the United States, the grandeur of the landscape has always been identified

with the greatness of the nation. Scenic wonders such as Niagara

Grand Canyon, and Yosemite have special status

as national

Henry Jackson's photographs of Yellowstone, taken
ited

in 1871,

Falls,

the

monuments. William

have often been cred-

with more influence than they actually had, but they were unquestionably

important

in

the

the national park system.^

first in
In

helping to pass the 1872 legislation that created Yellowstone Park,

America, land has traditionally been considered both as

to be appreciated and preserved and as

American landscape photography
views and provides

a

a

reflects the tension

visual history of attitudes

including the development of

a

special realm

resource to be exploited. The history of

between these opposing

toward nature and land

use,

The nineteenth-century photographers of

cities.^

the West often took their photographs while accompanying geological survey
expeditions. Their primary purpose

the pictures assisted
routes,

in

was

to record topographical features, and

the search for minerals, the planning of transportation

and the mapping of the land

estate. Photography, in other words,

for military

purposes

or, later,

was frequently an instrument

for use as real

of develop-

ment. A dramatic photograph by Asahel Curtis (Edward's brother) of Seattle early
in

shows the

this century

growth of the
photographs,

city, like
is

leveling of the hills to

make way

for the city.

the construction of railroads, dams, and bridges

presented as

a

triumph of

The
in

other

civilization.

At least since the time of Emerson and Thoreau,
Americans have been fond of regarding nature as
a refuge, a source of spiritual renewal.
A positive view of nature transformed represents one major tradition

American landscape photography. A second major tradition presents
seemingly untouched by human beings.

found

in

nature

abstraction, as

— on
if

apprehension of

sand or

in

wood,

to say that the
its

most

In

in a

if

a shell

— move toward

spiritual relationship to nature lies in an

purest formal beauty. Minor White often photographed

would not have recog-

the mysteries of the universe were not to be found

panoramas but sensed

in

in

sweeping

the smallest elements of nature.

At least since the time of

fond of regarding nature as

197

in

world

the work of Edward Weston, patterns
flower or

details of the landscape in a style the nineteenth century

nized, as

a

a

Emerson and Thoreau, Americans have been

refuge, a source of spiritual renewal.

American

american photography

Asahel Curtis
The Leveling of Hills to Make Seattle. 1910.

landscape photographs often show what Estelle Jussim and Eva Lundquist-Cock

(Washington State Historical Society.
Tacoma)

call

"the Landscape of God": visual

hymns

of praise to the glories of nature,

whether heroic images of monumental subjects such as the Grand Tetons

mate close-ups of glistening brooks and wi df lowers
I

of this view of nature and of the landscape

enormous appeal

to explain the

or inti-

bloom.' The popularity

photography that embodies

it

helps

Adams, probably the best-known and

of Ansel

most beloved American photographer

in

of the century

and

a

man whose

vision of

nature and art was profoundly shaped by nineteenth-century attitudes.
At least

movement

in

sincethetime of W.

raphy, especially

history than

H. Jackson.

the history of the environmental

America has been bound up with the history of landscape photogin

the West. No figure has played

Adams. A long-time member of the

ous photographs

in

a

more prominent

role in that

Sierra Club, he published

numer-

club publications and books devoted to wilderness areas.

The Sierra Nevada and the John Muir

Trail,

published

in

1938, included dramatic

photographs of King's Canyon, California, that were used as part of an intense
lobbying effort. Brought to the attention of Congress and President Franklin

Delano Roosevelt by Sec ret a ry of the Interior Ha ro Id
helped win approval

— after

a series

of defeats

half million acres as a national park. (Of course,

showing

the

Adams images
a

where photography leads by

pristine wilderness, tourism often follows, bringing people

When

and change.)

David Brower was executive director of the Sierra Club, he created

publishing program

in

support of the club's efforts to ward off the threatened

destruction of significant natural areas.

Beaumont and

198

Ickes.

— for legislation setting aside

a

major photo historian

Adams and Nancy Newhall
in

her

own

(wife of

right) created This

Is

the

a

photography and the environment

Richard Misrach
and Destroyed Convoy,
Bravo 20, 1986(Courtesy of Jan Kesner Gallery,
Los Angeles)

American Earth,

an exhibition that opened

first as

in

1955, then as a

book that

Crater

sold

sued

more than 200,000 copies between i960 and the 1970s. (The book was
in

bition

both

reis-

1992 to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Sierra Club, and the exhi-

was

in its

restaged.) The theme,

broad aspects as

a

Adams wrote

National Parks and Wilderness concepts/'"
of Man, although

in its

in a

memo, was "Conservation

background, and specifically

activism

it

It

was

was perhaps

a

in

—

relation to the

kind of environmental family

made

closer to the use

of Mine

photos by the Progressive- era reformers. Of the 102 photographs installed on
large panels, 54

were by Adams, 48 by 39 other individuals and sources, including

Margaret Bourke-White, Minor White, Edward Weston, and
poetic text

accompanied photos designed

to

comment on

Eliot Porter.

Newhall's

the use of natural

resources, the threat of overpopulation, and the effect of industrialization and

urbanism. As David Featherstone has noted, the

human

spirit

that one

holds the ultimate answer as to

may nurture

final section

how

"suggests that the

the earth can be saved, and

that spirit by experiencing wilderness intensely."^

The Sierra Club "Exhibit Format" book series that followed This

American Earth featured

umes that showed
was

Eliot Porter's

special places of natural beauty. Perhaps the

in

1961 and 1962. The book

Dam permanently

Only the photographs survive of
nature

a

hundred and

erase. ^ (There are

199

the

most notable

The Place No One Knew, photographs of Glen Canyon on the

Colorado River taken
the Glen Canyon

Is

fine color reproductions in relatively inexpensive vol-

now

a

fifty million

was published

in

1963, the year

flooded the area and created Lake Powell.

place that, as Marc Reisner has noted, took

years to create and

proposals to remove the

humans

dam and

ten years to

restore the canyon.)

american photography

It

has become commonplace to see images of

— marine

covered animals
fish

birds, a sea otter,

oil-

dead

— that symbolize the devastation.
was one

Porter

worl< in color.

it

serious photographers,

who

own

considered

and fashion.

priate only for advertising
their

magical place, one that could not be presented as

a

black and white. At the time, color

in

it

guaranteeing personal

most photographers could not do

which was considered essential

images show an endangered, ultimately doomed

Porter's

describes one

if

common

shows development

nothing

is

done

strategy applied

eyesore

kind of landscape

in

to stop

in

in

image shot both

in

the background

black and white and

Mary

Adams,

in color,
in

first

pile of

two,

— the unspoiled and

in

what was

used

a

light,

not

in

the foreground with

photography

in

is

are not primarily landscapes,

though Gene Smith

series,

Tomoko

in

ronmental disaster by showing

them posed

With the
oil spills,

birth defects. 'The

where chemical pollution caused

the toxic discharge pouring from

of

like a Pieta

rise of

a

a

did take a

a derrick-

the Bath, conveys the

human

bemg bathed

crippled victim

Minimata,
a

Japanese

photographs

famous photocost of the envi-

by her mother, the

with expressive Rembrandt lighting.

supertankers and offshore drilling have come devastating

most notably that

sea otter, dead fish

in

photograph showing

pipe into the bay. The most

of the Exxon Valdez

in

Alaska on March 24, 1989.

has become commonplace to see images of oil-covered animals

tal

him an

the associations with death and destruction.)

The great example of environmental protest

two

for

similar formula

the 1975 book by W. Eugene Smith with his wife, Aileen M. Smith, of

graph from the

in a pictorial

garbage, or other

the background. (He claimed to have been interested only

the composition and

fishing village

in a

That

warning of what might happen

pictorial package. Ansel
in

area, but

activity.

the environmental nightmare pic-

endless variations; auto junkyard,

one neat

oil field in

human

A third approach combines the

to contrast a cemetery statue of the Virgin

strewn

is

or destruction as a

the foreground, pristine vista

the despoiled
atypical

it.

or

image used by the environmental

photographic plea. Another

as a

for

artistic control.

seeming state of grace, with no signs of humans

ture that

was often suspect among

too pretty and commercial and appro-

Also,

color processing and printing,

movement

primarily for his

subject worthy of histalents. The rich

a

and vegetation and the reflections playing on the surface of

colors of the rocks

the water helped make
convincingly

known

of the first photographers to be

Glen Canyon he found

In

It

— marine birds,

a

— that symbolize the devastation. These are the environmen-

equivalent of the photographs of starving children

in

famine situations

around the globe.
The popular candidate
of

all is

for the title of greatest

an image of this planet, but

it

environmental photograph

was not taken

here.

The earth, shown from

photography and the environment

Robert Adams
Newly Occupied Tract Houses.
Colorado Springs, Colorado, 1968
(Courtesy of Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco)

outer space, became the great icon of the environmental movement, appearing

on the cover of that bible of the counterculture, The Whole Earth Catalog.
Actually

from

two such images have become ubiquitous. One was broadcast
and turned into

a satellite

Earth Catalog

in

1968. Here

used on both covers of the

stills

was the world shown whole,

a

first

in

1967

Whole

jewel suspended

against the dark background of outer space. The other, Earthrise, was taken

in

1968 by Apollo 8 astronaut William Anders while on the moon, which appears

in

the foreground. That picture appeared on postage stamps, posters, and any number of other products and

Earth Catalog

in

was used on the

facthood and beauty and rareness

Not

Many

all

inside front cover of The Last

1974, with the observation that
.

.

.

it

Whole

had "established our planetary

and began to bend human consciousness."^

environmentalist photographs are pure landscape photographs.

different kinds of photographers have

causes, which

in

worked

recent decades have included

a

in

support of environmental

wide variety of

issues,

from

water conservation and forestry to nuclear power. David Hanson has done

major project on the
of Colstrip,

Montana.

In

Hanson's photographs, the effects of development on the

landscape are immediately visible

appearance

is

a

immense Western coal-mining and power-generating town

in

garish colors. (The

company might

deceiving; advertising for corporations involved

sensitive industries such as mining,
earth, crystal-clear water,

oil,

say the

environmentally

and lumber tends to show emerald-green

and perfect blue

With varying degrees of

in

skies.)

political activism,

any number of photo projects

have been devoted to suburban development and highway

strips, trailer

camps,

and the development of resort areas and golf courses. These contemporary

american photography

photographs

rarely follow the Ansel

Adams approach

to nature, concentrating

instead on the built environment rather than on preserves

"pure wilderness"

—

if

such

a

in

which nature

is

thing ever existed. (As Rebecca Solnit has observed,

the early photographs of Yosemite showed no signs of Native Americans.)' As
early as the 1970s, Robert

Adams

(no relation to Ansel)

was photographing the

Denver area, showing the farmland on the periphery of the
by subdivisions: his 1977 book Denver

now appears

city

being consumed

as a prescient early protest

against suburban sprawl.'"

These contemporary photographs rarely follow
the Ansel Adams approach to nature, concentrating instead on the built environment
.

.

Familiar calendar photographs of peaceful winter scenes

autumn

leaves changing color

in

when

far

like to

journey into what

we

Vermont,

away from

it.

still call

in

bloom

in

comfort themselves with images of

Landscape photographs can provide

visual vacation, a brief imaginative trip out of the city or
real

in

Wisconsin, or desert wildflowers

Arizona are reminders that people
nature, especially

.

suburb

until the

a

next

nature. Unfortunately, picturesque images

from Jackson to the present have helped to make the national parks and other
natural glories so popular that

beauty

in

the calendar.

we must

travel farther

than ever to find the

•iqOC
I

Milton Rogovin
Triptych (from the series "Buffalo's Lower
West Side Revisited"). 1973/1985/1991.
(Courtesy of the photographer)

'

'

r
\

Eli

Reed

President Ronald Reagan cutout on a busy
Manhattan sidewalk. New York City. NY.
(Magnum Photos, Inc. ® 1999 Ell Reed)
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Photographer unknown
Vietnam Memorial Wall
Squad at Con Thien).
(National Park Service/Vietnam Memorial Wall Archive)
Soldier's

photo and

letter left at

(Charlie

1987

.

-n

resf Ride

Michael Samojeden
(Michael Dukakis in tank).
(AP Wide World Photos)

1988

Natalie Fobes
(Natalie

Exxon Valdez Clean Up.
Fobes/NCS Image Collection)

1989

1990

Chester Higgins

Jr.

Memorial to African ancestors who perished in Atlantic
Ocean during transfer from Africa to American enslavement
(Courtesy of the photographer)

the

new

(self-)

ethnic

representation

Basic questions to be asked of all photographs of people:

whom? Where

pictures of

are they

shown? And

for

Who

taking

is

what purpose?

American photography, these questions take on special importance when

In

members

the subjects of the photographs are

of racial and ethnic minorities.

Given the treatment of members of these groups
stakes are always high

when

it

comes

to

may

stereotypes are at play, any picture

negative one. The stakes are increased
subject

a

the past (and present), the

in

photographic representation. Where
create

a

positive

image

when the photographer

person of color, and the audience largely white

or reinforce a
is

white, the

— and more often than

been the case.

not, that has

An insider may have greater personal experience and knowledge of the subject

and may

elicit a

more trusting, open response.

made

physical and psychological closeness
insider status

is

Social proximity can lead to

evident

a

the photographs. But

in

no guarantee of pictorial success. The results, as always, depend

on the individual photographer and the elements of the specific situation.

When

writer Eudora Welty traveled through the deep South

young white woman working

many

snapshots, including

of African-Americans. She has said that

ulartimeand place she was never questioned
consciousness on either
either side.

The

I

don't think

staltes

a

photographer and

a

photographer

of

what

it

means

or avoided: "There

that partic-

in

was no

self-

existed;
is

I

know

it

didn't

gone now. There

is

my

in

attitude, or

theirs. All

in

no such relationship between

subject possible any longer,"'

image ethics and image

done by members

a

There was no sense of violation of anything on

Partly as a result of ethnic pride

when the

politics, a

movements and

new wave

a

greater concern with

of photographic work

is

now being

of different ethnic and racial groups, with a full consciousness

to participate

in

self-representation.

Today people are more aware of the significance of pictures than ever

white, the

before. At

subject a person

to

and
the audience
of color,

largely white

it

of that un self-consciousness

are increased

is

side.

the 1930s,

in

Works Progress Administration, she took

for the

some pueblos

photograph

—

a

in

the Southwest, there

photography should not be regarded as

which one

is

is

a

charge for tourists

minor source of funds, perhaps, but
a

a

who wish

major reminder that

neutral, innocent activity, a right to

automatically entitled. For the Native American community, photog-

raphy has always posed questions of power, authenticity, and use, as the case of
.

.

.

Edward

Curtis, the prolific

photographer of Native American groups

at

the turn

of the twentieth century, has shown. As Native photographer and curator Rick
Hill

has said, "Indians and photography just didn't get along for

camera was an intrusion on Indian
interests, by outside people."^
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life.

many

The photographs were taken

years. The

for outside

american photography

Whether traditional or cutting-edge, the
new ethnic self-representation is based on
the need to control one's own image.
Of the photographs that docu-

ment the

civil

movement, some

rights

were made by white photographers,

some

by African-Americans,

journahsts,

some

some

by

by photographers

affihated with the activist organizations,

and others by those who

worked

for

Southern government

agencies opposing the activists. The

African-American photographer

Gordon

Parl<s

took photographs for

the Farm Security Administration
that addressed matters of race, and

made photos

for Life that included

images specifically designed to

inter-

pret the African-American experience
Eric

Chu

Paradiie. 1994.
(Courtesy of the photographer)

for a largely white,

made

rapher and

mainstream audience. But he has also been

explicitly political story,
nicity
Eli

all

a

fashion photog-

abstract color images. Obviously not every photograph tells an

and not every photographer

is

defined by race and eth-

the time. Roland Freeman, Debbie Fleming Caffery, Chester Higgins

many

Reed, and

African-American groups and

but they have also photographed else-

activities,

where. (Higgins and Reed are across-the-board photojournalists, as
Rodriguez,

a

tatino

who

that

is

are asked to specialize

in

in

Joseph
in

East Los

photographic ghettos

photographing their own group whether

their primary interest or not. Yet they often think

their ethnicity,

is

has done notable work photographing gangs

Angeles.) Minority photographers can find themselves

when they

Jr.,

other African-Americans have photographed specifically

it

important to make

which has always set them apart, an element

in

their

work and

a

sign of pride.

Many

of those using photography

in

the ethnic and racial communities are

not photojournalists reporting on news or attempting extended documentation
of aspects of social

medium,

or

life.

They are

artists

who

use photography as their chosen

one of their media. African-Americans

Lorna Simpson are

"photographers

among those

who make

art."

"artists

Albert

who

like

Carrie

Mae Weems and

use photography" rather than

Chong makes works

of art that reflect his

African and Asian ancestry and Caribbean background, complex shrines using

cowries, bird claws, feathers, and animal skulls.

same elements
suggest

In his

photographic work, the

often appear, sometimes bolstered by family photographs that

his reverence for

the past and ID pictures on passports and licenses

the

Don Barletti
Highway Camp, 1989,
(® Don Barletti Courtesy of the
photographer)

new ethnic

(self-)

representation

that indicate sliifting circumstances and various ways of defining identity. The

Vietnamese-American photographer Dinh

computer and weaving, the

artist

images from East and West, such
taken from
In

a

works

0. Le has created a series of

exploring personal and cultural identity from

combines

a

his

different angle. Using both a

own

self-portrait with significant

Buddha and an image of Jesus

as a sculpture of

fifteenth-century Western painting.

the Native American community, artists such as Hulleah

J.

Tsinhnahjinnie

have used photography as an instrument of satire and political commentary,

times adopting an approach to representing Native Americans that offers
conscious alternative to Edward Curtis.
phers

who

still

create images

outsiders, since outsiders dare use
at,

there are Native American photograstyle a

la

Curtis, at least

is

it

their

be one quality that can divide insiders from

own Romanticism.) And humor may
of laughing

(If

Romantic

in a

at

a self-

it

only at their

own

risk;

being judged guilty

not with, leads to trouble.

Photographers from outside these various communities continue to make
important photographs within them, and to photograph those struggling to
arrive on rafts or

enter,

whether they

lished

communities and

efforts to support

in

those of

photographers

vision. Representation

is a

dashing across highways. But

new immigrants,

who

there are

in

estab-

now concerted

can work from the inside, with an insider's

controversial matter; there are

sometimes sharp

dif-

ferences within these communities. (Why should racial and ethnic groups have
unified aesthetic

edge, the

new

when no

other groups do?) Yet whether traditional or cutting-

ethnic self-representation

own image. The main question

is,

"Which

is

based on the need to control one's

side of the

camera are you on?"

a

1991

Steve McCurry
Victims of the war in the desert surrounding Kuwait
(® Steve McCurry/Magnum Photos, Inc.)

City.

Family Abduction
Beniamin Heinrich

Birth 7/8/82

Race: White

MUsing: 9/4/87

Ht: 3'09"

Eyes:

Brown

Hair:

Brown

Sex:

Missing From:

35

Benjamin's photo

,

Recovery Photo

lbs

On:

Male

Manistee

Age Now 16 Yrs

NATIONAI.

Age Progression by NCMEC

Wt:

3/28/91

MI

United States
is

shown aged

\--%!|
JS>»

to 9 1/2 years old.

He was abducted by

his non-custodial father.

ANYO>fE HAVING INFORMATION SHOULD CONTACT

CENTER R3R r>

MISSING &
EXPLOITED

.CHILDREN

The National Center

for Missing

and Exploited Children

1-800-843-5678 (1-800-THE-LOST) or
Manistee County Sheriffs OfiBce (Michigan)
1-616-723-6941

1992

Missing Child Poster.

-

Missing Persons Unit

Color courtesy of

Tektronix

1993

Adrienne Salinger
Fred H. from Teenagers in Their Bedrooms by Adrienne Salinger
(Courtesy of the photographer)

1994

Albert

Chong

My Father
(Courtesy of Throckmorton Fine Art)

Story Bout

Laurie

Simmons

Woman/Purple Dress/Kitchen. 1976/1977.
(Courtesy of the artist and Metro Pictures)

had been discredited and were supposedly finished. There

were

said to be

many

no more authors, no true creators, no

dominant ethos, only pastiches of the past and of

single

and commercial.

cultures, including the vernacular

The separation of culture into high and low was now
regarded as just another instance of one class asserting
its

authority over another.

Rephotography was one

artistic

technique that

rein-

forced the idea that originality was not the issue. Richard
Prince rephotographed the commercial photography

removed the

of Marlboro ads and

copy of

a

stereotype

that the cigarette

thereby making

text,

a

— the myth of the American West

company had hoped would shed

its

aura on their product. Prince was as clear about the

death of the author

own

in

desires had very

words

little

as he

himself because what he put out
already been out. His
it

Photography,
mirror up to
ally at

like all

its

cultural production, holds a

time and gives back

an angle, skewed. But

in

a

the late twentieth century,

would almost be possible

is

photography, or photographically generated images.

to say that the culture

partially

Pop art had used photographs to comment on, per-

soup and

Brillo

in

had become so conscious of immersion

the media that the press and TV themselves began to

discuss media mechanics and influence,

mation of

politics into

like

the transfor-

photo-ops and the controversy

was the environment saturated with media and

their

images but that maybe there was nothing

maybe

else,

said to have replaced reality

The

name

art

all

was now

indicating that the Utopian aims of

the high values

it

a

modernism and

placed on individuality and originality
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and

red,

to poster size

these earned her

magazine covers as well

for

other periodicals. Kruger's work pointed

ation for

in

in

branch of

as uncredited

the postmodernist
it

known

as appropri-

wholesale use of pre-made imagery: The

its

criticize

the culture from within, employing

its

own

its

edge can be blunted by sophisticated agents of the

artifacts

and means, has

built-in difficulties,

media cannily borrowing back from
critics

art the

and

techniques of

themselves.

The clearest,

if

most

limited,

statement of the

princi-

was made by Sherrie Levine when

she rephotographed well known images by textbooksanctioned greats of photography
Porter,

work.

itself.

world responded with postmodernism,

women. Enlarged

black, white,

ples of appropriation

experience had become secondhand. Photography, once
hailed as the great conveyor or truth and reality,

almost him."'

imitations

the

over violence on TV. The notion was abroad that not only

had

new was make

commissions

attempt to

and the prevalent visual media. By the

late 1970s, society

in

critique, particularly that

like

it

again was enough for him and

up one of the paradoxes inherent

ourselves, began to bring back reports on photography.

haps to celebrate, the commercial culture of products

(at least in part)

make

feminist political slant, defying the established pattern

and printed

determined by images. So photography,

images: "His

ads or other commercial images, then added slogans with

of male authority over

which has always brought back reports of the world and

in

what came from

Barbara Kruger rephotographed portions of obscure

a

Personal behavior, politics, international affairs, even

wars are

it

to

certainly, personally speaking,

hot reflection, usu-

it

making

again, and

way

was

to do with

like

Walker Evans,

Eliot

and Edward Weston from reproductions of their

In

one

stroke, she pointed out that almost everyone

knew these photographs

(and most

art, for

that matter)

from books, rather than from the photographers'

prints.

This copy exercise further suggested that experience

in

Robert Heinecken
Periodical #5, 1971.

(Courtesy of the photographer)

general was mediated through one sort of reproduction
or another. Levine called into question the authorship

and almighty authority of the male "masters" of
photography, whose work could be reproduced and

masters did not agree.
hanging"their" work

When
ernism

relied heavily

to prevent her from

galleries again.

in

appeared

it

Some sued

re-

women. The

"authored" by commercial printers or by

in

the 1970s and 1980s, postmod-

on photography,

women were

its

primary exponents, and most of them considered themselves artists and declined to call themselves photographers. Photography once

more came up

on the wings of certifiable

A few bona

fide

the art world

in

art.

photographers had already been

using certain techniques that would

become

central to

postmodernism. At the beginning of the 1970s, Robert
Heinecken protested the Vietnam War by appropriating
a

gruesome news photograph

soldier holding

of a South

Vietnamese

two severed Vietcong heads,

printing the

was

image over the pages of mainstream magazines, then
secretly returning the

magazines to the newsstands.

Magazine buyers may have been uneasy, but the
world could not yet rouse

Some

artists

itself for

lic

the primary

art

first

appropriated the look and messages but

came

roles

women

and costumes, suggesting that

immutable

women

in

in

photographs, but

small,

anonymous

in

women

plastic figurines,
in

some

— plastic dolls leading plastic suburban

them

or

most

another way to say that

surrogate
ed heavily

lives
in

constructed

all

so

America the

operative;

in its

place

texts

in art, literature,

marked the

fer of reality to

of us were leading

origins,

depended on previous texts
is

a tissue of

last

quotations drawn

culture."^

into the

emphasis on multicul-

and university studies that has

quarter of the century. Postmodernist

the media, whatever their intellectual

have found expression

in

popular culture such as

the music style called sampling and movies

Truman Show and

Pleasantville.

movement, postmodernism

order to be photographed and then dis-

mantled. This ploy goes back to the nineteenth century;

all

"The text

notions of pastiche, the end of originality, and the trans-

The

derived from the media. They also invest-
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in

and truth that mod-

was no longer

was one opening

turalism

scenes and sets that were staged and
in

vision of essence

forcefully:

This

color-

postmodernists were fond of surrogate figures of many
kinds,

to diejust

—Jacques Derrida, Jean
— who contended that the

from the innumerable centres of

watched

lives.

the contemporary world.

stood fragmentation, ambiguity, and multiplicity. Barthes

miniature households

where they cooked, cleaned the bathroom,

in

influenced by French linguistic philoso-

ernists had spoken of

playing roles

of

and pub-

obituary had been written, but postmod-

encompassing

wigs

had no central,

her work the characters were

coordinated with the decor,

TV

its

put the idea that
also portrayed

of being

Baudrillard, Roland Barthes

identity, only roles prescribed by films

Simmons

politics

phers of the 1960s and 1970s

All

and photographs.
Laurie

because

movement was

playing familiar B-movie

— housewife, lonely heart, librarian, sex kitten.

the characters were actually Sherman herself

mode

ernism remains alive as well. Curiously,

to public attention with black-and-

white photographs of

who, aware that

Modernism has proved too stubborn

photography.

not the actual images of the commercial media. Cindy

Sherman

revisited by artists

events were largely photo-ops, believed playacting was

it

is

like

The

More than merely an

a stage in history.'

art

iqOR
I

I

David Turnely
Serb Refugees at Banjo Luka.
(Cofbis/David Turnely)

ToqZl
I

George E, Mahlberg
Oswald/Ruby as Rock Band. 1996. Adaptation by
George E. Mahlberg of original photograph by
Bob Jackson, 1963. (Courtesy of the photographer)

Ronald Blumer
"Order your Photo Watch Today!"

lOOy

NASA
Mats OS seen from Pathfinder.
(Courtesy of Newell Color Imaging)

1998

Baby picture sent
digitally to

grandparents

1

QQQ

the digital revolution

Whatthis revolution looks
photography, which

who

in

like

is

the displacement of

some readings amount

loudly proclaimed that photography lied

something ordinarily

when

called truth, but

came

digitization

all

to the

trutli

same

and the death of

thing. Even people

knew photographs could produce

of that evidently flew out the

window

the door.

in

The computer has certainly changed image making. From photography's
inception,

it

was possible

alter the reality of

to alter photographs, ifonly by hand painting, and to

what the camera saw by staging

mutation and even fabrication amazingly simple,

immersed

life

it,

but digitization has

swift,

images, the possibility that anyone with

in

tise could create fictions that looked entirely plausible

made

and hard to detect.
a little

In a

computer exper-

and pass them off as fact

necessarily affected ideas about sensory perception and raised philosophical

and

social issues.

Photography's reputation for veracity has been tenacious partly because

human
see

beings, like

most animals, evolved

— food, danger, obstacles — has

appear to replicate

though the brain

a

is

recognizable

world where believing what you

reality,

the eyes and mind react accordingly,

perfectly capable of overruling the first impression. Faked

photographs, unless

made

even treacherous, as

if

Stalin's

in a

been essential to survival. Since photographs

as art or entertainment,

seem

especially duplicitous,

George Washington had been caught

government made

a

in a lie.

habit of removing his enemies, first by killing

them, then by expunging them from the photographic record, one obviously

worse than the other but both indicative of vicious dictatorship. During the

Faked photo-

Army-McCarthy hearings

graphs, unless

made

Joseph McCarthy's protege,

as art or

Secretary of the

duplicitous, even
.

.

1954, the Secretary of the

Army was

order to keep McCarthy from investigating an

in

Army smiling

exhibited that appeared to

at Private Schine.

The next

day, the

show the
Army's counsel

proved the photograph had been cropped by the McCarthy side; the Secretary

especially

treacherous

in

Army department. A photograph was

entertainment,

seem

America

in

accused of offering preferential treatment to Private G. David Schine, Senator

.

had actually been smiling

at a third

man. McCarthy was discredited by

these hearings. The cropped photograph hurt him;

it

was read

as a clue to

his character.

Neither Stalin nor McCarthy needed computers to reconfigure the historical
record, but even as the

photograph of Schine was being doctored, the

imental digital images were

used

in

space exploration.^

in

In

the works, and

in

first

exper-

the following decade they were

the 1960s and 1970s, the computer, not yet

a

household item, was hitched to new instruments to extend vision into territory
far

223

beyond the normal range, much as the camera had been

in

the previous

american photography

Martina Lopez
in Time 1. 1994.
(® Martina Lopez, Courtesy of Schneider Gallery. Chicago)

Revolutions

century. The results

doubted them

were sometimes so extraordinary that even

at first:

When

the

atomic structure were published

first
in

scientists

scanning tunnehng microscope images of

the 1980s, some said they were nothing more

than computer simulations, then changed their minds when the results were
replicated, an essential for any scientific experiment. ^

By the 1980s, expensive, high-end computers took over picture corrections

that had formerly been done by hand at major publications. Printers used com-

them

puters for color separations, TV engineers called on
quality. By 1989, the Wall Street Journal

photographs published

in

People grew nervous
to content.

In

American were retouched

when they were

all

color

or altered by digital means.'

fooled by undetectable changes

made

February 1982, National Geographic moved two of the pyramids,

those great immovables, closer together to create
vertical cover.

to improve picture

estimated that 10 percent of

It

was

a

small move,

a

better image for their

a

couple of inches on paper, but once

revealed the immutable facts of the world no longer

seemed

so reliable.

it

was

In

August 1989, TV Cuide merged Oprah Winfrey's head with Ann-Margrefs body on
one of

its

covers to

show that Winfrey had slimmed down; Ann-Marget's

band discovered the deception when he recognized
1994, covers of Time and

who had been accused

224

his wife's ring.

Newsweek had the exact same

hus-

The January

picture of O.

J.

27,

Simpson,

of killing his former wife, but the Time cover darkened his

the digital revolution

People fear being deceived about important events or
what they take to be facts, yet there seems to be a
natural delight in tricks and illusion.
skin
a

and the shadows around

dramatic burst of

beard and brows and surrounded his head with

his

mal<ing him

light,

quite diabolical.

lool<

What

next?

People fear being deceived about important events or what they take to be

seems to be

facts, yet there

a

natural delight

honest labeling, and intent make

tographs are flagrantly altered

and Jack Ruby united

a

for

in tricks

No one

difference.

and

entertainment purposes

rock band, an astronaut shaking

in a

illusion.

cries foul

Placement,

when

pho-

still

— Lee Harvey Oswald

hands with

Martian.

a

Commercials and movies, which have the money to exploit the new computer
capabilities, have

existence.

transformed expectations and made special effects

staple of

a

the early 1990s, television cleverly brought the dead back to

In

inserting film clips from old films into

a

Bogart, James Cagney, and Louis Armstrong visited

a

bar

where Elton John was

singing the praises of Diet Coke, and Gene Kelly danced with Paula Abdul
of her music videos.

life,

contemporary setting, so that Humphrey

No one "believed" these, but some voiced

in

one

regret that the

sacred texts of movie history were being suborned for commercial enterprises.
Films

like

Star Wars and Jurassic Park create

new worlds impossible

enter yet visible and delightfully credible for the two hours that belief

suspended.

is

It

as

if

lives

ever to
willingly

you could send your eyes to outer space while your physical

body ate popcorn on Main
worlds and

is

Street.

Movies have been handing out passes to

you could not otherwise enter since the beginning of the century;

the process has merely become more capable, extravagant, and convincing.

Graphic programs on
with

a little

home computers

expertise to bring Daddy

old girlfriend

from

a

home

making

are

devoted to pastiche and
a

possible for anyone

remove an

favorite picture; even snapshots are no longer stable. The

ease with which elements can be cut and pasted on

covered

it

for the birthday party or

initially

faster pair of scissors.

produced

a

a

computer

suits an era so

rash of collage artists

who had

dis-

The Internet has put myriad images within reach

of millions, raising copyright issues that have yet to be resolved. A

new

distribu-

tion system, the Internet crosses borders without even applying for a passport

and has escorted pornographic and seditious photographs into island fortresses

and authoritarian dictatorships that once controlled the
Virtual reality systems, first developed

in

use head mounts to restrict the perceptive faculties to
ing

immersion

in illusion,

traffic.

flight simulators for pilot training,
a fictive

universe, promis-

which some commentators fear could lead to

a

withdrawal from the world. ("Living? We'll leave that to the servants."")
virtual

environments consist of

sky,

surroundings, they depend on what

225

mountains,
is still

a

complete

When

the

golf course, or other plausible

regarded as photographic

reality,

american photography

Darryl Curran

imoy

Cabbage. Baby's Breath, Blade, 1995. Scanogram; digital
from an ephemeral assemblage constructed on a flatbed scanner. (Courtesy of Nash Editions and the photographer)
ink print

something that looks
thing, but

in

VR

it

like a

may

pictured replica of the "real"

be neither photographic nor

The retreat into fantasy

is still

problem, as virtual reality

ical

is

largely

a

not yet widely

available, consistently persuasive, or sufficiently

fortable. (The comfort level

cave's

is

real.

theoret-

com-

rising at a handful of

— computer assisted virtual environments —

academic settings around the world. Here the

in

partici-

pant may need nothing more than polarized glasses

and may be truly immersed

in

the experience, which

can even extend underfoot.) The unsettled issues con-

news photographs be

cern evidence: Can

photographs

are electronic

always

a

ering the

believed, and

The courts,

reliable proof?

step behind technology, are gradually consid-

new photographic paradigm,

but then, pho-

tographs have always been subject to the same degree
of inquiry as any other piece of evidence.

As to news, electronic cameras enlarge the
potential for tampering. The camera can transmit

images
per,

directly into the

can alter them

at will. In 1989,

Dispatch removed

a

its

been

a

newspa-

St.

machine gun on the

slightly,

without

pledged not to change news pictures

in

a

Louis Post-

image but not exactly improv-

its

table,

readers?

ethics, generally insisting that

content changed, however

the

trustworthiness. 5 Alarms went

have removed that as well without notifying

drew up new codes of

a

Diet Coke can from a front-page

picture, improving the

ing

computer system of

where computer technicians and picture editors

off.

Had there

would the paper

Newspaper

editors

no picture was to have

printed acknowledgment.

any way.

If

pictures that are not

its

Most

news

and do not need to be straight information have been altered, by now they are
usually labeled "photo illustration," "computer composite," or something similar.

The question of trust persists but so far seems not to have been breached

ways any more major than

It

was before the

arrival of

The means of gathering images, however, has begun to change.
less a

question of capturing

moments and
this option.)
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a

single

moment than

in

the computer.

Now

it

is

of recording a string of

editing one out. (The motor-driven camera had already introduced

Newspapers have printed single images from

television transmis-

the digital revolution

Jenny Okun

sions on their front pages, and

Exeter Cathedral. England. 1996
(Courtesy of Nash Editions

for a photojournalist to tal<e video

newer

digital video

cameras are mal<ing

footage and grab

it

simpler

frame from the flow.

single

a

and the photographer)

Computers can construct credible images almost

when making computer models

puter, as architects do

Computers also take strings

yet broken ground.

model of the whole, as happens

struct a

scans

when low-dose

of

of fragmentary

CAT (computerized

in

com-

project that has not

a

images and con-

tomography)

axial

X rays pass through the body from different angles and

cross-sectional, three-dimensional
(It is

entirely within the

model

is

constructed by

a

a

computer program.

even possible to view the results from different angles, something obviously

impossible with

a

two-dimensional image.) This

imaging that has been gathering force
radar and sonar images,

some form

in

in

is

one aspect of

this century with such

a

revolution

in

advances as

which non-optical data have been converted into

of visual display.

Photography works by

a

combination of

light

and

chemicals, but CAT scans, sonograms, MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) scans,

and PET (positron emission tomography) scans do not register
operate

the visual wave length at

in

all,

light

waves nor

and the images they produce are

constructed from digital data by the computer.

We now
new

have new kinds of nonoptical photographs, and vision has gained

access to the invisible. Images from deep space are electronically converted

from records of wavelengths as short as

most of which

graphic paper, but

does

its

now energy

called charge-coupled devices (CCD's).

image that looks more
to the

rays

and as long as radio signals,
is

printed on photo-

formation defies the history of photography. No longer

provoke chemical reactions;

light

ments

gamma

are outside the visible range. The picture

like a

stimulates photoelectric ele-

The computer then composes an

standard photograph.

When we

look at images close

edge of the universe, we see what human eyes have never seen and

in all

probability never will.

And yet they
from utter faith
believe

in

array of

in

are believable. At the end of a century that has journeyed

the truth of photographs to cynical disbelief,

photographs after

numbers by

a

all,

even

in

we

find

we

still

photographs that are developed from an

machine that can see what we cannot.

We

believe

in

photo

finishes of horse races, X rays that reveal tumors, scanning probe microscope

photographs of chromosomes, and infrared photographs of stars

We

believe

in

license and passport

evidence of our faces

we

carry

them with

Digitization has

should
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all

when we

us to

show

in

formation.

photographs that are checked against the

travel.

We

believe so firmly

in

baby pictures that

to other willing believers.

prompted much

talk

about the death of photography.

be assured of so glorious an afterlife.

We
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